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PROGRAMS
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A Brief Guide for Policy Makers

Our ingenuity is obviously going to be severely taxed, but this is pre-
ferable to taxing more 'severely the income of the public which supports
us.

President, University of Toronto, 1972

There are no heroes or villains in most crises, just learners and non-
learners.

President, University of Cincinnati, 1972

Carolina Population Center
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 1974
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part of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Rolf Lynton came to the then quite new
Carolina Population Center from 11 years
in development consulting in Southeast Asia
and parts of Africa. At UNC he was
Associate Professor of Mental Health in
the School of Public Health and Project Director

at CPC. Dr. Lynton is now Dean of the new
School of Public Health at the University of
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with two international institution building
projects at UNC. He is also visiting professor
in the Doctoral Program in Policy Sciences at
the State University of New York at Buffalo.
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Preface

The Carolina Population Center, ever since its start in 1966, and with increasing
urgency since its rapid expansion in the late '60s, has received requests from other
universities for assistance with developing university population programs (UPPs) of
their own. International funds for population activities were doubling every year
then and funding prospects looked excellent. In fact, so ominous did the population
explosion suddenly loom that the times favored technical assistance "on the quick,"
the kind of assistance that all too easily can make a set of items like "seed money"
for research projects, overseas training for faculty, expert assistance, library,
equipment, and so on, look like a program. Some assistance on this basis did take
place, probably too much. After all, we knew better from earlier experiences in
other fields and from the Center's own patently unresolved issues: this simple ap-
proach took for granted that the essential institutional context for the proposed
actixities already existed, and we knew this to be a mistaken'assumption. A univer-
sity population program is not just assorted activities under a common title but,
instead, has to have integrity as a whole, strengthened by combining carefully
chosen activities, making them cohesive, and integrating them well into the univer-
sity and into the conditions and developments in the country.

But early sallies into helping two other universities develop this broader
framework also left us dissatisfied. We just did not know enough ourselves about
population program development to be maximally helpful, so how could we help others
competently and surely? We magnified the task by focusing on those UPPs which de-
termined to deal with the population problem "in its full reality"--the phrase is
that of the rector of a collaborating university in Latin Amer,ica. These programs
were field-oriented and interdisciplinary, and thus a great change from the disci-
plinary knowledge-oriented tradition of most universities, including the standard-
setting universities in developed countries.

To illustrate the difficulties involved in developing university population
programs of this complex type, there follows the abbreviated list of obstacles and
proposals for program improvement reported from the first Regional Seminar of Pro-
grara Directors in West Africa kri 1972 (Addo and David 1973):

OBSTACLES

1. Failure to set out clearly the objectives and purposes of programmes and their
relevance both to the universities and the national community.



2. Lack of an effective structure for implementing the programme.

3. Staffing problams: not many trained persons are available at all, or if

available, can devote adequate time to the projects because of other demands on

their time. Demographic personnel, being in great demand el',ewhere, tend to

shift from programme to programme in response to better opportunities.

4. Administrative support: programmes can be ruined through poor processing of

finances, indifferent clerical support, and poor liaison with cooperating units.

a

PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT

Having listed the main obstacles to programme development, certain proposals were

put forward to insure a more efficient implementation of programmes:

1. The objectives, purpose, and relevance of programmes and projects should be set

out clearly, and care should be taken to insure that all participating and in-

terested bodies fully understand these.

2. Care should be taken to devise an appropriate structure for the programme. Two

bodies are usually needed. A policy-making body would consist of heads of rele-

vant and interested departments or units or their representatives. The second

body should be technical, consisting of the actual personnel engaged in the prc-

ject. The relationship between the two bodies should be clearly stated end the

issue of leadership and responsibility for project implementation should be de-

fined.

3. Staff recruitment and staff training are of paramount importance. It might be

necessary to reorient or up-date the skills of some of the professional staff

before they start wo6rk on a project. an the long run, it saves time and money

and avoids much frustration.

4. For long-term programmes, the best solution is to incorporate staff training

programmes into the overall programme to insure that trained staff are available

to continue with the individual projects.

5. The minimum commitment, especially of part-time research personnel, on projects

must be spelt out and guaranteed. (Some heads of departments are notorious for

steadily increasing the work-load of staff members who have been assigned on a

part-time basis to other projects!)

6. For key roles in projects, more than one person should be assigned. This will

prevent the collapse of a project because of a sudden departure of a project

director or personnel for one reason or the other.

7. Adequate incentives should be built into programmes or held out to participating

personnel, such as promotion prospects, better conditions, service opportuni-

ties, honoraria, publicity.
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8. Care must be taken to insure that the supporting staff and supporting services
are adequate, and forthcoming. (Projects have been known to be held up for lack
of a competent typist or effective accounting procedures!)

9. Arrangements for funding programmes, while requiring checks against misuse of
funds, should also be reasonably simple and flexible. Excessive red-tapism can
be very frustrating for research fellows anxious to get on with their work.

10. A list of project priorities for programmes should be prepared to help determine
allocation of scarce manpower and resources.

11. A timetable of operations should be drawn for all programmes and projects to
serve as a guide to project directors and a basis for evaluating the progress
of programmes. These should be revised from time to time.

12. For programmes that have a wide public impact or touch on sensitive public
issues, it is advisable to have a board or council. Membership should include
representation from the university institutions, government agencies, and rele-
vant private organizations. Such a board or council is useful for giving the
green light to programmes and protecting the programme itself from public mis-
understanding.

Yes, but how to do all these things?

By 1971 population.program building in universities had become a distinct cate-
gory for international funding, with the University Services Agreements of the U.S.
Agency for International Development the most notable newcomer.' That year the
Carolina Population Center requested AID funds to study the "state of the art" of
population program development in collaboration with key universities across the
world actually practicing it, and if possible to create a permanent association for
sharing experiences and helping each other--and so also improve that art for common
benefit. AID funded the work in Africa, Asia, and Latin America and two close col-
leagues, Dr. John B. Graham, director of the Genetics Program of the School of Medi-
cine, and Dr. Arnold Nash, former chairman of the Department of Religion, secured
funds separately (from the Rockefeller Foundation) for a study of population pro-
grams in North American and European universities.

This Guide is one product of that project (AID # csd-3325) and itself an out-
come of the interuniversity association which the project set out to foster. The
data on which the Guide is based, and those for the workbook fui program directors,
which is to follow,- come from questions and answers contributed by 25 universities;
so do many of the quotations at the heads of chapters and in boxes throughout the
Guide. Successive drafts of the Guide were then considered by the heads of nine
universities (the International Study Group) who guide *the project. The group and
the participating universities are listed on pp. ix and x, as are the group of col-
leagues at UNC who codirected the project.

1. In 1972 the U.N. organized an international conference on institution develop-
ment for population in France (Liege, 1972), and funding agencies met again in
Italy the following year (Bellagio, 1973).
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A dozen more persons deserve special mention as additional readers of the Guide

in draft and as supporters in particular capacities in the Center. The readers

were: Dr. Lee L. Bean, until recently Associate Director of the Demography Divi-

sion, Population Council, and now Chairman of the Department of Sociology, Univer-

sity of Utah; Dr. Abraham S. David, UNC representative with the Population Dvnamics

Programme of the University of Ghana on contract with the Research Triangle Insti-

tute; and Dr. John M. Thomas, then acting director of the Policy Sciences Program

of the State University of New York at Buffalo, now Chairman of the Urban Studies

Program of SUNY's School of Management. Dr. Oron South's thinking on networks and

how to organize and manage them was particularly helpful for the last chapter; he

is a historian trained in engineering, and consults with large school systems in

Florida and other organizations. Two immediate colleagues at the Center, Drs. Ar-

nold Kaluzny and Betty Cogswell, have shown particular interest in this work and

helped it in many ways. Only those who know what my drafts look like can appreciate

the assistance I have received in the office over the months from Marcia Petrillo,

Susan Miles, Macie Lind, Mimi Keever, Virginia Miller, Mary Julian, and Roxane Stew-

art.

Rolf P. Lynten
Chapel Hill
August, 1974
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Introduction
Purpose of Guide: Mapping
What the Current Map Shows: A Summary

PURPOSE OF GUIDE: MAPPING

When Christopher Columbus landed in America, hs hailed it as India, where he had
wanted to go. A map would have made all the difference.

Even crude map. Any meip Even a map of tha kind available at that time,
which at least had the main known land masses roughed in, though they are barely
recognisable as the oontinents on the maps today. Navigators now sail by charts

replete with detail. Tha differencs between the maps then and now comes from hun-
dreds of journeys each meticulowe!y recorded and then shared among navigators, giv-
in, precision to this coastline and that depth, noting currents, winds, and shifting

banks. Meticulously, step by step, the navigators and mapmakers together have

changed our picture of the wor14. Now we know where India is and how to get there

for certain.

This Guide is exactly that kind of enterprise: an attempt to sharpen the map

of the world of population program building in universities.

rQr (the few) universities already committed to developing major population

vr(AlrAms, the Guide:

1. Idvar.fios key issues and thus aids planning

2. indicates var!,ous ways in which these issues have been confronted under differ-

ent conditions

$. 1&711tifiee indicators for assessing progress

ror (..flo many) universitins still facing the question of whether or not to

clommie themselves to major work in population, and if the answer is yes, needing to

develop a certain type of program, the Guide also:

4. Nets out the minimum conditions and costs for developing different types of

programs

5. Tndicates possible resources for help with starting a program, from other un-

versities and university associations and from international agencies

A map, to be sure, does not replace the navigator's skill, least of all a map

04 t:rude eti his still is, but it does show where to apply skill to best profit.
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Nor does it do away with storms, r collisions, or cancellations of journeys alto-
gether.

WHAT THE MAP NOW SHOWS: A SUMMARY

As it is now, the map shows 23 features which may be classified as "most important".
(page numbers refer to their consideration in the Guide).

1. As between letting population research, teaching, and service activities emerge
here and there in the university perhaps (or perhaps not) jelling, sometime, in-
to a coherent major program or, as an alternative, deliberately choosing a par-
ticular kind of program and then working towards it systematically, choosing
holds much more promise.

This is most powerfully so where the program Is to make major departures from
university traditions, such as emphasizing interdisciplinary work.

2. Actual programs now differ widely from intended programs.

It is particularly easy to get sidetracked by tactical considerations of pro-
gram development, for instance, expanding a current activity, going after promised

funds, or settling for a faculty member's individual interest; the costs of this are
high and usually permanently damaging. Insufficient attention to setting policies
and keeping them up to date has much to do with the distortion and failure to grow
that characterize many programs (p. 6).

Program Choice

3. Five considerations are key for choosing 01., among the several possible kinds

of programs:

a. Some inherent characteristics of population as a field of study (pp. 18-19)

b. The state of national population policy and program development and there-
fore what kinds of population work are salient (pp. 20-22)

c. The university's particular character and its public image: what people ex-

pect of it (pp. 23-24)

d. The university's vision of its future (pp. 25-26)

e. What work other institutions in the country are doing on population (pp. 26-

27)

4. The real costs of different kinds of programs, such as faculty, time, funds,

space and organizational capacity, can be set out (pp. 30-34)

xii



Against these the university can test its capacity and commitment, and policy
makers and public administrators in the country can decide what to ask universities
for and to which university in particular to allocate population funds and for what
purposes.

Program Image

5. It is useful to think of the image of the program as the expectations important
people and institutions have of it, outside as well as inside the university
(pp. 41-43).

It is important that these expectations match the program intended by policy
makers in the university so that the image supports the chosen lines of development
--important enough to take action to insure this if necessary (it usually is).

6. Regular reviews and revision of program priorities are an important component of
program development and also of efforts to support development with the right
image: of clarity of mission, effective and efficient operations, and continued
responsiveness to salient needs.

Place in the University

7. The prevailing trends are towards organizing programs into centers or institutes
and attaching them to a high office of the university, for example, the vice-
chancellor's. Both set the programs apart from other parts of the university
and make lasting collaboration more difficult to achieve unless special steps
are taken (p. 47).

8. The distance is greatest and special steps to bridge it are most necessary in
the case of strongly field-oriented programs, even where their funding is safely
in hand (p. 47).

9. Proper location of the program in the university combines three sets of consid-
erations:

a. The characteristics of the particular kind of program chosen (pp. 47-53)

b. Its needs for autonomy in the university, depending on how different it in
fact is from the rest (pp. 53-56)

c. The linkages needed to tie the program into the university (pp. 62-64)

10. As between letting the program's position in the university emerge slowly and
indirectly or establishing it deliberately, experience strongly favors delih-
crate planning and action towards it.

11. Linkage issues in connection with collaboration and coordination stand out as
the most complex and interactable issues in program development and the most
common root of distortion and failure.



12. Linkages are costly. They multiply with every new relationship. To be accep-

table any linkage should be forged from just three considerations:

a. The degree of interdependence in the relationship (p. 60)

b. Its purpose and nature (pp. 60-62)

c. Its location, e.g., inside or outside the university (pp. 62-64)

13. The pattern of linkages as a whole needs to be taut and be kept so, otherwise

trying to manage it quickly overwhelms everyone's capacities.

In all but the smallest programs, linkages have to be planned and managed in

sets and networks (p. 57).

This also surfaces competition and conflicts between linkages which are very

important to deal with.

14. It is strategic to understand the entire pattern of relationships a program has

and needs--past, present, and future--and to monitor and adjust changes in it.

Program Leadership

15. Sound leadership for the program is more important and also more difficult to

find (even) than funds (p. 75).

The type of program to be developed and its next phase of development are the

most important criteria for composing the leadership for a program.

16. What a program needs from its leadership changes over time. Strong and con-

tinuous leadership is best assured by building leadership in depth.

Where that condition is met, it is usually best to select the direction for the

program early (p. 84).

Funds

17. Programs flounder and founder when they base expansion on tempting short-term

funds.

A useful criterion may be to cover with long-term funds the salaries and allow-

ances of all faculty members who regularly ccintribute to the academic work of the

university (p. 93).

18. Using foreign funds is also tempting but has many pitfalls and calls for extra

care. The risks are only worth taking (a) to gain time through anticipating

changes in, for example, country policy and university funding, or (b) to meet

a temporary need.

xiv
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19. In any type of program, activities can be started which are particularly good
for increasing faculty and administrative capacities in the program and for
building up work and funding contacts: reinvestments.

An early concentration on activities which promise high reinvestments into the
program looks like the most promising strategy for quick and sound program develop-
ment 98-99).

Program Evaluation and Contro/

20. Simple "development maps" are available to show, sequentiallye the kinds of
issues, decisions, and consequences which confront programs of various types
(pp. 104-113).

21. In addition to development maps, which are useful for setting the program on
course at any time, mnitoring and adjusting are needed to keep it on course.

Focused on the overall development of the program, this monitoring, etcetera,
is different from evaluating specific projects; project evaluation is in fact not a
good guide to program development (p. 123).

22. Program monitoring calls for the collection of data beyond personal impressions

(pp. 128-29) .

Data about criteria of institutionalization seem particularly impOrtant and are
identified in Box 4.15 (pp. 130-132).

23. Collaboration between universities for program development is worthwhile if its
purposes are clearly identified and tackled appropriately for collaboration at
national, regional, or international levels (pp. 130-132).

This particular map is drawn from the actual experiences of administrators and
program directors in 25 universities around the world intent on developing inter-
disciplinary field-oriented population programs useful to their countries, and from
some lessons learned from analogous program building activities in other fields and
settings.

IMPROVING THE MAP--AN INVITATION TO TAKE PART

The mide is also an invitation. Besides these 25 university population pro-
grams, thro are many more to join in 'the map-making effort. Also, the data and the
procedures for collecting them need to be imporved. They are now excessively rudi-
mentary: crude indicators, such as staff size, flnds, lists of activities; some
narratives, almost all in recollection, about what happened at some dramatic m--
ments, some action taken, some consequences remembered years later. Evaluations of
programs and of their influence on the larger university and on the country are vir-
tually nonexistent. There is a need for logbooks in the manner of navigators', with

17
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entries made at the time of the event, to recall what program leaders actually no-

ticed, what action they took in fact, and how this altered their course and their

view of what lay ahead.

Finally, there is need for more sharing of program-building experiences and for

pool:.ng the information, so that the map can be improved for all. New programs have

most to gain from joining this network, older UPPs have the most to give; but giving

and receiving crisscross very quickly. Quite rightly, there is only limited satis-
faction with university population programs to date, and new ones are needed by the

hundreds.

Each program is unique, to be sure, subject to a different set of conditions

from all others. But this is true of many endeavors and conditions which can yet

be improved through learning and sharing. Columbus .,:oo thought he was first as

well as right. We now know better.

18
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Five Sets of Policy Issues

. . development is hindered as muco, by a lack of knowledge, or a failure to apply
the knowledge already available, as inadequate resources. At this particular
moment in time, the knowledge gap is even more critical than the resource gap.

Secretary of State for External Affairs, Canada, 1969

Various interfaculty programs . . have already been created in such specific prob-
lem areas as technology, urban problems, population, and international affairs.
Some of these ventures have worked much better than others. We need to review our
experience carefully in order to try to identify the ingredients.that are needed to
mount successful collaborative effort. . . .

President, Harvard University, 1972

Population growth is an issue that appropriately concerns every country. The prob-
lems attached to that issue are many; they will be defined and resolved in different
ways according to local patterns and priorities. Common to all of these ways is the
need for expert thformation and expertly trained people. Providing these is the
work of univet,ities. This work, as it relates to understanding population growth,
must be introduced into processes of decision making that determine public policies
and practices essential to the harmonious relationships between man and his world.

Concerns that attach to population growth are also urgent. The doubling tjme
of the world's population is currently 32 years and decreasing, and the growth is so
distributed that the poore-t countries grow the fastest. Growth of this order and
its discrepancies has massive implications for living arrangements, food supplies
and prices, labor and employment, laws, and political life. Yet despite the cen-
trality of the population issue, knowledge about it has so far influenced national
development plans and public action only very little (see Box 0.1).

And the same applies to universities, though many are under growing pressure to
concern themselves practically with population and national development. Just a few
months ago, a member of the planning board of a large Asian country asked just one
question of a university delegation which had come for more funds: What work were
their universities doing which spoke to conditions in the country when there would
be twice as many millions as this year, just 20 some years hence? There was no an-
swer to satisfy him. And there were no more funds.

20
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Box 0.1. POPULATION IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

During the United Nations' development decade of the 1960s attempts were Made
by many less developed countries to rationalize and formalize their approach
to development planning. . . . To determine the importance given to popula-
tion growth in the overall strategy of development planning, this study an-
alyzes the population content of national development plans from seventy
countries. . . .

The major findings are as follows: First, most countries used very lit-
tle demographic data in their development planning. Second, most countries

were not planning for the consequences of short-term population'growth in
their national plans. Of particular importance in this respect was the lack
of short-run projections for the labor force and school-age populations.
Third, only twenty-seven countries of the.seventy analyzed recognized any
"population problems" in their development plans. And finally, only eighteen

of the seventY countries analyzed supported policies and programs to reduce
fertility in their development plans.

B. Maxwell Stamper, 1973.

Establishing a population program in a university is an attractive response to
these pressures. But what kind of program? To continue the remarks of Harvard's
president heading this section, what is "the sort of contribution to society that
universities are uniquely able to make?" That is the first question, preceding even
the sore question of funds; for well-thought-out population programs seem o gener-

ate funds pretty readily--if, that is, they do not offend politically and do look

feasible.

WHAT KIND OF PROGRAM?

Pressures are mounting on people and governments to "do something" about popula-

tion. But without better understanding of what the population "problem" really is,
what its causal structures are, and how it relates to other problems like ecology and
urbanization, even increasingly frantic activity achieves little and costs much. In

population programs so far, fashion has succeeded passing fashion.

The useful alternative is to look at the local, national, and world situation
and identify in it work that universities can do.

Clearly needed are research to establish more powerful conceptualizations and
more promising models on which to base population policies and service programs,

4
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better information to guide and adapt action, and also models for the better use of
knowledge about population. Only one step behind these is the need for more expert
researchers, theoreticians, program designers, and administrators; also teachers of
these experts.

This is the general agenda, but choices for particular universities are also
not hard to come by. It is up to the universities to take the lead in working out
the choices. If they do not, it is very understandable that policy makers and ad-
ministrators in many countries will insist that universities get involved in popu-
lation work as they see it, even if those activities suit universities less. For
universities, moving too slowly in so serious a public issue as population may re-
sult in grave consequences: either they lose autonomy of direction by working on
command or they lose public support and public funds.

Seeing the value of taking the initiative, however, does not settle the ques-
tion of what kind of program to develop in a particular university. A simple scan
of existing UPPs shows a confusing variety, for the most part not obviously related
to varying conditions in country or university. A few programs are little more than
titles plus a list of names on a letterhead: sudden creations to compete for na-
tional and international funds. Among bona fide programs, most are in the academic
tradition of adding a new subfield to an existing department, such as demography to
sociology, or family planning in schools of medicine, nursing, or public health.
Some other programs go beyond this and cut across disciplinary lines.

Sorting them differently, while most existing programs concentrate on research
projects and on educating students within one discipline and are carried out by in-
dividual scholars, others focus more on applied work, such as policy-oriented re-
search and training expert manpower, and involve several disciplines and scholars
working together. Some of these "applied programs" employ "outsiders" in important
positions and have close contact with policy.makers and public administrators. Some

center on delivering family planning services in the community. These latter UPPs,
which have a strong outward focus, commonly run into difficulties with the rest of
the university.

Another distinction is simply time: some universities are further along with
their population programs than others. While many universities have various popula-
tion activities going on here and there on the campus, such as some demography in
the sociology department, some family planning in medicine, some migration and em-
ployment in economics, others have gone quite far toward incorporating the parts in
a population program; some have embodied the program in a population center or in-
stitute.

But, though the variety of programs is wide, study shows that it is not ran-
dom; and this fact underlies the attempt in this volume to indicate the guidelines
for deciding what kind of population program a university might choose to develop,
and for answering other questions following the choice. The set of conditions,
notably the character of the university and the state of national population policy,
which make certain program goals feasible and others not, can be enumerated. Cer-
tain features of university organization, identifiable from experience, make some
goals more attainable than others. Programs vary in, of course, funds, time, and
effort, and the university's ability to muster these limits its choice, or should.
In some 'Universities, the new population program has overloaded a system already
strained to its limits by the student explosion--which is itself an exaggerated
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variant of the population explosion and of the explosion of expectations. Interdis-.
ciplinary programs, which are particularly in focus in this Guide, call for complex
internal arrangements between lepartments and between departments and administra-

tion; these too can be mapped.

The important point is that developing population programs in universities any-
where have key elements in common. It follows that knowledge about these can be

usefully shared. And by so sharing universities, governments, and funding agencies
take a major step away from reinventing the proverbial wheel over and over again,
which would be particularly damaging in this case. Finally, if both commonalities
and differences between programs and their development can be understood, there is

room too for prediction and choice.

The wide variety of UPPs has also another source, of a very different kind:
many programs stray from what they were intended to become. We are not speaking

here of the minor unanticipated consequences which accompany any major development
and add spice to creative activity, but of major deflections and malformations: of

small academic programs, which are the. total outcome of far-reaching plans; of pro-
grams broken into disjointed, disciplinary pieces after an interdisciplinary start;

of programs which either failed to get into the field as intended or--a common al-

ternative--got there and stayed there but compromised their autonomy and sometimes
their scholarly standards of work as they attempted to saefeguard continued funding

for an overextended operation; and of programs which after a promising start in a

few years lost all their staff and folded.

Overall, the deformations are predominently of one kind: too many programs

bunched together in the small, disciplinary, academically-oriented categories were
intended to go elsewhere. In short, existing programs, as a set, do not reflect at
all well the intentions of their creators. That these shortcomings are not peculiar

to universities in developing countries or to population programs (see Box 0.2) un-

derlines the need for extra care and circumspection.

Box 0.2. DEVELOPING NEW PROGRAMS IN UNIVERSITIES: SOME GENERALIZATIONS

BY UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS AND DIRECTORS IN WESTERN COUNTRIES

A number of experimental (programs] have been launched within the past fif-

teen years. Almost without exception they have either appealed to only a re-

stricted segment . . . or they have slid slowly back toward conformity with

older institutions, or they have failed entirely.

President, Harvard University, 1971

The relationship between the university and its environment has never been

defined in more than an overly abstract way. For some, the university is a

citadel, aloof, occasionally lobbing in society the shells of social criti-

cism. Others prefer a somewhat similar model, that of the "speculatorium,"
where scholars, protected by garden walls, meditate away from society's
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pollutants. Still others envisage the university as an "agent of change," a
catalytic institution capable of revolutionizing the nation's organizations
and professions. In fact, a recent sociological study listed almost fifty
viable goals for the university (a reflection of our ambivalence and confu-
sions as much as anything), and university catalogs usually list them all.

The role of the university in society might be easier to define if it
were not for one unpalatable fact. Though it is not usually recognized, the
truth is that the university is not self-supporting. This has always been
true.

We need [a university] that can help make a virtue out of contingency
rather than one which induces hesitancy or its reckless companion, expedi-
ence.

President, University of Cincinnati, 1972

Centers frequently lack philosophic justification. . . . Their founders have
too seldom addressed themselves to their roles in the total functions of the
university.

Program Director, University of Illinois, 1971

There are available powerful but entirely respectable means of drawing facul-
ty into particular fields selected for emphasis by the governing authorities.

What counts in actual practice is how the university interprets the
needs of society and how the interests of the faculty are molded to conform
with the defined purpose-; of t7te [program].

Program Director, University of Hawaii, 1972

It is impossible to tell ho% many difficulties, failures, and permanent malfor-
mations might have been avoided if there had been a better map to guide program de-
velopment. A map can insure that all important facets of developing a particular
program are at least in view, and can stay in view after the start is made and the
journey progresses. What the unintended bunching of present UPPs shows is that many
programs must have started out inappropriately for their destinations or that they
got stuck permanently at what were supposed to be only intermediary stopping places
along the way.

The map we propose as a guide for population program development in universities
comes in Box 0.3. Like maps of land or sea, it is not the territory, only a parti-
cular abstraction of it. There are particular conditions on the actual ground that
the map does not show, but which must influence what to heed in the circumstances
and what particular routes , follow. A conceptual map like this one show all
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major components of the program and its environment. These components and the re-

lationships between them must be in the developer's field of attention, at the

start and later on.

Box 0.3. MAP OF POPULATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT (WITH KEY ITEMS FOR

POLICY MAKERS CIRCLED)

PROGRAM RESOURCES

Flow Inputs

PROGRAM VARIABLES PROGRAM OUTPUTS

University support

Public support

From
Society*

From
University*.

Leadership

Doctrine

Program
Activities

Internal
Structure

inkages

Stock Resources

Propensity to Change
Opportunity for Action
Means to Act

8

Plowback

Current
Services

Influence

To Society
To University)

To Society
To University

Institutional
Reinvestments

The map looks complex, but only the four circled items need to concern policy

makers in particular:

1. Doctrine is used by institution development people to cover in one word what

administrators call mission, goals, public image, and a program's ways of op-

erating. "Program activities" are the outward expression of program doctrine--

or ought to betand they result in the "services and influence" to society and

to the university which are shown on the right of the map.
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2. Linkages are the connections of the program with the rest of the university and
with outside agencies.

3. Leadership is a broader term than program director; it includes other program
staff as well as the governing bodies to which the university attached the pro-
gram.

4. Funds includes not only amounts.of money from whatever source, but also how
funds flow within the university in order to release actual faculty time for
work on the program.

For policy makers in universities, the map is important on three scores:
(1) for identifying their particular functions and for seeing how these intercon-
nect; (2) for insuring that program development stays on course and that preparation
for future development is well in hand--that is, for evaluating, monitoring, and ad-
justing the program; and (3) for appreciating the complexities which the program
director and senior staff have to cope with and consequently the need for continuing
strong top-level support if the program is to succeed and become significant. For
policy ;token:: and program administrators in the country the map is important to
assess the capaoities of universities to contribute to country needs and to receive
funds for doing so.

In the course of discussing the first set of policy issues, focusing on what
kind of program to choose, the other four sets have alre-Ai 4...1'en mentioned or at
least clearly IMp]ied. TIP car, identify them quickly. q .oy ?it/. the Guide its

structure: eh haz a -r)--,.r..(4v.

THE PLACE OF THE PROGRAM IN THE UNIVERSITY (pp. 44-72)

Should the program be located in an existing department or school or should it be es-
tablished as a separate unit, for example, as a center or university institute? What
are to be its relations to other university units, academic and administrative?

On the map these issues particularly concern program doctrine and linkages.

PROGRAM RESOURCES: MEN, MONEY, AND A SENSE OF HUMOR (pp. 74-99)

Men means above all program leadershipthe director and senior staff, by all ac-
counts the scarcest resource of all. Where can they be found or how can they be de-
veloped? Next, what outside funds are available and which can the program safely
accept, and on what conditions? And how do funds need to flow so that they in fact

free faculty time for population work? A sense of humor helps tide over rough -pots;
particularly in interdisciplinary programs there will be many.
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KEEPING THE PROGRAM ON COURSE: MONL_JKING AND EVALUATION (pp. 100-32)

What procedures are useful for insuring that tL program stays on course, and what
top-level support wil) be required at vayiJus stages of development? These issues
are especially important and taxing for programs which represent major new thrusts
by the university, such as more direct engagement in public affairs.

LEARNING FROM OTHER PROGRAMS: INTERUNIVERSITY NETWORKS FOR COLLABORATION (pp. 134-40)

Common issues here are how to insure that useful contacts are made and kept alive,
while avoiding taking so muc!. time that interactions abroad interfere with action
at home.

10
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1 What Kind of Program: MissionsGoals
Activities and the Public Image

fbagment to fragment clings
the things thus grow
until we know and name them

Lucretius

. . the difference between the administrator's and researcher's approaches to re-
search undertakings. While the administrator is bound to be exclusively interested
in the utilitarian aspects of research results, the researcher . . . is more likely
to see his research undertaking as at least in part an exercise in the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake. The two approaches need not be mutually exclusive . . .

the social scientist needs to be persuaded to relate his research activities to the
needs of the action program.

Director, National Family Planning Program, Ghana, 1971

New social missions can open up exciting new scientific questions, as fundamental as
any generated by the internal workings of science. What Is important is that no
matter how much the broad strategy of science might be influenced by social priori-
ties, the tactics should be largely governed by scientific criteria.

Professor of Applied Physics, Harvard University, 1972

The academic community in this country has completely dropped the ball in providing
leadership on this relationship between demography and the dynamics of population
planning.

Senator Joseph Tydings, 1970

Programs of population studies are needee. in universities to insure that all future
graduates--tomorrc.'s leaders--appreciate crucial population issues as they affect
their country's development and the world, that professional students qualify for
careers related to these issues, and that population knowledge improves through re-
search. In some countries, such as in Africa, universities can take the lead in
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developing population studies where public and semi-public institutions cannot. In

other countries, such as in Southeast Asia, governments are requiring universities
to develop useful population programs as a condition for continued gcvernment fund-
ing of university education. The problem is to move beyond the broad intent and to
define specifically what kind of population program to develop in a particular uni-

versity. A few programs have formal statements of their mission, usually very ab-

stract. For most programs, their mission can only be inferred from their activi-

ties. The results are quite unsatisfactory, as illustrated by the quotations which

head this chapter.

It iS useful for a start to acknowledge the diversity of universities and of

the ways in which programs start. Happily, each university has its distinctive

character. The issue is how each can make the most of this character for its popu-
lation program. Some universities pride themselves on the high quality of their
faculty and their depth of scholarship; for them independent, long-term research
into the dynamics of population and new permanent programs of graduate education
are likely to be desirable outputs. Others pride themselves on being first in a

new field, or on their relevance in the eyes of the students through keeping up a

tradition of service to the surrounding community. These characteristics certainly
suggest other desirable kinds of UPPs. Of course what the university takes pride

in and the picture it has of itself and projects to others, changes--but slowly.
The university is no monolith. Its administrators, faculty, and students place

their emphasis differently. From time to time they are quite at loggerheads with
each other, as we well know, and the overall balance does shift. Perhaps it can

shift under the new program's influence.

The historical alternative to changing universities has been to set up new

kinds of universities. An exception may be the transition from a focus on preparing
people to practice the professions of priest, lawyer, or doctor to the current.r-

phasis on liberal education. Univeisities which have evolved in this way have be-

come the Oxfords and Cambridges of today. They pride themselves on not being prac-

tical at all, except in the important Chestertonian sense that, at times when nobody

really knows what is best to do, giving thought may be the most practical activity

of all. So these universities too can have important functions in population. But

they did not, in fact, satisfy the urges of the agricultural and industrial revolu-

tions. So new universities sprang up: land grant colleges and institutes of tech-

nology. Now there are new universities again, like Nehru University in Delhi, or
the graduate program of Javeriana Pontifical University in Colombia. Through com-

bining disciplines in thematic thrusts of study--like national development or man
and environment--they set out to wrestle afresh with the practical issues of the

late twentieth century.

The point of this historical countdown is twofold. First, the notion of being

practical is not at all new to universities; but, second, universities so far, once
established, have found it difficult or impossible to accommodate new practical

needs as they arise. Population and some other areas, for example, development or
ecology, may occasion another of.these disjunctions. Signs are indicating that this

is already the active alternative for governments in several African and Asian coun-

tries; rather than expecting existing universities to change, they are tempted to

set up new kinds of institutions, outside universities, even out of frustration and

with no assurance that these new institutions will work more responsibly.
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The central questions are what work needs to be done in poptlation and which
institution(s) will.do what. Our explorations with universities have been on a
broad front. Cutting across the variety of country conditions, university charac-
teristics, and program beginnings, these two questions have generally been left un-
answered. This has had one or another unhappy consequence. Programs either take
on--all too soon--the character and the normal speed of the rest of the university,
or, alternatively, they become heavily dependent on the changing wishes of operating
and funding agencies outside the university. In the first case, population becomes
merely another subject for courses and research, a new fragment in the "clinging" of
Lucretius' poem. In the other, the program becomes one of the many academic experi-
ments of little influence mentioned by the president of Harvard.

The alternative starts with choosing a program and backing the choice with a
sufficient framework of policy and top-level support to give it promise. In the
process of choosing, other institutions may need to be involved: (1) universities
acting together, as in the University Grants Commission of India, to allocate pri-
orities and funds among various tyPes of programs which might be developed and uni-
versities to develop them; (2) governments, to identify and facilitate population
work required for existing or anticipated population policies and programs and the
contributions expected from agencies other than universities;*(3) local communities
and agencies with which the university might work. For the university the choice of
a particular program, if it is to be as significant as the subject deserves, is an
intervention into its smooth operation, not a mere addition. So it calls for care-
ful thought and preparation in the university at large as well as for the new pro-
gram itself.

FIVE STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS IN CHOOSING A POPULATION PROGRAM

Strategic considerations need emphasis if university initiative and independence are
to be clear in this matter. These are sharply different from the tactical issues
which commonly occupy program directors too early and have distorted some programs
permanently. Examples of distorting tactical issues are: displaying, for funding
purposes, more cohesion between present population activities than exists; adminis-
trative convenience; accepting outside funds for inadequately designed projects; and
stepping into activities at which operating agencies have earlier failed. Box 1.1
summarizes what happened in programs that focused on tactical issues too early, with
one example for each case.

Box 1.1. TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OVER'STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS:
DESTINATION FAILURE

Data about program origin:, ind first steps suggest that one or two of the
following four tactical considerations overwhelm other thoughts in this mat-
ter at the start and are associated with program distortions which then
quickly become self-reinforcing and often permanent.
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1. Making existing population activities look like a cohesive program; for

instance, to attract funding.

Example: One university asked the head of the genetics program in the Medi-

cal School to assemble and chair a population committee. He in-

vited the chairmen of three departments in the School of Public

Health and the chairman of the Department of Sori-dogy to join him.
Together they decided to collect population prcier-zs for "program"

funding by a large foundation. The batch of prujects which came
together were all departmental and all from departments directly
represented on the committee and they exhausted the program funds.

Sociology became disaffected. Though projects from other parts of

the university were entertained later and funded from additional

sources, the program retained a primarily public health image, and

developed as a servicing and funding mechanism for individual and
departmental projects, with no cohesive mission of its own. By the

third year it ran into major funding problems on the grounds of low
output to society.

2. Making a start somewhere: administrative convenience.

Example: The School of Public Health had space and data processing facili-
ties and needed to be centrally involved in this "university-wide"
program heavily oriented toward improving family planning services.

So the program was located there "for a start." The following are

extracts from the annual report of the fifth year:

My understanding of what the Center is supposed to be doing is

well known. However, there is not concensus on this locally.
Is the UPP in the business of research, teaching Public Health
students, or providing clinic services, or some combination of
these, and is any more important than the other? This confu-

sion may account for the event the other day in.which one of
the Assistant Directors and I were talking with a visitor, and
the Assistant Director told him that the primary goal of the
Program is teaching Public Health students about family plan-
ning and research methodology, and the Assistant Director then
said he wasn't sure if that was less important than a goal of
doing research.

The service function also adds to the confusion, as some staff
members listed on the roster do nothing but provide clinic ser-

vices. Moreover, some listed there only teach at the School.
And some couple these in some combination with the Program.

nother symptom of possible goal discrepancy is seen in the
monthly budget statements, in which some items have no rela-
tionship with research. And, of course, the Center car can be
used for Center business when it isn't hauling personnel to
and from clinics 12 days a month, and when it isn't at field

training for two montAs. There is need for goal clarification.
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I am not certain of the source of this confusion, but it may
stem from an early unnamed and undated document which differs
substantially from other documents I have gone by. Or, it
could be a reflection of the fact that 'research is low on the
priority list in the University here, and in other organiza-
tions in the country.

3. An outside agency has identified a particular need and offets funds to
the university to meet it. Conditions: quick start and administrative
neatness.

Example: More demographers are urgently needed to document the basic popu-
lation picture in the country. The university develops a special
master's degree program, setting it within a department (ar sep-
arately--there are several instances of each). Three years later:
other needs are identified, e.g., for policy-oriented research in-
volving several social sciences and for training program adminis-
trators. The program invites other departments to join it to meet
these needs. Responses are noncommittal: too much work, etc. The

program director learns that the Faculty of Administration has of-
fered to train administrators, but independently.

4. The failure of public agencies to provide a much needed service gives
the university the opportunity to show it can do better, using public
funds and at the same time improving its image generally.

Example: The university goes over the head of officials to the government
minister and offers to run the service, "at least on a pilot ba-
sis." The minister forces funding and asks officials "to cooper-
ate in every possible way."

a. The university finds the going uphill: officials do not pro-
vide data, contacts in the local offices are unresponsive and un-
rekiable. Outputs are much lower than expected, costs much higher.
After one year's trial period, the ministry refuses funding renew-
al at two and a half times the expected cost.

b. The university finds the going uphill: officials do not pro-
vide data, contacts in the local offices are unresponsive and un-
reliable. The university steps up its effort, runs services inde-
pendently. At end of the trial period, dealing with the minister
directly, the program is refunded and its area of coverage doubled.
The program doubles professional and supporting staff on its pay-
roll, develops its own administrative procedures and fully staffed
administrative section. The university continues to sanction, ex-
pects program staff to teach at no cost to university. After three
years program is located in separate building in town, in service
area. Contacts with officials are through politicians. Contacts

with universities are marginal: overhead payments to university,

few services in return.

UPP Study 1972.
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The five strategic considerations which need to affect the choice are these:

1. The inherent characteristics of population as a field of knowledge

2. The state of national population policy and program development

3. The university's present character and public image

4. The university's future

5. Population work by other institutions in the country

Let us consider each of these points.

Characteristics of "Population" as a Field of Knowledge

Box 1.2 sets out 10 important characteristics of population as a field of know-
ledge. They range from "value-laden" through bridging many disciplines. Also, work

on population tends to affect strongly those who do it.

18

Box 1.2. FIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION AS A FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE

Population as a field of work has certain characteristics of which five de-
serve special mention here because of their important influence on population
program development in universities.

1. Population is a value-laden subject for study, and hence controversial
and exposed to political and religious attack, even if intervention is

not intended. Universities in Latin America and Africa know this well,
but this characteristic continues also long after a national population
policy is in effect and a program well established, as in many Asian
countries, throughout Europe, North America, Australia, and New Zealand.
The controversies about abortion in many countries bear strong witness to

this. If intervention is intended, for example, in applied programs,
issues of power and its distribution in society of course move to the
fore, whatever the subject of study.

2. Important aspects of population dynamics become clear only as someone
intervenes to change them. This characteristic, which population shares
with other studies of social issues, gives special weight to research
combined with action and service closely combined with research. And

these combinations are difficult to accomplish, as is well known.

3. Population is an interdiscipdinary field of study with _indeterminable

boundaries. Value-laden, it needs to bring in disciplines that deal with

values: religion, philosophy, law, history. For applied, work, it has

strong components in the social and medical sciences and in economics.
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Migration brings in geography and reproductive zoology. For basic work

the natural sciences are involved. And so on. The study of population
has therefore to proceed outward, starting with a focus on some problem
and including in the study whatever it takes from any discipline to lead
to better understanding. One implication of this is that projects often
produce "spin-offs" which will be important to pursue, even though they
did not figure in the original goals. Another is that major population
questions call for simultaneous work on all major facets of the problem,
and this work must often be sustained for long periods.

4. Many important decisions concerning population are reached by large num-
bers of people in the privacy of their widely scattered homes. Individual

motivation and social norms, such as family size, are therefore esoecially
important to study. If effective change is an aim, pr-jects take long to
complete and their effects longer still to evaluate.

5. With the field so broad and indeterminate, and many important decisions
subject to individual, private wishes, the field component in population
work is unusually important. That means the energy of many scholars must
focus outward on people at work and in their homes, and not just inward
on students, courses, and university programs. It also means that feed-
back loops of learning need to operate throughout the field of study.
Otherwise, important information that is so widely distributed and also
private will not become part of the body of general knowledge. This is
different from the classic teacher/student model in which the university
is in the role of owner and dispenser of knowledge. Here all have some
knowledge and all are ignorant of each other's knowledge; unless, that is,
something more is done to meet the need for collaborative studying and
sharing.

It is a daunting but also an exciting list. Daunting, because these are
complex characteristics, difficult to study and to handle in practice, and certain
to provoke sharp differences in many universities as universities are organized
"and working now. Exciting, because the list for population study matches the
characterisitcs of important other new fields which many universities also want
to take up, such as urban studies, ecology, or national development. This cor-
respondence makes even a major investment in a population program doubly worth-
while: what is learned in developing the UPP is likely to benefit the develop-
ment of important other programs also.

Among specific items, the value question stands out for policy makers as es-

pecially important and urgent. Where do policy makers in this university stand,

personally, on population issues? Do they feel strongly about population growth
and intend to influence future growth through the program or, on the ccantrary, to

avoid this? Do they see population primarily as an "area of substantive inquiry
in which any number of frames of refere. :e may be employed" in pursuit of stimu-

lating scholarly work? Sur'ly the enerci -.. and support the university's policy

makers put into developing the .7>opvla4-. ..ogram are heavily influenced by per-

sonal values and priorities. I -- ant that this fact be recognized and to
choosu a program to which they c. d give their continuing strong sunport in
the university.
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The State of National Population Policy and Program Development

The second cOnsideration to incorporate in the choice of a particular type
of population program is the university's look outward to what the country needs
and is likely to fund. This is the piece which the planning commission member
whom we quoted on page 3, found missing altogether in the universities' funding
request.

From experiences in many countries useful lists are available to indicate
the kinds of manpower, research, and services likely to be needed at different
stages of population policy and program development. Box 1.3 summarizes one such
list as an example.

Box 1.3. PRACTICAL CONCERNS OF POLICY MAKERS, PLANNERS, AND ADMINISTRATORS

Stage 1. The first response

1. Informing ready acceptors (10-15 percent) of available services

2. Preparing policy makers, planners, public that these 10-15 percent will
have no noticeable effect on birthrate

3. Organizing the best clinical, distributive, and follow-up services and
preventing their deterioration

Stage 2. Good technology and convenient administration

4. Organizing health education programs around satisfied users of FP ser-
vices

5. Drawing into the program more sectors of population at risk with their
different norms and practices

6. Organizing staffing and managing services in the light of the different
norms and practices

7. Staff recruitment and training in the light of item 6

8. Replacing traditional FP norms and practices by a series of improved
technologies

9. Motivating, including financial incentive schemes

10. Preventing follow-up services from getting crowded out by services to

new users
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11. Trading off provision of low-key, private, continuous services against
highly publicized, morale-building periodic campaigns

12. Insuring that private manufacturers and distributors enrich rather
than restrict overall program effectiveness

13. Removing financial barriers to use of any FP technology'by any poten-
tial user

Stage 3. Health care for mothers and children

14. Improving FP motivation by better MCH, nutrition, etc.

15. Translating lower infantile mortality into lower family size norms

16. Changing harmful weaning practices and taboos

17. Organizing, staffing, and managing widespread postpartum servio',s

Stage 4. Economic control methods

18. Altering the views of families of their economic prospects and the
financial implications of more children

19. Preventing initial increase in birthrates when incomes go up, if
possible

20. Changing laws to bypass immediate blocks and strengthen support for
program, e.g., raise minimum legal age of marriage

21. Providing means for labor-intensive agriculture other than more
children

22. Providing direct financial incentives for small families

Stage 5. Modifying socio-cultural factors

23. Changing cultural orientation to family size and religious beliefs
and sexual taboos which run counter to small families

24. Making planning--for anything--a more common activity

25. Raising age of marriage, through providing education and work for
women

Carl E. Taylor, 1968-69.
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The list shows that a country needs population research and manpower develop-

ment of some kind at every stage. Migration studies, new models of delivering

maternity and child health care services, urbanization models, basic demographic

studies and family education are examples of valuable and well-accepted foci for

university programs which are valued in the country. When any one of these cate-

gories is detailed into possible working projects to choose from, it quickly re-

sults in a long list. One list of commonly required demographic studies has 65

items (Linder 1971).

Possibilities of useful work increase still further when account is taken of
the time required to do the work in relation to when its results are needed. Many

programs of research and manpower training require three years or more. This means

that for national policies and programs to benefit from the results, their needs

have to be anticipated by several years by the university and by the national lead-

ers themselves. For work on "modifying social-cultural factors," (Taylor's Stage 5)

the lead times are much longer.

Data from existing programs suggest strongly that this kind of anticipation is

not at all common. For instance, in a composite list of program activities ordered
according to the time and other resources allocated to them, some important cate-

gories are far down even though they are basic to population work in the country,
are university-type work, and take longest to achieve results. Training teachers

for population education is a tragic example. Details are set out in Box 1.4.

As a ready reference, Box 1.5 indicates national positions on population policy

and program development for the 12 countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America in

which the universities are located which provided data for this Guide.

A final word of caution about generally available lists of country needs: they

are no substitute for direct contact between policy makers and administrators in the

university and in the government, and to treat them so would be a grave disservice.

Lists of work for particular university programs have to be worked out in discussion.

A particularly painful way of learning this is to delay contact until funding time,

when several programs learned that administrators had quite different priorities

from those on which academic plans were confidently based, and in any case they re-

sented not having been asked. Using independent funds avoids this particular con-
frontation but contact is still needed for formulating esearch questions and coming

up with answers that administrators can use. Some programs which have failed to

step outside the university walls now have the dubious reputation of being full of

"philosopher kings," because they profess to be policy-oriented and claim to train

people and undertake research to influence public affairs, but have failed to in-

volve the people who are supposed to use the results. To this very important ques-

tion we will return later (pp. 49-50).
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Box 1.4. POPULATION PROGRAM ACTIVITIES IN 25 UNIVERSITIES IN ORDER
OF RESOURCES ACCORDED TO THEM

1. Policy research and commentaries

2. Basic disciplinary research and teaching

3. Developing data base for population studies

4. Documentation service

5. Population services to students

6. Technical assistance to operating agencies

7. Applied research programs on program operation

8. Consultation to agencies by faculty

9. Applied research programs on program operation

10. Basic research on contract to agencies

11. Facilitating collaboration between agencies

12. Graduate professional education

13. Disciplinary courses for graduate and professional students

14. Large-scale services

15. Major undergraduate course program

16. Prototype service programs

17. Training operating staff for agencies

18. Exchange programs of faculty and practitioners

19. Mid-career professional education

20. Training teachers for population education in schools

UPP Study, 1972.
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Box 1.5. GOVERNMENT POSITIONS ON POPULATION GROWTH AND FAMILY PLANNING
ACTIVITIES IN 1972 FOR 12 COUNTRIES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD
WITH UNIVERSITIES PARTICIPATING IN THE UPP PROJECT

Region
and country

1971 population
(millions)

Government
position

A, B, or C*
Year

adopted

Africa
Egypt 34.1 A 1965

Ghana 9.3 A 1969

Nigeria 56.5 B 1970

Asia
India 550.0 A 1952

Iran 29.8 A 1967

Malaysia 9.4 A 1966

Pakistan 62.0 A 1960

Philippines 38.0 A 1970

Thailand 37.3 A 1970

Turkey 36.2

Latin America
Brazil 98.0
Colombia 23.0 A 1970

*A--Official policy to reduce the population growth rate. In addition to

supporting family planning to implement this pnlicy, countries in this
category also support family planning for reasons of health and as a

human right.

B--Official support of family planning activities for other than demo-
graphic reasons.- Countries in this category usually support family
planning for reasons of health and as a human right, but any anti-
natalist effect is a by-product, not an objective.

C--Residual category. Countries in this category neither have a policy
to reduce the population growth rate nor do they support family plan-

ning programs for any reason, demographic or otherwise. The list

therefore includes countries that are neutral as well as those that

are pronatalist.

SOURCE: Dorothy Nortman, 1972, tables 5 and 6.
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The University's Present Character and Public Image

After the look outward, to what the country needs and what administrators
may fund, comes a look at the university itself, with the first of two important
questions in mind: what is it like? That is, given its present strength and
weaknesses and its credibility in the country for different kinds of work, what
kinds of population program can it realistically plan to engage in, to encompass
some of the lines of work which have already been identified as useful and needed?
Universities which are in the classic academic tradition of Oxford, the Sorbonne,
Leiden, Heidelberg, or Harvard quite properly answer this question differently
from the many other universities which have developed more recently with a pri-
mary emphasis on agriculture, medicine, or technology.

The list of program activities in Box 1.4 becomes bimodal when sorted to com-
pare programs in academic and applied universities, which is a useful first dis-
tinction to draw. There are many detailed exceptions and much overlapping, of
course. But, broadly, population programs in primarily "academic" universities
focus mostly on disciplinary research and teaching, whereas those in "applied"
universities are more in training, operational research, and services. Box 1.6
sets out the list of current program activities again on this basis, with the
types of university on one side and the country needs which national policy makers
and administrators now express on the otli-r. (The italics are important: uni-
versities have an educational task to ! o"del the perspectives of national policy
makers and administrators.) A third t:)-)e i university is also indicated, to in-
clude the few but important new universit.Les that try to organize themselves
around themes, like development or ecology, rather than disciplines. The Nehru
University in Delhi and the new graduate program at Jayeriana, Colombia, are ex-
amples.

This schematic presentation demonstrates three imPortant points. Programs
tend to concentrate on work most congenial to their universities and this means
that programs in applied universities come far closer than those in academic uni-
versities to doing what national policy makers and UPP administrators ask for.
But, second, there is no sign that national policy makers and administrators have
yet identified the basic work they also need if population programs are to be
sound and to succeed in the long run, or at least that they look for this basic
type of work from universities. Third, the scheme points clearly to the strategic
issue of which Harvard's president speaks (p. 6): for an academic university to
start an applied population program risks appealing "to only a restricted segment"
or failure "entirely"; but if the UPP is not distinctively different from the rest
of the university, it risks sliding "back toward conformity." In theory the same
applies in reverse to academic Programs in applied universities but for reasons to
be discussed in the next chapter it does not usually work that way in that case.
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Box 1.6. UNIVERSITY TYPES, PREVAILING POPULATION ACTIVITIES

Type of population work in UPPs

"Academic"
universities

"Applied"
universities

Basic research/
teaching

Policy critiques
Population
generalists

Basic research
on contract

Consultation
by faculty

Services to
students

Informed future
leaders

Improved data
base

Applied research
on policy issues

Population
specialists

Documentation for
public, agencies

AfrCareer proless-
ional manpower

Collaboration between
agencies

Applied research in
program operations

Exchanges--faculty,
practitioners

Trained teachers
Trained operating

staff
Technical assistance

to operating agency
Prototype service
programs

Large-scale service
programs

11MY

Types of universities
Their characteristic university-wide concerns

..... Their population programs

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.
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Expressed
needs of
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The University in the Future

Developing an applied population program in an academic university has a differ-
ent emphasis if policy makers decide to do this as part of a broad strategy toward
shifting the whole university in order to engage more directly than formerly in the
national development than if the program is on its own in this orientation. The
former is the possibility the program director at Illinois points to (on p. 7 ) when
he writes of the need "to redefine the mission of the university and to restructure
its organization so that it may incorporate . . . problem-focused education."

The basic choices can be reduced to three and be visualized diagramatically:

Choice A--Business as usual: no

change in university
mission

Choice B--A UPP within the char-
acter of the university
but focused on national
needs: some change in
university mission

Choice C--A UPP radically differ-
ent from university:
major change in univer-
sity mission

The principle for including the policy makers' vision of the university's future
as an important consideration in choosing a population r)rogram is a simple law: the
greater the difference between the new .program and the university as it now is, the
higher will be the costs of introducing and supporting the UPP. The costs include
internal strains, top-level support, planning time, relearning and reworking admin-
istrative and organizational arrangements, as well as staff time and direct funds.
As part of a strategy for changing the university's mission and its image with the
public the high costs of a substantially different program may well be worthwhile.
For instance, the university's own capacity to develop goes up if, through its popu-
lation programs, faculty and administrators gain some important new experiences,
such as working together in interdisciplinary projects, designing and carring out
field services, and administering a variety of incomes and expenditures, all of
whici, have general applicability. New opportunities to change come about also
through the contacts a program develops outside, through faculty members sitting on
national advisory committees, for instance, and through collaborative work with
local and national organizations. And the university's own capacities for change go
up as it makes policies and structural alterations in its own working to meet the
new needs of its population program. By this time, too, many programs will have en-
hanced the standing of their university nationally and internationally.

Some of these by-prodcuts all universities would welcome; others have a mixed
reception. Contributions to overhead costs out of grants to the new population pro-
gram are universally welcome; so usually are growth and the stronger image and higher
standing outside which many UPPs bring their university in the country and among uni-
versities internationally. These are practical and obvious benefits for the
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university: they ease financial pressures and may make other funding easier, toO,
for the whole university: they make the whole university more attractive to new
faculty and students; they raise the university's influence where it counts outside,
on educational and general development in the country. All this builds up into an
altogether attractive reinforcing spiral toward good things.

But this happy sequence is not at all inevitable. Some of the by-products may
be very troublesome for particular universities, or welcome at some times and not
at others. For instance, the splendid-looking overheads are supposed to cover space
and services for the program, which most universities have great difficulty provid-
ing. Also, the university may not want to have work growing apace in population so
fast that it unbalances the whole. Even the issue of public image and prominence
is not at all simple. An image of strong involvement in public affairs may please
students, but put off scholars who feel they need quiet ,,)ntinuity of effort to de-
velop their fields. Public involvement can snowball int ) preempting the time and
effort of kev faculty members and administrators.

The strategic question for the university to ask is, Are the probable by-pro-
ducts of a certain kind of program in line with our doctrine, where are we now, or
with what we want to become? If yes, the benefits of the by-products are likely to
outweigh their cost. An example of this calculation would be a university which is
indeed eager to move closer to public affairs and visualizes a field-oriented popu-
lation program as a very good vehicle for focusing its faculty more on the needs of
the country, favoring public visibility, and trying out new organizational forms--
even if they are costly. Similarly, a technical university eager to upgrade its
academic standing may welcome the development of a program with an academic hue.

A caution: in every case we know, the costs of changing the mission of the
university in response to a novel population program, and so also to give broad Sup-
port to that UPP, have been seriously underestimated. This is said not to suggest
that the attempt is impractical, only to underscore the importance of carefully
counting the costs and providing the reauired resources; and of including in the
vision and any cost-benefit calculation the possibility that the population program
may pioneer new thrusts towards meeting country needs in the university as a whole.

Other Institutions in the Country Doing Population Work

The fifth consideration places the university program among the range of insti-
tutions which engage in population work, or may do so in the foreseeable future, in-
cluding programs in other universities. The sets of available institutions vary be-
tween countries and stages of development. For instance, many countries which were
formerly British have a strong tradition of governmental institutes to carry out
applied research; others, for example in French-speaking Africa, favor independent
instintues. Again, the provision of family planning serYices and extension work
which is part of the American university tradition for agriculture, medicine, and
technology is in most other countries the work of government ministries. In those
countries the attempts to introduce applied university population programs have led
to hesitation and jurisdictional disputes wherever the several institutions in-
volved have neglected to assign responsibilities among themselves at the outset.
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Nor is availability of services the major criterion. In some ways, the oppo-
site problem exists where public services are overwhelmed by the pressing need for
rapid expansion and governments at the local or national level encourage universi-
ties to take on the task of providing family planning services on a large scale or
to take over some piece of population work at which another agency has failed. The
activities themselves might be excellent parts of a well-thought-out population pro-
gram (though, of all UPP activities, the provision of large-scale family planning
services is of the most dubious practicality). But in the early stages of a program
such specific responses have usually distorted it permanently, led to its separation
from the university or its failure, and often only delayed the development of appro-
priate agencies on a sound basis.

Box 1.7 contains a matrix which looks complicated only because population poli-
cy and program development have many facets. It actually allows simple scoring of
required population work against institutions to carry it out. The matrix is a use-
ful basis for concrete discussions between policy makers of several institutions in-
cluding universities. Any one university can use this to clarify what the core of
its particular program might be, and make the information known to others. It can
also with the help of this matrix identify the other institutions with which its
program ought to collaborate for maximum impact and economy of effort.

FIVE TYPES OF PROGRAMS

Careful thought to the five considerations opens up a range of possible programs to
choose from in practical terms. The essence is to choose and then solidify the pro-
gram at its core--what is essentially in and what is out--and anchoring that core
securely in the university. Once that step is taken, many variations and particular
features can be added or explored, but not before.

Five basic types of programs have emerged so far from experience:

1. One-discipline programs
2. Multidisciplinary programs
3. Interdisciplinary teaching and research programs
4. Interdisciplinary teaching, research, and service programs
5. Large-scale service programs

Appendix A (p. 143) describes each in terms of its main characteristics, benefits,
and costs.

Box 1.8 and 1.9 set out some concrete details of the program activities which
characteristically cluster around each type of UPP. Eight of the 10 most important
activities which programs around the world now carry out are related to a specific
discipline. The programs have expanded existing departments and schools and called
for collaboration between departments to only a minor extent or not at all. A few
universities have several population programs in separate departments and at least
one has two separate UPPs in the same department.
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Box 1.8. FIVE PROGRAM TYPES AND ACTIVIfIES COMMONLY CLUSTERED wilmn UCH

(Numbers in parentheses refer to ratings of importance by 25 programs)

1. Disciplinary activities carried out in a university department or school

Policy research and commentaries (1)
Basic disciplinary research and teaching (2)
Population services to students (5)
Consultation to agencies by faculty (8)
Basic research on contract to agencies (10)
Disciplinary courses for graduate and professional students (13)

2. Multidisciplinary activities usually carried out by several departments
or schools

Developing data base for population studies (3)
Documentation service (4)
Applied research on policy issues (7)

Graduate professional education (12)
Major undergraduate course program (15)

3. Interdisciplinary teaching and research

Applied research on program operations (9)
Exchange programs of faculty and practitioners (18)
Mid-career professional education (19)
Training teachers for population education in schools (20)

4. Interdisciplinary limited service programs

Technical assistance to operating agencies (6)
Facilitate collaboration between agencies (11)
Prototype service programs (16)
Training operating staff for agencies (17)

5. Large-scale service programs (14)

UPP Study, 1972.

The second important feature, which stands out in the third category in Box 1.8,
is the low ratings for interdisciplinary teaching and research. It cannot be that
these activities are intrinsically less important than, for instance, service pro-
grams--which head for extinction if unsupported for long by interdisciplinary teach-
ing and research. More likely, interdisciplinary teaching and research seem less
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urgent, and therefore also do not attract funds as readily as service programs do.

They are also apparently more difficult to organize and run well than service pro-

grams. Why? After all, interdis,:iplinary teaching is all within the university

and should be easier to organize and manage than programs going outside into the

community. The explanation may be simple: pressure. Pressures from within the

university toward interdisciplinary teaching and research are low, and therefore so

is motivation to overcome the obstacles to these activities and to organize for

them. Service tasks, on the other hand, demand interdisciplinary working. Once

the program engages in service activities at all, disciplinary divisions are eroded

under the pressure of the work to be done, and interdisciplinary norms of working

are developed. Service programs make such demands relentlessly, quite unmindful of

the dispositions of individual workers or of weaknesses in internal organization.

Teaching and research program on the whole do not.

Box 1.9 shows the usual costs of the different activities which population

programs commonly engage in, in real terms: faculty time, organization, space,

time span and time, administration, and additional expenses. The indicated costs

are, of course, generalized for a variety of circumstance. But they indicate or-

ders of magnitude well enough for the reader to be able to translate them more pre-

cisely for his particular situation.

Keeping costs clearly in view serves three important functions at the stage of

choosing a program. First, knowing the costs that activities of various kinds would

entail helps in testing quite realistically the university's ability and readiness

to assume them. Thus one university, renowned for its faculty of business and pub-

lic administration, drafted a mission for its population program that was strong on

applied outputs, including short-term technical assistance. But it also decided to

start the program only when funding for the specified basic group of faculty and,

services was actually in hand for the first seven years of program development and

operation. The mission of another program inclv',..s the rule that it will not under-

take "large" projects of any kind, large being defined as projects which preempt two

or more senior faculty and university services in excess of half time or for longer

than three years. A third program, strong on commlnity services, insists on having

an office central to the university, as well as its service offices in the community.

,Realistic cost estimates also help national o2icy makers and administrators

to encourage and support projects of certain type, in those universities which are

most likely to be able to develop and sustain them effectively. Anything short of

such circumspect placing of work has had discouraqiig results, usually of two types.

Either policy makers and administratoes have tre, ) programs as if they were pools

of resources on call, causing seriou .. eisturbar- to the regular work of universi-

ties, or they have relied on universl.ties f their own best interest and have

accepted or rejected the work they offe-Lid oh this basis. But the pressures are

against this benign assumption and maw,/ times universities severely strapped for

funds or in particular need of good will in the government have engaged in auite

unsuitable activities. Several universities have succumbed to temporary offers of

official funds--even short-term funds--and developed population programs which are

patently inappropriate: now they are saddled with unfavorable reputations for lit-

tle or low-quality work, large administrative machineries (used for fund raising

and reporting, special accounting, and public relations), and uncertain prospects

for the future.
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Box 1.9. COST TABLES

1. Costs of Academic Activities in Population Programs*

Activity Faculty Organization Space Time span

Adminis-

Timing tration

Education

Disciplinary course (2)

Graduate professional

1/4-1/3 time

several

simple

some

x 1 year academic simple

course (12) part-time collab. x 1 year academic simple

Undergraduate teaching (15) several

part-time

some

cone!).

x 1 sem, academic simple

Pop-ed for teachers (20) 1/3-1/2 time simple x 1 year academic simple

Research

Concept/theory (2) part-time simple x varies flexible simple

Independent policy studies

(1) part-time simple x varies flexible simple

Developing data base (3) part-time varies x varies flexible simple

Services

Family planning services

for students (5) full-time simple some permanent flexible simple

.1"

*Numbers in parentheses refer to ratings by 25 programs of resources allocated to these activi-

ties.
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2. Costs of Applied Activities*

Activity

Organization

Faculty Within Outside Space Time span Timing Adminis- Added

UPP linlAges tration Expenses

Education

Professional man- several some some x 1 year academic

power (13) part-time collab.

Mid-career pro- senior scme some varies academic

fessional edu-

cation (19)

field-

oriented

collab,

Faculty-practition- senior some some none 6 mos. academic

er exchanges (18) field-

oriented

collab.

Pop-ed for

teachers (20)

field-

oriented

simple none x 1 year academic

1/3-1/2 time

Research

Basic research on

contract (10)

varies varies some varies** varies intrusive

Work on data

base (3) varies varies some x varies intrusive

Applied research senior some collab. x varies flexible

on policy (7) field-

oriented

collab.

Applied research on senior some high varies very

program opera-

tions (9)

field-

oriented

collab. collab. intrusive

Services

Consultation by in-

dividual faculty

part-time control personal none

issues

varies intrusive

(8)

simple field

work

simple field

work

simple none

simple none

simple varies

varies varies

varies varies

complex heavy

fairly none

simple



Documentation ser-

vice

Training program

staff (17)

varies simple personal varies con, con-

tinuous tinuous

varies inflex- high varies varies intrusive

ible collab.

Large-scale techni- varies

cal assistance (6)

Prototype service

program

Large-scale service

program (14)

Collaboration be-

tween agencies

(11)

fairly varies

simple

complex heavy

inflex- high x varies intrusive complex heavy

varies high high spacial long preemptive complex heavy

collab. collab, continu-

ous

varies high high x per- preemptive complex heavy

manent

varies varies high none varies flexible simple none

collab.

*Numbers in paratheses refer to ratings by 25 programs of resources allocated to these activi-

ties.

**May involve special facilities.

SOURCE: UPP Stuiy 1972,
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The third function of careful .ention to costs is to indicate possible trade-
offs. If sufficient funds can be guaranteed for several years ahead, a university
may indeed decide on a program which will strain its existing structures and rela-
tionships but in the long run help the university broaden its overall mission.
Again, the costs inVolved in developing contacts required for policy-oriented re-
search can be very worthwhile if the same contacts are also good for raising funds
for other programs in the university.

Following is a series of boxes with examples of some actual programs and their
activ:ties. Box 1.10 shows the main activities for two small and three large pro-
grams of different types. Box 1.11 presents extracts from a series of four state;
ments of mission for university population programs in Africa, Asia, and the U.S.
And Box 1.12 has two statements relevant to developing the mission of a university
population program. One is from a public agency willing to provide funds for a
program of a certain type, +-.:e other from a university planning committee proposing
"principles governing the conduct of interdisciplinary programs." All are from the
United States.

3(")

Box 1.10. TYPICAL SMALL AND LARGE PROGRAMS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES

(Numbers in parentheses refer to ratings of importance of 25 programs.)

PROCPAMS 6-10 staff--technicaI, clerical

Adomic--6 activities:

Basic disciplinary research and teaching (2)
Graduate professional education (12)
Developing data base for population studies (3)
Documentation (4)
AFplied research projects on program operations (9)*
Disciplinary course program for graduate and professional students (13)

*These projects look like a freak in this list. Study shows th .i. research
topics are mostly methodologj.cal and specific to a discipline, , i usually re-
voive around a well-known prominent faculty member Jr two.

2. AppL,A--4 activities:

Applied policy research and commentary (1)
Consuttation to agencies by faculty members (8)
Population services to students (5)
Documentation service (4)

; l'R(_v;Fyimh.

3. Academic 25-40 staff--technical, clerical
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2 main activities:
Basic disciplinary research and teaching (2)
Developing data base for population studies (3)

5 subsidiary activities:
Applied policy research and commentary (1)
Documentation service (4)

Basic research on contract to agencies (10)
Graduate professional education (12)
Technical assistance to operating agencies (6)

4. Service: 110-700 staff--field finical, clerical

3 main activities:
Prototype service progra.
Large-scale services (14)
Technical assistance to operating agencies (6)

2 subsidiary activities:

Training operating staff for agencies (17)
Documentation service (4)

Activities of these large .)rograms seem more sharply focused than those of the
others. Examples from their statements of a-..t.dvities follow.

5. Programs with Broad Activities Spectrum 5-100 staff--field (5-20),
technical, clerical

A. "The central activity is to establish: innovative prototype health
systems capable of overcoming the present constraints on family plan-
ning programs in particular and on community health programs in gen-
eral . . . management information systems, client referral systems,
manpower planning and development systems, patient education systems,
and overall evaluation procedures."

B. Activities of the institute can be divided into four categories:

1. Working as consultants to various government agencies in their
population research projects;

2. Conducting research requested by other grvernment agencies;
. 3. ,Assisting graduate students in conducting small research projects;

4. Conducting the institute's own research projects. (Note sequence.)

C. "The fundamental activities are broken down into:

- -Sociodemographic research

-Evaluation of national family planning programs
- -Medical training in population dynamics and family planning
- -Training in sex education
- -Training in Community development."

UPP Study, 1972.
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Box 1.11. STATEMENTS OF MISSION FOR THE UNIVERSITY POPULATION PROGRAM:
EXTRACTS FOR FIVE PROGRAMS OF DIFFERENT TYPES

Small Academic Program in an African University of British Academic Tradition

Essential in the basic philosophy of the program are these points:

--the UPP is not a teachirl institution, or the beginnings of one; population
teaching will be done in departments and schools of the university, and they
confer degrees

--it will enlist 'ne collaboration of departments and other units of the uni-
versity so that they themselves wil: develop their own research and teach-
ing program; so that

--the program will be a resource to the departmefits of the university, for
funding, contacts, facilities, etc.

LARGE APPLIED PROGRAMS

In an East Asian UniverIty With Strong Emphasis on Public Administration

The Population Institute has a threefold purpose:

1. To promote public and official awareness, interest, and knowledge about
population matters in Thailand

2. To train persons in Thailand to conduct demographic studies and to develop
materials in both the applied and scientific spheres

3. To expand the store of knowledge about the population of Thailand includ-
ing the relatic,n between population factors and various social and econo-
mic conditions

The Institute will pursue its purpose by:

1. Collecting scientific information or the trends and consequences of popu-
lation growth

2. Promoting the public and governmental awareness -f the problem

3. Studying the kind of population policy most needed for the country

4. Recommending and helping to prepare policy and plan of action

5. Serving to demonstrate to the public the purpose of family planning and
population policy ..

6. Carrying basic and program o-iented research for the benefit of the pro-
gram and administrator
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7. Researching and developing new contraceptive, administrative, educational,
and motivational methods

8. Providing medical and other services for the public

9. Acting as a source of supply and of trained personnel for the population
program and assisting the program agencies in their in-service training

10. tvaluating the population program

In a West Asian University With Primary Emphasis on Medicine

1. The Population Center will serve as a c'-aringhouse for information on
population and social research related t-) health, to meet the needs and
interests of the Ministry of Health, university faculties, and other or-
ganizations. 7t. will also provide consultative services and assist,
stimulate, cc,ordinate related research in variou.: departments of
public health and in other faculties within the um: -ity

2. The Center will assist in strengthening existing courses within the uni-
versity through providing appropriate resources and consultation. It
will also develop specific training course's in population as may be de-
sired from time to time by the university and the ministry

3. The Center will also develop jointly or directly with other departments
of the university specific research projects that may fall within the
following categories.

a. Behavioral science and biomedical studies of existing patterns of
fertility, health, and population growth, and the factors influencing
such patterns.

b. Studies of communication, social structure, and social change as re-
lated to health and human fertility

; Studies of specific educational and, organizational aspects of health
service programs and the development of pilot projects to test dif-.
ferent methods of operation

d. Studies on improved training methods of health and related personnel

In a U.S. University qith Strong Emphasis on Health

The task has five components:

1. Program management

2. Human resource development

3. Administration and fund rasing
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4. Program services to govrnment, e.g., regional and national planning

5. Research/Development/Evaluation

The fifth component is peculiarly the work of a university and the program
will carry this out for all components of the total task. Thus RDE becomes
the methodology of the program.

Central to carrying out this task is the assistance the program will
give to governments in the United States and in developing countries in es-
tablishing innovative prototype health systems.

40

Box 1.12. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CLARIFYING THE MISSION OF A UNIVERSITY
POPULATION PROGRAM: TWO U.S. EXAMPLES

Outline of a Mission Proposea by a Public Agency to a University

We are willing to delegate responsibility for basic research decisions to an
external institution (like a University Population Program). We have two hopes
and expectations from this: that significant benefits will flow from the in-
teraction of a group of scholars doing basic research on population at a sin-
gle institution and also that in this manner we can best support the develop-
ment of a pool of new research talent and competence. We also expect to au-
gument our policy-analysis capabilities by creating an outside research or-
ganization with a strong commitment to serve the agency.

Principles Governing the Conduct of Interdisciplinary Programs

1. No interdisciplinary program should be undertaken unless it will clearly
strengthen the academic standing of the university. This implies that it
should contain a clearly identifiable program of instruction, training,
and research. These programs may well have components of service to the
surrounding locality, the region, the nation, or the world. This is, of
course, all to the good, providing that the instruction and research com-
ponents are clearly visible.

2. All such programs should be under the direction of a person who is both
interested in the interdisciplinary area and an established scholar in at
least one of the relevant disciplines.

3. Such programs should be conducted with the assistance of an advisory com-
mittee representing the disciplines which are relevant to the program
under consideration.

4. No person should.be named to the staff of an interdisciplinary program
unless he is -ompetent in one of the relevant disciplines and has been
appointed in consultation with the department or school in which that
discipline is principally represented on the campus.
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5. Programs of instruction for students in interdisciplinary concerns should
assume that each student is thoroughly grounded in at least one of the
participating disciplines.

6. Such programs should generally be supported with external funds. In some
cases it may be appropriate to have a small core of university support.
This support should be committed for a limited term--say,five years--and
then carefully reviewed before the program is extended.

. . . The ongoing planning committee, in cooperation with the divisional
councils and the academic administration, should review each existing inter-
disciplinary program. They should examine the implication of each program
for the limited number of faculty positions in each department or school, and
make recommendations as to which activities will contribute most to the aca-
demic strengths of the University. As to new interdisciplinary programs, the
ongoing planning committee should be involved at the appropriate time in the
process of deliberation so the proposed program can be integrated with the
overall plans of the University.

University Planning Committee, Duke University, 1972:54,55.

PUBLIC IMAGE

The chosen program needs a public image to match. This is not an issue if the pro-

gram is merely one more of a type the university usually runs and is known for, but

it is very much an issue if the program is to be a major departure. Our data show

that directors know this--by hindsight. Given over 40 possible issues about which

to collect more information, most accorded nigh priority to program image. Box 1.13

shows one director's answers to a set of questions about his program's image, and

then, in contrast, his assessment of the program's relations with important parts of

the university. The issue for policy makers is how to anticipate such hindsight.

The biggest step, maybe, is to take the vagueness out of the notion of image.

It is useful to think of program image as the expectations people have of the new

UPP. Their expectations guide what they note about it, what they ask or -efrain

from asking it to do, whether or not or how far they will associate with it, or

want to be seen to be so associated, and whether or not they can.accept it as dis-

tinctive and worthwhile. Developing sound relations between the new program and

the rest of the university on the one hand, and public agencies on the other, de-

pends on guiding them to have the right expectations.

Deliberate work on this can be included, as a matter of policy, in public

statements prior to choosing an' 3tarting the program and then in the program's

first set of activities. Withi zlhe university, regular newsletters, participation

by policy makers, and, later, by program staff, in open discussion, meetings, and

conferences can be so valuable that they deserve the necessary time, even when time

is very scarce. An important image-builder is the "documentation" component of the

program: the library, and any reference and document services. Program image
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Box 1.13. PROGRAM IMAGE AND RELATIONSHIPS

Below are answers of a program director to several questions asked over the
course of a year as part of "Information from Many Programs." This particu-
lar program started in the mid-60s, belongs to the country's leading univer-
sity, and is located in the capital.

Q. What would you like the image of the program to be, say, five years from
now?

"Center for demographic knowledge and information and focal point
for all matters relating to population."

Q. In your opinion, your university is generally known as--?

Q. The population program is generally known as--?

Answers to the second and third questions are given as ratings in the follow-
ing table.

Image Program University

A pool of experts:
where organizations and agencies in the community/ 1 2

country go to get plans and projects checked out
A place for experimentation:

where new policies and programs are actually tried 2 4
out

A place for professional training:
where young people prepare for a career 3 1

A source of ideas:
where new policies and programs are hatched for the 4 5

country
A place for advanced general education:

where increasing numbers of students gain breadth 5 3

and depth for life
An academic community, rather isolated:

where scholars and students advance and share 6 6
knowledge

According to the program director, the program's relationships within the
university are just "sound enough to get by . . . with many problems of achiev-
ing joint effort." Only two out of seven relationships with other units are
better than that, even after five years. Interestingly enough, the best--a.#2
rating on a scale of 8--is with the Mass Education Unit with which the program
has an interdependent relationship. To other units the program "usually gives
more than it receives." These ratings, for relationships within the university,
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contrast sharply with ratings for nine relationships with outside agencies:
one #1, three #2, three #3, and two #4.

But asked "on which group(s) are you putting most of your effort . . . to

develop the image you desire for the program in the future" the answers point
exclusively to groups outside the university: "community and governmental lead-

ers in general" (not just "clients"), "the general public, e.g., through news-

papers," and "professional colleagues in the country or abroad," not "immediate
colleagues in program" or "administrators of your university."

The program suffers from high staff turnover, and outside funds, which
have covered 90 percent of program expenditure so far, are about to be cut sub-

stantially.

UPP Study, 1972.

benefits from developing this component early and establishing policies for it

which encourage colleagues anywhere in the university to use the population library

and any documentation services it offers. Similar means serve well for developing
the right program image with important public officials outside the university. The

few action-oriented programs in otherwise academically oriented universities have
found it valuable to include early in their activities one or more seminars with

public officials and representatives of other institutions working on population and
to use these events to articulate the perspectives of the new program, iron out ove.-
laps, and establish linkages for future collaboration. Early program activities to
promote "public awareness of population issues" in the country generally car. be both
image-building and also an early item for collaboration with other institutio-- (the
quotation is from a program mission statement in Box 1.11).

The objective is to encourage the kinds of contacts with important individuals
in the university, public and private agencies which are in line with the mission
and goals of the ,_ype of program the policy makers have chosen. Among the immediate

payoffs are the sjr t which the desired image gives the new program right from the
start, and the growing networks of relationships which support the program. T...?se

components reinforce each other, either way: the right image promotes relationships

and activities which sustain the program. Alternatively, the "wrong" image promotes
what matches it and so creates obstacles for the program which are usually difficult

to remove later.

An important part of the image is the program's stated intent and capacity to
review its own mission from time to time and to adjust it in the light of experi-
ences and changing circumstances. Review of mission, therefore, needs to be built

into the program mission itself, right at the beginning. How to carry it out Will

be considered in chapter 4, which deals with evaluation.
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2 The Place of the Population Program
in the University

With the staff and students we have here, the place is an intellectual power-house,
but it needs more switching mechanisms . . . to harness effectively this great po-
tential energy.

President, University of Toronto, 1972

Departmental boundaries are as much a nuisance as an aid to intellectual and voca-
tional identification . . . 20 percent of American doctorates have moved out of
their degree fields by 5 years after their doctorate. By 15 years, the percentage
rises to 30, and by 25 years to 40.

National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1965

We are bound by academic departments. We can break it intellectually but not budge-
tarily. . . . The mechanics are already established. No one can get promotion, ten-
ure, raises, etc., if not allowed by a department. We even have a kit to help es-
tablish degree offering programs; however, a degree offering center is remote.

U.S. Vice-Chanctllor, 1972

[But,] breakthroughs in scientific knowledge so often occur in the interstitial
areas between different academic disciplines and professional fields of study.

U.S. Program Director, 1973

A central feature of U.S. population research institutions is their conspicGous
smallness .

and typically
. in terms
far below .

of staff . . . and other resources (they) remain below,
a critical minimum for efficient operation. . .

Technology and the scale has remained in the cottage industry stage:

U.S. Program Director, 1970

[For the Program to provide services] on a significant scale would create severe
problems for the unit with other [primarily disciplinary] units in the university.
Student participation in service activities is another matter. . . . They . . .
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have more to gain from investing the time to learn the specifics of a real, day-to-
day public sector problem . . . and the costs to them in academic terms are much

less.

U.S. Program Director, 1970

As the (prooram] rws, innovators often continue to assume that they can stretch
linkage by peisonal contact over ever greater numbers of people.

U.K. Program Director, 1970

The seven discouraging auotations at the head of this.chapter--all from universities
in the We)t--can be summarized into, "We would have more interdisciplinary programs
if we could, but we can't." There are reasons to hope that universities in Africa,
Asia, and Latin A.terica can do better for population, because they are newer and
nat.ional needs prels harder. Under these conditions, clear and determined leader-
ship bN! policy makers in universities and government may make the difference.

The 25 programs which collaborated in this study identified six positions in

the university as their own. Box 2.1 sets these out, starting with the simplest.

Box 2.1. SIX POSITIONS OF THE POPULATION PROGRAM IN THE UNIVERSITY

1. Informal collaboration between interested faculty members for duratiou
of particular project

2. Continuous collaboration between interested faculty members, e.g., popu-
lation studies group

3. Formal collaboration between departments and schools for duration of
particular projects

4. Formal collaboration between departments and schools on continuing
basis, like a consortium of independent units

5. Population center or institute which stimulates, coordinates, and ser-
vices project work in departments and schools, separately or jointly--
primarily a service agency

6. Population center or institute which carries out most population work in
university through its own staff

UPP Study, 1972.
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Of the programs identifying positions, 14 are organized as centers or insti-
tutes (positions 5 or 6). These are, the older programs; there has been a trend
toward this form of organization.

A second trend is to separate the program from any one department or school
and to attach it to the Office of the Vice-Chancellor or Aector. This move Ls
associateci, with enlarging the program in size and coverage. From such a ce-zral
and strong position, the argument goes, the program can stimulate and suppoit pu-
lation work better in additional units of the university. Program expansion is ex-
pected to take place mostly in departments and schools (position 5). But in prac-
tice, the centers themselves have done most of the growing, by concentrating funds,
staff, and work under their direct control (position 6).

This unintended displacement deserves careful examination, because it is so
comnon and has serious and lasting consequences, and also because it strongly sug-
gests more deliberate policy making than has been common. Left to themselves,
field-oriented interdisciplinary centers have in fact tended to distance themselves
rapidly from the rest of the university, thus losing resources and influence there.
At the extreme are several which spun off into orbits of their own, seemingly inde-
pendent and self-sufficient--until crisis struck, usually three years or more later,
when essential funds ran out or the university found itself saddled with undesirable
activities and standards of work. Careful positioning of the program right at the
start, then firmly maintaining that position, seems required to prevent this dis-
sociation, along with strong linkages between the program and the university. Some
recently enlarged programs, such as those of the University of Ghana, prefer the
designation program over center or institute and operate more like "a consortium
of independent units" with a central program office (position 4).

Proper positioning of the population program depends on three sets of consid-
erations and these deserve systematic attention by policy makers. The first set
concerns some characteristics of the UPP itself, using the program mission as the
basis. The second set points to the proper differentiation of the program in the
university--just how distinct and separate it must be to carry out its mission.
The third set parallels the second and concerns the linkages which tie the program
as a distinct unit into the university which is its immediate environment.

THE FIRST SET: FOUR PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Four issues are important for settling program characteristics which can then be
used for positioning the program properly in the university:

1. Which departments and schools will be included

2. How much they have to work together

3. How long the program will last

4. How big it will be, altogether
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Box 2.2 sets these .,sues out schematically, along with the prime bases for consid-
ering each and some practical steps that policy makers can take to help work their
decisions out in practice.

Box 2.2. FOUR PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Issue/ Bases for
characteristic policy decision Useful steps for working out issue

Inclusion:
departments
and
schools

Inter-

disciplinarity

Continuity

Size

Pro-fr-n

_cma

Program
activities

Program
mission

Administrative
capacity

Program
mission

Provide for outside review of program com-
position

Include university appointees in program
governance

Leave "open seats" for departments/schools
to join in future

Provide multiple mechanisms for broad par-
ticipation

Provide neutral location for program

Organize around tasks (rather than prin-
ciple)

Set up task groups early, including admin-
istrative staff

Require regular monitoring and feedback
Provide strong linkages between program
and departments/schools

Provide strong policy body
Establish themes of activities

Require regLlar evalua,J.on of program de-
velopment

Require strong program administration
Recruit and support strong program leader-

ship

Limit role of expansion to availability
of senior faculty

Limit expansion to administrative capa-
city and linkages development

Limit expansion to 50 percent funding by
universit-i

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.
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A brief word about each issue in Box 2.2 follows:

The Issue of Inclusion

Demography, public health, and economics--these three are included in 20 of our
sample of 25 university programs; the remaining five have two of the three--demo-
graphy and economics, or demography and public health. Beyond these three disci-
poines, the composition of programs varies very widely. Participation seems to be
next most frequent for other social sciences, for example, sociology, psychology,
and geography, and for medicine. Another 10 disciplines are included in a few pro-
grams each, from anthropology to zoology. Conspicuously rare is law, astonishing
in fact, since policy research heads the list of program activities. Surely policy
research uninfluenced by intimate familiarity with legislative processes and legal
forms will tend to be severely limited: "academic" at best, perhaps misconceived.

The explanation for this curious exclusion, as for several others, clearly
lies in the great distance which separates some departments and schools from others
in most universities. So, when the inclusion issue is left to one or two depart-
ments and schools--usually those that already have the most population work going
on--they manage it only as they see the need for others to take part, and usually
this is on a very restricted basis. Such an arrangement really excludes, both in
fact and in feeling. This tendency to "self-closure," as Karl Deutsch (1963) calls
it, is aggravated when the initial group secures funds for "the program" which
favor their own activities. Nothing explains so powerfully as self-closure how so
many population program starts have become endings too, such as in demography and
in public health. Most programs have in effect locked themselves in early, and
others out. Box 2.3 elucidates this important concept a little more fully and dis-
tinguishes among its impact on research, on teaching, and on services.

The alternative for policy makers ii 'ts0 start by extrapolatirr, from the mis-
sion of the program a list of all departments and schools which need to be included
in it if it is to succeed, irrespective of where population activities are now in
the university. It is around this set that closure needs to occur even if, as is
common, not all eventual participants are able or even willing to join actively in
the program from the start.

The Issue of Interdisciplinarity

The inclusion of several departments and schools in thu program guarantees
only that it will be multidisciplinarya conglomerate of population activities of
various disciplines. Interdisciplinary work goes further in that it requires the
disciplines to influence each other and to produce outputs which integrate various
contributions. Some major scholars maintain that, if there is any reason to have a
separate university program for population studies at all, it is for integrating
disciplines in front of students, in research and above all in service activities.
That this integration would be beneficial tends to be assumed. But policy makers
need to balance this benefit against the costs of heavy interdisciplinary communi-
cation and organizational integration.
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Box 2.3. SELF-CLOSURE VERSUS INCLUSION

Deutsch (1963) uses the concept of "self-closure" to understand the life-his-
tory of systems large and small, of families or departments, as well as of
whole countries and civilizations. That the tendency to self-closure is so
universal may bring comfort to universities, their departments, and their
population programs. They are in good company when they fail to grow. But
by the same token, overcoming this prevalent tendency is most important if
the programs are to become as broad as they intend; only extra efforts and
thoughtfulness can offset the weighty tendency in the direction of self-clo-
sure.

This is trebly so in universities. The tendency to self-closure is a
function of autonomy, and the autonomy of universities is traditionally very
high: (1) of the university as a whole--the "community of scholars" distinct
from "the world"--and also (2) all the way through, inside--the autonomy of
separate faculties, departments, and schools, and, not least, (3) the autono-
my of individual scholars enshrined in the notion of academic freedom. Much
of value flows from this high autonomy. The point here is only that high
autonomy means extra strong tendencies to self-closure and this is what uni-
versities have at all levels, even to the individual professor.

The tendency is also greater for some activities than others, and it is
at its highest for research. Teaching and services, the two other main func-
tions of a university, involve more contact with the world outside, like it
cr not, than does research. The distinction is generic, applying to research
activity wherever it is carried out.

Any research process . . . has an inbuilt tendency towards the
formation of a relatively closed system, in which self-generated
intakes crowd out intakes from the external environment. . . .

Research inutitutes have . . . a natural tendency to become in-
creasingly divorced from their (organizational) environments and
their boundaries to become increasingly impermeable (Miller and
Rice 1967:157, 159-60).

In population programs which start with an emphasis on research (and on
taching graatiato studentn, that is, those students who have already success-
fully been nocialized into tho autonomous university and its autonomous dis-
cipline and department) the tendencies to self-closure bear down extra hard.

Lynton, 1973.

tieveral practical dilemmas have to be resolved. For instance, interdisciplinary
work revert, small, tightly knit groups of people who work together for extended
periode: thin applowh num counter to enlarging the program rapidly. Nothing helps
develop interdinciptinary working ae much AS a task which demands interdinciplinary

1,0
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decisions, involving weighting the contributions from various fields of knowledge and
integrating them. This is particularly true of service projects which are simply un-
mindful of walls around disciplines; but such projects interfere most severely with
regular university activities, like teaching.

Box 2.4 extracts from the list of 20 types of population activities mentioned
by participating universites the seven which often require close interdisciplinary
working. Policy makers need to guide the UPP to a realistic mix of activities, and
match this with appropriate resource allocations and organizational arrangements, so
that the program can sustain the degree of interdisciplinarity envisaged in its
mission.

Box 2.4. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES WHICH OFTEN REQUIRE CLOSE INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK

Large scale service program (14)

Prototype service program (16)

Technical assistance to operating agency ( 6)

Training operating staff (17)

Applied research on program operations ( 9)

Mid-career professional education (19)

Major undergraduate course program (15)

The numbers in parentheses refer to how these activities rated on the average
among the activities of 25 university programs.

UPP Study, 1972.

The Issue of Program Coherence and Continuity

Interdisciplinary programs as they broaden in scope and are beset by powerful
tendencies to shatter into separate pieces. For programs which involve five to 20
autonomous departments and schools, a variety of full-time and part-time appoint-
ments, and complex procedures for managing disciplinary and interdisciplinary work
and outside contracts, cohesion is bound to be a major issue, and ,rogram continuity
is cohesion over time. Major structural mechanisms are Leguired to contain the
strong centrifugal tendencies at work in large programs. But even in middle-sized
UPPs, say, with staffs above 10 persons, formal structural arra'gements for policy
making, directing, and monitoring are crucial in adlition to strong continuing pro-
gram,leadership.
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The Issue of Program Size

One U.S. program director (Demeny 1972) has listed nine considerations to incor-
porate in estimating the "critical minimum size" of a population program:

1. To achieve a suitable legal-organizational form

2. To maintain a modicum of assurince for institutional continuity

3. To provide a sufficient level of , :.ofessional interaction within itself needed
for generating and sustaining significant multiplier effects

4. To provide an adequate balance in the dis*,-ibutio: of its professional staff,
including professional support personnel with specialized skills

5. To make efforts towards a multidisciplinary ipproach meaningful

6. To support sufficient administrative and service staff to enable the professional
personnel to concentrate on research

7. To secure adequate financial support required for long term planning

8. To develop programs related to and facilitating research, such as training, tech-
nical assistance, publications, institutional cooperation, conferences, etc.

9. To achieve a degree ..f ! ,ntific and institutional stature and visibility that
is commensurate with the Locial importance of the subject matter of its research
interests

He concludes that 30 university program is a- ,,,where C038 to its optimum size.
Yet it is also true that some programs have clearly qxceedJd a size that they can
manage.

Two steps seem important and policy makers can ineure that they both are taken.
One is to map the optimum sze and negotiate this with the rest of the university.
The second, then, is to enolurage expansion toward the optimum by managing its rate
through such steps as are indicated in Sox 2.2 (p. 48).

Clearly the resolutions of these four iasue4 t -rrolate. After stablishing a
desirable range for each program characteristic separately, policy makers cnn work
out their combination into a set to characterize the program as 4 whole and find ex-
pression in its mission.

The next queation then is, how different a population program with the Qhotien
characteristics actually in from the rest of the university, end how to rewogeize
this true difference by the position accorded the program in the university.
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THE SECOND SET: MARKING A DEFINITE POSITION FOR THE CHOSEN PROGRAM IN THE UNIVERSITY

This section and the next, the remainder of this chapter, only matter to programs
which are different from the rest of the university, in orientation, determination
to engage in public issues, or in ways of working. If there is doubt about the de-
gree of difference, a quick scan of the second set of considerations covered in this
section should settle it (see Box 2.2, p. 48). If the chosen progrem does break new
ground, then it is very important that this be clearly and formally recognized in
the university.

Otherwise, as we have seen, these UPPs either lose their originality or the uni-
versity loses contact with the program. There is no simple answer. For instance,
locating the program high in the university hierarchy may mean different things, and
therefore does not settle the issue. High position expresses well the university's
regard and support for the program, but as a corrective for earlier problems or as a
way to give the UPP ready access to power when what it needs to carry out its mis-
siun is more collaborative relationships, placing the program high up can be a cost-
ly error. There seems to be no useful alternative to thinking these questions
through carefully at the very beginning or, more painfully, when the program needs
to be redone.

Soven Aspccf!; to Con.5idor

A good start is tu compare the pr'-fram and the rest of the university on six
dimensionv, to establish just how different it is, and then to design the program
governance and linkeges in tho light of these differences. The sven dimensions are
tne four T't; (in English) of task, technology, territory and time (Miller 1959), the
relationships and working styles of the staffs, internal organizetion (Lawrence and
Lorsch 19(,7) and the reward structure. A note about each dimension may be useful
here, with tiome exemplos of possible implications.

Tank. Taqk 13 the primary dimension for organizational differentiation, tst-
cause of the different arrangemeets varioum tamks require. ror instane, a program
neeos to net up numerous relationships if it hm4 the mission to interconnect popula-
tion activities 1r4,4dy going on in diffrent parts of the university, to stimulate
more work ih various fields, or if it is to focus (certain parts of) the effort on
the crods of nat Ione1 makers and administrators. Yf this is the case, re-
quired relationnhips can he system4t2c:411y charted tahk by major task. Put together
they establish a pasterns the "task eevironment" of the provers. Thlt pattern can
be compared to the patterns normal for the rest of the university, If they are very
differeet, the program positien had better Yal 0 separate unit 410 fOr ON this dimen-
sion te cor,erned. tr high level relationehipe in the country 4nd high level ium-
mitmeett. lh thr QuilvorhIty 11'0 ihvolved thiti attirwhinq thcl prutreim the

oftot ti thrl university, Thialng along tnese same lines, leaving the program
to grow in :111 exietirq depertswid or school is obvioukie unhuitable for the bove
tasks.

ryiwb or programs, the other heed, do not require active conta,d. with
thsh fw drpattments, 41mihi4t13 tlYr ih th uoieersity, aed

iiiit!:ih7 the ahlyersIte, arid the program'h position in the ueiversity theretole !weds
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to encompass only these. If the required relationships all fall into the province of
a "faculty" as Latin America uses the term, or a provost, the program had best be lo-
cated there.

Technology. As used here, technology means the kinds of information, m,
gies, and equipment and administrative procedures the program will use to calr/ OL
its tasks. How do these compare to the university's technology? Often the d f I.-

ences are great. For instance, population programs often have privileged access to
official information, high level contacts, and computer services, and also to oppor-
tunities for travel and overseas training, while colleagues elsewhere in the univer-
sity are restricted to library research and to simple data processing methods. These
"higher technologies" are of course greatly valued by program staff; indeed they
often have a great deal to do with successfully recruiting and keeping staff, such as
with retrieving nationals with the highest training from abroad. But these technolo-
gies also lead to jealousies in the university.

Any major differences of technology and the way the program proposes to handle
them therefore influences its position in the university, too. For instance, the
program can make its data processing facilities available to others and policy mak-
ers may stipulate this as a condition for developing a certain kind of UPP. Some
opportunities for sharing occur in all programs, at least in connection with library
and documentation services. The implications for positioning the program are clear:
special technologies suggest separation, shared technologies suggest easy access,
spatially and administratively.

Physical Location. A program's physical location has both practical and sym-
bolic significance. Irrespective of its organizational position in the university,
is the program separately housed, or is it in a particular school or department?
One program housed in the School of Public Health "for a start" did not achieve in-
dependent existence for five years, namely when it moved out. Until then, faculty,
services, and personal contacts naturally tended to.be within the school, and the
program though designated to be university-wide, was everywhere regarded and talked
about as the school's. If space shortages elsewhere made this particular location
necessary, other steps were required to offset thip damaging impression, such as a
separate entrance, public announcements, and extra contacts outside the school.

If the program is housed separately, is it more or less central to the parts of
the university (to be) involved in it? Is it near the university administrators--

the power? Or is it, like an agricultural extension station or a university clinic,
in the town, away from campus, and near operating agencies?

And what about the premises themselves? Are they like thobu of other faculties
--small, as old, etcetera, or more like the office of policy makers? Special fund-
ing has ometimes st off programs on this score and maximized a distinction which
might have been better minimized. Differentiation by territory.leads to a special

climate and culture. If this is intended, it dPserves to be spelled out and trIon-
porated explicitly in the program's position in the university.

Tint. In tweet:ion here are differences in time orientation: time span3 and .

urgencies for producing results and for service* needed. Betsor-1 tho admirdstra-

tore' proverbial pressure for quick results rind the scholar's waferonce for long-
tom work, that univeraity's and the outside adminiatrator's time frames are often
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sharply different. The population program, depending on its type, is somewhere be-
tween these extremes.

Some existing large programs concentrate on activities in the middle range of
*ime, or develop an output mix which deliberately balances long-term research and
education at one end with short-term technical assistance at the other. A few (al-
together too few?) also work on lengthening the short time perspective of adminis-
trators and on intriguing scholarly colleagues to devote some of their time to
short-term issues.

Personal Relationships and Work Style. The extreme difference on this dimen-
sion is between the university's traditional emphasis on the individual scholar work-
ing independently and.the public agencies' programmatic emphasis, which usually in-
volves several persons and agencies controlled from above. This makes for very dif-
ferent styles of work.

On this dimension too, a successful applied program therefore needs to be pro-
perly positioned between these extremes, lest it be too far from the university or
from user agencies of applied work. Successful programs actively stress collabora-
tion with colleagues and with other units in the university, relating this to the
mission of the UPP and its requirements; they do not wait for individual scholars
to initiate collaboration with others if and when they wish it.

Internal Organizations. Compared to administrative setups outside, universi-
ties generally have fewer rules, broader spans of control, and fewer levels in the
hierarchy. Population programs, more subject than traditional scholarship to time
and pressures and funding limitations set by administrators outside universities,
therefore need special decision-making and review mechanisms. Some of these needs
policy makers can provide by negotiating changes in university procedure for the
program, others through giving the UPP unusually wide control over its internal
structure and its administrative and fiscal procedures. These steps then distin-
guish the program further from the rest of the university.

Reward Structure. The usual criteria for permanent appointments (tenure), sta-
tus and promotion in universities are sr-holarly credentials (such as the Ph.D.) and
individual scholarly outputs, particularly papers in professional journals and con-
ferences, and teaching students. These do not measure experience or competence in
using knowledge practically, collaborative work with colleagues, or training prao-
titioners--or developing the university's own population program--yet these are more
important criteria for rewarding work in "applied" population programs. Policy
makers can work towards integrating these other criteria in the university's reward
structure and so bring the new program and its staff closer to the rest of the uni-
versity, as has been the case, slow to be sure, with agricultural extension in many
colleges of agriculture. Or they can decide to compensate program staff for their
lack of tenure and low status--usual:y through higher pay and advancement through a
different hierarchy of titles--and HO stress the program's distinction from the rest
of the university. The latter strategy, commonly the one followed, may explain why
important scholarq hold back from joining population programs; certainly it dis-
tances *he program from the rest of the university and affects its position in the
university.
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In summary, each of these seven dimensions suggests that there is some preferred
position for the program in the university, usually a range of positions. The next

step is to interrelate these seven so that one overall position for the program meets
the needs of its mission, satisfies the staff, is reasonably consistent and manage-
able over the long run, and is also acceptable to both the university and to the pro-

gram's clients outside. This is less difficult than it may,seem since several di-
mensions interconnect naturally, and each offers some room for choice and adjustment.
There are also ways in which the UPP can provide benefits for individual colleagues
or for departments and schools in the university which in return disposes them to
accommodate the new program, even if that takes some effort.

The basic question for policy makers is whether to let this composite position
for the program emerge slowly and indirectly, or whether to establish it deliberately
within set priorities and limits. Experience strongly urges the latter. At least
we know what has happened in several programs which had no firm guidance in this mat-

ter. Either they are stuck where they happened to start--in the sociology department
("because they had a project ready to start us off") or in public health ("because
they had some rooms and equipment we could use"); or--this is very common--they are
unrelated to the Law School or university administration even when they profess to
do policy research or other applied work; or--this applies to some large programs--
their position in the university remains unsettled, shifting about arbitrarily as
funding, staffing, or internal needs determine--and resentment against them in the
university at large is severe. A few programs seem to be merely tolerated now, and
even this may last only as long as they offer massive new resources to other units
in the university or to the university at large.

It seems very important therefore for policy makers to insure that the program's
position in the university is properly mapped from the beginning and, then, that this
position gets firmly established and maintained. And when the position needs to be
adjusted, as it will have to be from time to time in the light of experience anC
changing opportunities and circumstances in the country, this, too, will need t-)

done with careful deliberation.

THE THIRD SET: PROGRAM LINKAGES

When the position of the program in the university is clear, it is possible t
lineate from this the linkages the program must develop in order to be effect
Position and linkages are directly related: its position distinguishes the program
in the university from the rest and linkages are the mechanisms whi.h relate tilt_
program to the university and to the outside agencies with which it 7ks. For
linkages too, policy makers can develop a usefp1 ilk+, to help keep in vi,,w all lajor

sectors of the complex network of relationshil; which most programs need and also to
make strategic policy choices. In fact mapping seems especially important in this
case since linkage issuc ..tand out as the ;Jost complex and intractable in the ex-

periences of the 25 prog amq sampled and the most common rnot of failure. No one

major aspect of program building eypiains more pverfully the many frustrating,fail-
ures program after program has experienced in attempt-ng to relate more effectively

to country needs, to mc ilize more sour ! in the university, and to develop an

integrity and distinctive image of its owl .aai, iladeoHlte linkages.
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In fact, linkage issues seem to affect program leaders everywhere in a manner
so complex that they seem unplannable and unmanageable, functions of an unpredic-
table environment, a matter of chance like roulette. Systematic action on program
linkages seems to be very limited; for example, when recruiting the program direc-
tor, what important relationships does he bring?. or when composing a committee wh.it
representatives of public agencies can be included who will support the program?
Such ad hoc steps work unevenly. Many programs go all out to nurture a very few
tremely important linkages: with the vice-chapcellor's or rector's office; with ,r1

an average, four powerful departments on campus (usually through their chairmen),
with the contract and fiscal offices of the university; and with one or two fund.og
agencies (most programs obtain funds from only one or two). Other linkages are ealy
rarely built into the design of the program or carried through.

Characteristically, attention to linkages beyond these standard matters haE two
themes, each of far-reaching importance. One is crisis management. A contact 'las
occurred: it "must" be followed up "at once" with a visit or a (funding) prrpoz.al.
Or, a breakdown or gap in relations looms just ahead: it "must" be repaired "at
once." The second theme is the deliberate avoidance of multiplying linkage iJsues
through keeping the program small and traditional. There is much evidence ef 1.7th
themes affecting program development.

Instead, a different stance is possible and, judging by experience in a few
UPPs and in analogous endeavors elsewhere, it greatly aids sound iirogram developrent';
it may indeed be essential to it. This approach starts with acknowledging 1.,,th t
complexity and centrallty of linkage issues by giving them major sustained at_snt "
In this policy makers have the decisive role. Insuring sufficient capacity for linv-
age planning and management then also becomes a major criterion for recruiting the
program director and senior staff for the proa.:am and for developing their compet2n-
cies in this Three important steps can be identified beyond this. Dri,

is to count hardheldedly tlie cost of every diversification and expansion of thc 13ro-
gram. It is high, since the number of potential linkages increases exponeritill'i as
the program expands and diversifies. A taut pattern of linkages reflec+: j L three
considerations: (1) how broad is the program's range of activities? :?: 'ow cen-
tralized is its organization? and (3) how autonomous is the program vis vis the
university and the external environment? These questions are of cours, interrelated.

Another step, required Ithen the program expands and linkages multiply, is to
attend not to individu'al 14nkages but to linkages in sets and networks. 'This shift
has the additional advantaj.a of surfac4ng conflicts betwerh linkages and this is
very important. Major examples are conflicting demands made on program state by
outside agencies on one hand and by the univrsity on the other, Gr. b- international
contacts and by local agencies. The current confusions and anxietias around linkage
issues seem to stem in large part from the forelorn attempt to deal with linkages
onP

A third useful step is to classify the linkages and sets Fu that tLey are man-
ageable. Three considerations are good guides for this:

1. Who depands on whom? This determines thie degrees of freedom in a relationship,
such as between program and university.

7 6
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2. What is the linkage network for? For example, is its purpose gaining approval
for the program or carrying out a collaborative piece of research?

3. Where is it? Is it inside or outside the uniVersity or straddling both?

This classification yields a three-dimensional matrix with many cells. Instead
of attempting here to complete this matrix and discussing it all at once, we will
focus attention on the three key dimensions in turn and interlink these through con-
crete examples from existing programs.

Box 2.5 shows the pattern of linkages for a UPP 11 Eslc, Jimplified into cate-
gories of organizations to which the program relates. (For a program's own working
purposes, it is important to map the pattern of linkages in detail so that it iden-
tifies each part of the "task environment." For linkages differ in purpose and
quality, interrelate, and compete; and some linkages are indirect, involving third
parties, perhaps linkage with a government minister or provincial governor may be
through the rector.)

Autonomy Versus Dependency: How Many Degrees of Freedom

A good first cut at the task is to ask how free the program is, in fact, to de-
sign and manage a particular linkage, a set of linkages, or the pattern as a whole.
After all, each linkage has at least two ends. What is the relative power of the
two (or more) organizations? Or, in other words, who depends on whom?

Three notions seem to be keys here: interdependence, conflict, and coordina-
tion. Any linkage assumes interdependence of some kind. But it is useful to iden-
tify which kind predominates. Three kinds of interdependence are common in popula-
tion programs: (1) pooled interdependence--this exists when the program "pools"
the work of several departments and schools which col'313orate little with each
other; (2) sequential interdependence, such as the program depending on government
funds to provide a service to a third party, a community; and (3) reciprocal inter-
dependence, for example, when the program and a department recruit and appoint a
researcher jointly. Each type of interdependence is associated with characteristic
conflicts and me ods of coordination. Box 2.6 sets these out.

Conflicts are bound to occur between autonomous units developing something.
It is more accurate and useful to think of conflict that way than as someone's fail-
ure or as unexpected crisis, and it suggests different lines of action. Successful
strategies rely on developing tolerances for conflict, keeping conflicts within
manageable bounds, and resolving directly any conflicts which exceed these bounds.
(Relationships break apart when conflicts are seen instead as high points of fail-
ure.)

The program's ability to coordinate is of course closely related to the auth-
ority and power invested in it by the university. For instance, if the program is
to coordinate a pooled effort among units within the university, focusing their in-
dependen_ outputs on the concerns of outside agencies, then it must be given the
manageri 0 authority to attempt to standardize the appropriate interactions and pro-
cedurps.
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Box 2.5. A TYPICAL PATTERN OF LINKAGES (BY CATEGORIES)

Department of
Sociology/Economics

School X

Z

Institutes:
Public Administration
Planning
Mass Communication
Asian Studies
Science Education

Vice-chancellor N

Office of Academic
Services

Contract Administration

Fiscal Office

Population
Program

Local Community

Family Planning
Organization

Welfare Agency

Chancellor

National--Government

Population Commission
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Education
Ministry A

National--Private

Family Planning
Association

Population Foundation

International

United Nations
ECAFE

X Foundation
IUSSP

(Numbers refer to problem areas, in order of difficulty.)

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972
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Box 2.6. TYPES OF INTERDEPENDENCIES, CONFLICTS, AND METHODS OF COORDINATION

Type of Diagrammatic
interdependency representation

Characteristic
conflict

Coordination
method

Pooled Dept. A, Separate contacts,
X conflict, e.g.,

Dept. B -4.-0 secret allocations
of program funds

Dept. C

Sequential X-

Reciprocal Dept.-4- .40-1)

X- -0-P Out of
phase with P- -0-Z

Self-closure; ex-
clusion of others

Direct contdct be-
tween contributing
departments

Joint meetings

Planning: managing
the iwo ;or more)
relationships as
one set

Mutual adjustment

Linkages for Different Purposes

A typical pattern of linkages for a population program includes linkages for
quite different purposes, and it is valuable to distinguish among them. Box 2.7 re-
produces "the typical pattern" mapped earlier (Box 2.4), but the arrows now denote
major linkages.

"Enabling" linkages provide the program with legitimate authority to start and
operate and give it access to the funds and other resources it needs. A useful rule
of thumb is that the network of enabling linkages for legitimization, its inclusive-
ness and strength, needs to vary directly with the degree to which the program is sup-
posed to innovate. A second rule of thumb is to guard the UPP against the temptation
to take legitimization and its maintainance too lightly, particularly after the pro-
gram is under way and other concerns crowd in.

"Functional" linkages are the most obvious of the set: through these flow the
program's inputs and outputs.

"Normative" linkages have to do with establishing standards. A program's style
of operations and its public image bscome known and also inflqpnced through these
linkages.
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"Diffuse" linkages connect the program with the university at large and the
general public through contacts among faculty and students, and with newspapers and
other media.

Most programs so far show very incomplete and unbalanced linkage patterns.
Functional linkages predominate, followed by enabling linkages, mostly for securing
resources. Enabling linkages for legitimization exist, but sparingly; ard normative
and diffuse linkages are virtually ignored. Instability and curtailment of mission
can be traced to this weakness in many cases.

Box 2.7. TYPICAL PATTERN OF LINKAGES FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES

Department of
Sociology
Planning

School

Institutes:

Science
Education

Mass Com-
munication

Vice-Chancellor

Population
Program
4#

1(1

Office of Aca-
demic Services

Contract Office
Public Relations

Chancellor
Faculty
Council

enabling
- - functional

-- normative
diffwie

SOURCE: OPP Study, 1972.

Nk.

in Local Community
Family Planning

Organization

Local Newspaper

National--
Government

Population
Commission

Mini-Lry of
Health

National--Private

Population
Foundation

International

United Nations
Foundation
University X

411
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Another characteristic weakness is to make a few linkages serve many purposes,
leading both to overload and to confusion and conflict. Even increasing the number
of linkages is a better solution. It also avoids the risks of having all the eggs
in the same basket, which is especially important wherever conditions in the univer-
sity, in the country, or in funding agencies are highly uncertain, as is common.

Linkages for Different Positions of the Program in the University

The program's own position, the composite derived from working out the six di-
mensions discussed earlier (pp. 53-55), has major and often lasting influence on its
total network of linkages. So also do the positions of the people and organizations
with which the program is linked, inside and outside the university. The balances

between inside and outside linkages is a particularly important issue for policy
makers to determine.

Program Linkages Within the University. Program linkages with departments and
schools are by all accounts the set most full of problems and anxieties. When, for
instance, program directors reflect, long after the event, that they were "captured"
by the department in which they were initially located, this refers to linkages:
physical proximity made contacts with colleagues, students and administrators, and
service staffs easy within the department, and the program failed to.establish its
autonomy enough to develop distinctive linkage networks of its own. (In no case
that we know of has a program attached to the office of the vice-chancellor or rec-
tor had a similar limitation.)

Regardless of which dimension for positioning the program we consider, no pro-
gram director among our 25 rated their linkages with departments and schools as more
than "good," and many rated them "could not be worse," the lowest point on a 7-point
scale. No particular departments stand out; the difficulty is basic. It is rooted

in the larger career objectives of individual faculty members, the existing patterns
of decision making in the university and in funding agencies, and the sheer scar-
city of program leaders who are clear enough and strong enough to both engage de-
partments and also maintain the autonomy of the program at one time, across all the
conflicts which are bound to occur. In Box 2.8 the director of an interdisciplinary
program of policy studies presents tnese issues more fully.
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Box 2.8. LINKAGE ISSUES WITH DEPARTMENTS AND SCHOOLS

BeL:ause the larger career objectives of individual faculty are organized
around disciplines . . . pressures will always exist tf:I. ::lose ties with a
man's home discipline. (This is so) even in organizations with no formal af-
filiations with a discipline. . . . Two brief examples will illustrate my
point. .The first concerns a school embedded in a university with no social
sci.:tnce departments. Although for the first two decades of its existence it
mairtained a unique and excellent reputation for highly quantitative, inter-
disciplinary research involving the social, and emerging management sciences,

its more recent history shows a gravitation in fact, but not in form, toward
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a departmental structure, with economics, management science, and social
psychology being the "departments." Throughout its existence this school has
experienced an unusually high turnover among its faculty, partly attributable,
I think, to a reluctance among many to being "cut of!" from their discipline
for too long. The second example involves a large interdisciplinary social
science school in a new university with an explicit policy against disciplin-
ary departments. Pressures emerged very soon after its founding, especially
among the younger faculty, for disciplinary committees or the like. . . .

The kind of academic we want for membership in the policy unit is some-
one good in his discipline who also has public policy and interdisciplinary
concerns Whether disciplinary approval is explicit in the form of a
joint appointment or implicit is of much less importance than the approval
itself in some form. The costs to the policy unit are a loss in autonomy,
continual pressures on faculty to be strictly disciplinary, and in the case
of joint appointments a danger of losing the man's commitment to the disci-
plinary unit. The benefits, aside from the internal, bureaucratic ones asso-
ciated with a good working relationship, relate to the quality control func-
tions the disciplines perform with respect to both initial appointments and
research. The benefits to the disciplinary unit derive from the increased
options available to faculty members, making possible a better fit of a fa-
culty member's activites to his interests (faculty morale) and the ability
to recruit more and/or better disciplinary personnel than would otherwise be
possible. Recognition of the mutual benefits of cooperation, if they exist
in specific cases, should form the basis of the relationship between the pub-
lic policy studies unit and disciplinary units. . . .

If'the disciplines are hostile or even neutral toward the mission or ac-
tivities of a public policy unit, that unit will become or remain a second
class citizen in the university community. In establishing and maintaining
an interdisciplinary unit the fundamental determinant of long-run viability
is a structure of supportive relationships with disciplinary units.

Economics

Political
Science

Psychology

Business
Administration

Sociology

--Industrial
Engineering
Management

Science

Necessary interrelationships for public policy unit
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Establishing Ind maintaining such relationships is a task of some magni-

tude. Consider the sociogram in the above figure. The number of lines con-
necting two units might represent the numbers of faculty with joint appoint-
ments anti nc. the strength of association. The task of the public policy
unit is no less than continuous, simultaneous maintenance of all the support-
ing reiationships. In the somewhat oversimplified diagram, there are seven
units intimately ievolved in the unit's activities. If satisfactory relations
with all units re vital for a well-balanced program, it is clear that tEi
chances of something going wrongare high.

J. C. Crecine, 1971:21-22.

1.1r!:1 ies . tLJ the university multiply as programs get larger and diver-
y. it ,;.11 therefore to identify linkage issues for population programs
a;itet ty!v,,,. This done in Appendix B for two types, the simplest (within-

l!ear% departmert progre's1 anti the most complex (large scale service tro-

:

AV1114 t-t leader to till in intermeiate types if he wishes.

1140r;cic.5 nd Issues of Balance. All 25 programs,
including all linkages with people and agencies outside the university:
ir !'estAteal associations, commtolity agencies, funding agencies and clients (at least
ir the seese of re..ipeints for program information). The linkages multiply in number

.liversity for programs strorg on zervires, and it is with them that issues con-
oreee out.;ile linkages arise most sharpl:.

miker ..-an anticipate characteristic issues and set firm guidelines to
contain iese issues within manageable limits. Overenthusiastic acceptance of funds

for proje:t work, for instance, has led several programs to depend heavily on one or
at most two powerful clients, usually in the government, or, to avoid this, to multi-
ply work ::entacts, and then to have to deal with competition for faculty time and
fa:ilities. Drift in either direction limits the program's control over its affairs
ana can play havo: with essential linkages in the university. Policies limiting pro-
gram extansion to proportionate Irowth in assured .

ing-term funding safeguard against

this. Assured of basic funds, programs are freer to choose the agencies they want to
relatt o, those having missions and styles of working'close to thelr own; and sever-
al UPPs have' also been able to influence those missions to enlarge the area of simi-
larity.

Two more lessons ,ran be gleaned with some certain*y from the experiences of
strongly field-oriented programs. One is their tendency to isolation inside the uni-
versity oven when funding is safely in hand. Directors of programs of this type rate
the quality of their external linkages higher than that of internal ones, and what-
ever the reasons for this, some self-reinforcing tendencies are clearly at work here.
Those program prefer to expan quickly in response to outside opportunities, but
usually find this is possible only if they recruit their own staffs, and develop with
oely minimal referen:e to departments or schools. Then later they have difficulty
securing permanent university positions for this staff, and this in turn soon affeets

t.h ir ability te e!tra:t and hold staff. Another characteristic difficulty these

pr >grams ha'..0 x nitiating and following through basic long-term projects of
teir when t! :re busy rosponding to the pressing needs of outside agencies.
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The two sets of relationships, outside'and inside the ui r .Ly, therefore require

wise, careful balancing in terms of actual work and wo u t-'cts as well as of

funding. The second lesson, then, is simply that these con;iVrations deserve to be
high on the policy makers' agenda.

Complicated trade-offs are involved, such as access to policy makers and agen-
cies and close familiarity with national issues at the cost of some loss of autonomy
on the part of the program; participation, perhaps pioneering, in field experiments
at the cost of involving the university in controversial issues, for irstance, abor-
tion; close 2ssociation with, perhaps anticipation of, shifts in the national pro-
gram at the cost of the strains of adjusting program organization and linkages.
These are all part of the opportunities and costs of placing the population program
ih the*middle, between public agencies and the rest of the university. Without

strong policy guidance programs tend to spill into any vacuum they encounter, to
overexttrd and unbalance. Instead, policy makers can insure that a strong outward
orie cn on the part of the program is counterbalanced by strengthening the link-
age -k A.thin the university, so that this same orientation, which would other-
wi' ! %Aging, can benefit the whole university as well as national development.

This sect:...)n has been full of complex considerations which affect the position

of the program in the university. It is essential to involve important others from
inside and outside the university in working these out, and linkages are the means
for this.

Some Linkage Mechanisms

Below are some exampkes of linkage mechanisms which some programs have found
useful.

Statements of University Policy Regarding the Population Program. Explicit

policy statements can very usefully define the position of the program in the uni-
versity. While such a definition ties the program down, these same limits also de-
fine its area of freedom, its autonomy. This is the program's "space," within which
it can experiment and prove itself.

Box 2.9 reproduces the policy one academically-oriented U.S. university has for
ali its centers and institutes.

Policy Board, Council, or Committee, at Top Level to Bring Together Representa-
tives From Major OutsidP Agencies to Which the Program is Related and From the Uni-
versity. If such a body is carefully constituted, its very creation signals the in-
terest of the university to engage in population as a natiunal issue and builds a
useful public image and relationships for the program. In some UPPs this type of
board sets priorities for program development, addresses linkage issues (such as
arise in pooled interdependence), and selects the program director.

Box ..10 shows the composition of three high level bodies of this type.
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Box 2.9. UNIVERSITY POLICIES GOVERNING INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS: A CASE

1. No interdisciplinary program should be undertaken un'ssa it will slearly
strengthen the academic standing of the University. This implies that it

should contain a clearly identifiable program of instruction, training,
and research. These programs may well have components of service to the
surrounding locality, the region, the nation, or the world. This is, of
course, all to the good, providing that the instruction and research com-
ponents are clearly visible.

. All such srograms should be under the direction of a person who is both
interested in the Interdiscislinary area Ana an established s:holar is at
least one of the relevant disciplines.

Such programs should be conducted with the assistance ot an aavisory som-
mittee rosresenting the disciplines whish are relevant to the program
under consideration.

4. No person should be named to the staff of an interdiscislanary program
unless he Is competent in one of the relevant disciplines and has been
aspointed in consultation with the department or school in which that
discipline is principally represented on the campus.

5. Programs of instruction for students in interdisciplinary ooncorns ss
assure that each student is thoroughly grounded in at least on+ of the
particisating disciplines.

6. Such programs should generally be supported with external funds. In some

cases it may be appropriate to have a small core oc Universit- suppsrt.
This support should be committed for a limited termsay, five yearsand
then :arefully reviewed before the program is extended. . . .

The ongoing plannins committee, in cooperation with the divisional coun-
cils and the academic administration should review each existing inter-
di.-iplinary program. They should examirs Ile implication of each pro-
gram for the limited number of faculty ss *Ins in each Department or
School, and make recommendations as to whicS activities will contribute
most to the academic strengths of the University. As to new interdisci-
plinary programs, the ongoing planning committee should be involved at
the appropriate time in the process of deliberation so the proposed pro-
gram can be integrated with the overall plans of the University.

University Planning Committee, Duke University, 1972:54-55.
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Box 2.1J. THREE KINDS OF JOINT POLICY BODIES

1. The Advisorti No.ord of A health-oriented program in Asia, an4 the typos of
linkages a,:h membor represents:

koctor of University enabling, normative

Doan, School of Public Health enabling, normative

Dean, Ob-Gyn, University Hospital fum-tional (client), normative

Department Chairman, Medical functional (collaborative), normative
:,hool, University X

National Sitatistical Of

l`tmographic Advisor, U.N.

Representative, international
funding agency

Professor of Social Planning,
Regional Institute

Program Director

enabling (resource), functional
(collaborative)

enabling (resource) , functional
(client)

enabling (resource)

functional (client)

2. The Executivo Council of a joint public agency-university prigran. in Asia:

Chancellor of X University Governor-General, X Province

Official in charge of National
Family Planning Program,
Ministry of Health

Director, Population Program

3. Board of Directors of program in Latin America:

Rector of Univei-ity

Four or more representatives of faculties: Arts and Sciences, Health
Administration, and Education

National Popula' on Committee

UPP Study, 1972.
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(;ov,,rnanco. Two types of bodies to govern population proll
grams 4E0 comnon within universities. Ono is an advisory or executive board made up
of heads of the major departments and scl')ols in the program's linkage network. The
name for this type of body varies. Iii all cases we know of the board either has
powerits "advi,...e" is in fak.t. "executel"--or it disintegratos--member,; :-;tay AW,IV or
!wnl substituto:; to 1(. and less freguent meetings.

The alternat ive, i t tong univ, ,!y policy board, ha.; been created by some uni-
versit preciwly for recapturing program governance wl..11 a lesser body had faded
away. These second-generation policy boards are characteri:-od by ex-offi, io member-
ship and formality.

Committees aad boards ot the fir-t tyr, are common, ,-;0 no example seems required.
Box 2.11 shows the constitution (f a pot IV 1)eard of the latter type, at. a U,S. Ulli-

Box 2.11. COMPOSITION OF A SECOND-GENERATION POLI 'Y BOARD (UNITED STATEc)

Provost of University

Six Deans: Graduate School, Arts and Sciences, School of Public Health,
School of Medicine, Social Work, Research Administration

Vice-Chancellor of Health Sciences--Chairmar4"-

Director of Population Center

Interested senior faculty: Professors of Pathology, Sociology, Environ-
meital ciences, and Enaineering

UPP Study, 1972.

Another incipient form of university organization for a program is a'university-
wide "council" for population. This is one of a set of councils in the university,
each focused on a critical nat onal or worldwid,2 concern; urban affairs and ecology
are other such concerns. The council provides the university with an overarching
structure which encompasses any center as well as all departments and schools enc-aged
in the population program. The council's function is to focus the resources of all
units and to manage for all of them together the linkages outside the university.
The council has a dean who reports directly to the university president.

Joint Appointment:-. The simplicity and obvious good sense of thiG mechanism is
deceptive. Joint appointments by population programs and departments are difficult
to manage even in universities where they work well between departments. Unequal or
uncertain autonomy is the reason. There joint appointments have been imposed instead
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of negotiated between equal partners, say, from the chancellor's office, conflicts
have been only temporarily submerged.

:i.nce even under the most favorable circumstances a new program is unlikely to
be as strong as a well-established department, alternatives to joint appointments
hold more promise. Two are available to departments and schools: (1) transferring
departmental faculty to the program full time but for a limited period, perhaps for
the duration of a project; (2) accepting funds from the program for a defined pro-
duct, such as a course or a piece of population research. Programs can take a simi-
larly independent stand. One policy states: "Members (of the program] wi// i t

hat, joint appointment:; in other parts of the institution. This will not rule out
members working with other groups in the institution, nor faculty members working
on tasks in the program, but will prohibit people from having dual or multiple mem-
bership affiliat

Courtesy and adjunct appointments of program staff to departments do not usu-
ally provide effetive linkages.

Box reproduces extracts from a policy statement abolt joint . Antments
in a U.S. program with substantial government funding.

Box 2.12. POLICY REGARDING JOINT FACULTY APPOINTMENTS IN A U.S. UNIVE?:, 1N

It is the policy of the Institute to appoint staff members on a 1on:4-term
basis only if they are also appointed in one of the regular departments of
the University. The Institute per se does not offer tenure to its staff mem-
bers. The Institutes does recruit staff on a short-term basis, for either
the summer months or an academic year, and such staff may or may not receive
joint appointments with one of the regular departmenf.s. FY: the junior level,
research assistants and associates are generally students !lursuing a graduate
degree in one of the departments at the University.

Faced with the inevitable choice between, say, an excLile:: candidate
who is likely to either duplicate someone else or serve a icwer f_r:::rity in
terest and another candidate whose talents seem r7t1ler pedestrian, blit whoi:e
research promises to be more on a high priority get, then the former would
be chosen.

Institate for Research on Poverty,
Uni:ersity of Wisconsin, 1970:1.

Exchanges of Program Facult, and Agency Policy Makers and A.-iminqtrators. In

training- and service-oriented prpgrams, it is useful to have a free-flowing exchange
with practitioners in the field. A small but growing number of programs provide for
this. They are in countries whose public officials as well as university faculty
have traditionally been drawn from the intellectual elite, so that the two groups
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have much in common. The values of such e-changes to program image, to fauulty per-
ceptions of policy and action issues, and to developing effective program linkages,
are obvious. But the costs are al hiyh. Exchanges involve disturbances of many
kinds, personal as well as organizational, and participants often remain isolated
from the collegiality they came a uxperience. Careful planning ar management, on

a small scale, and continuity of effort over three or more years characterize suc
cussful arrangements. Some programs are struggling hard to put such exchanges o; a

regular rotational basis for key faculty, showing that they see enough benefit aris-
ing from them to more than offset the costs.

Benefits seem to outweigh costs most frequently in two kinds oc arrangements:
(1) internships for faculty members and senior students in agencies where actual
problem solving, social innovation, policy planning, and program implementation or
flvaluation go on; and (2) functional integration of the program with one or more
client systems, as in coupling family planning research with family planning ser-
vices.

SUMMARY: DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION

Though the task of Cearly markinl the position of the population program in the uni-
versity presents policy makers with many complex issues, the essential stepr can be
t,ummarized In 14 p-,ints: two about program characteristics, four about marking the
program's position in the university, and eight about its linkages.

Program Characteristics

1. A is essential, first, to establish the main characteristics of the popul-tion
program and to publicize it on that basis: in short, to fix its core. fhis is

se even though population is a new field of work, with unclear outlines and re-
lationships to other fields and beset by pressures and turbulent conuitaons
p chaps these conditions make establishing the main character4stics of the r.ro-
gram early extra important.

2. These main characteristics of the chosen program have implications which can be
f)reseen, mapped, and also made public. Examples are programmatic empha., s, the
in,..11vements of outside agencies and of departments and schools, and progiur

sizc Publicizing this total vision of the UPP encourages expectations of it
inside and outside the university, whereas letting expectations develop from
particular program starts would be misleading.

3. Strong policies are needed to assure the program autonomy directly proportional
to the degree of difference between its mission and that of the university (ir-
ncvation). This is so particularly vis 1 vis academic departments: top-level

upport, sufficient funds, and a strong network of linkages, all essential if an
innovative program is to relate adequately to established departments and
schools, require the backing of strong r,olicies.

4. An extreme view, but one with merit, is that universities are too quick to re-
spond to funding opportunities and too loathe to intervene in the traditional
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autonomy of the depirtmentn in order to accomplish the objectives of funding.
With respect to functinal linkages which concern the "products" or services of
the program it is therefore especially important to assiduously avoid the per-
spective that t7le program i, in business to solve the day-to-day problems of
other organizations in the population field.

5. Long standing funding traditions and governmental arrangements can seriously
impede the sound deyelopm,nt of a population program. The program needs there-
fore enough autonomy to le able 4o pift linkages with outside agencies when
these prove detrimental. This calls fri. university commitment sufficient at
least to make the positions of key program personnel financially secu-e.

6. An important crite:ion of the effectiveness of a program will be its adapta-
bility (its capac'ty to add elements to its basic doctrine in the light of
changes in linkag, or of new opportunities for linkages).

V-ogram Linkaq,-s

7. .Togram U qcs --1st be cultivated early in order to establish the legitimacy
ot the 1)..oram's d ctrine. This applies in particular to the development of
normative .A.Lt:.onships which can be called upon later for support hen krob-
lems arise with resource linkages.

8. el product or ,ntation to projects and various functional linkages is critical.
Thib cn encourages building linkages around the goals of specific pro-
jc.cts, 2ach with a beginning and end point, together with precisely defined in-
puts and outputs. A temporal product orientation thus allows a reassessment of
the -t,te of functional linkages upon the completion of particular projects and
phas:L of projects.

9. a corollry to the second point, it is important to plan the development of
.1 program .Jo that it can provide for probable changes in linkages which will be
needed ever time. For example, several programs have relied on original fund-
ing grant- from outside agencies so heavily that they have neglected the devel-
opment of resource linkages to the university. Yet funding out of the regular
university budget was essential in time to give tne new program full legitimacy
Ind continuity in the university.

IC). The above ideas tend to converge on the general desirability of multiple and
redundant linkages in designing the program. Several sources of legitimization
in the enabling sense are useful, and a similar policy should be implemented in
the formation of functional, normative, and diffuse linkages. Some redundancy
is essential for program maintainance and growth.

11. Th.2 search for, and establishment of, commonalities between the program and
other academic units is critical. For instance, research-oriented departments
and a service-oriented program can be integrated through the common university
mission of education. Through searches for realistic commonalities, effective
linkage networks can be developed in which the essential mutual sense of inter-
dependence exists in the parts and in the whole. This is a very time-consuming
activity and is likely to hold back the rate at which the program expands.
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12. Third parties have critical roles in many linkage transactions. Examples are

the posture of the university administration in transactions between the pro-

gram and academic departments and the posture of a university grants commission

vis vis linkages between the program and the ministry of health and family

planning. As a consequence, it is strategic for the program to attempt to dia-

gram and understand the entire constellation of relationships impinging upon

current tasks and on any difficulties in them, and to keep this m'Aping up to

date, well-monitored, and influential in future planning.

13. Policy makers need to choose the organizational form best suited to emb,dy and

symbolize the mission of the program. Choosing a position or organizational

form "for a start" has the contrary effect of locking the program in. In this

connection, too, it is essential for policy makers to fit the core and a/so,

at the same time, communicate an openness to change, such as including addi-

tional departments and their interests and/or modifying the organization of the

program.

14. Many of the issues in this chapter are best v.isualized as inter-organizational

issues, not as primarily personal (revolving around the program director) and

not as primarily organizational (of the program, r.he university, or the govern-

ment).
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3 Program Resources: Men, Money,
and a Sense of Humor

The familiar long list of what any new program needs--a director, funds, senior fa-

culty, space, organizational competence, and so on--can for practical purposes be
collapsed into two main items: leadership (including senior staff) and outside sup-

port (including funds). The first subsumes the important capacities for organizing
and running the program and for building its relations outside, with university de-
partments and the administration and with funding sources and public agencies. And

funds are essential (even if often not sufficient) for securing faculty time, space,
and facilities, such as a library and data processing equipment.

A lively sense of humor is the third resource in the set essential for develop-
ing a population program, particularly if it is of the field-oriented interdisci-
plinary type; so complex is that enterprise and often so unsteady its support, par-
ticularly outside the university, that many things can go wrong at any time, and

sometimes do.

In dealing with the resource picture, serious confusion seems to arise quickly

end commonly at two points. One is the tendency to put funds on top of everything.
This error seems almost irresistible when the university, strapped as it is for
funds, is acutally offered money to start a population program. But program leader-
ship (director and senior staff) is in fact scarcer even than funds, and by all ac-
counts even more important. A second strategic error is to overload the leadership

and to put everything on the director personally. In fact, directors (who mostly
come from scholarly disciplines) often start short on important capacities for pro-

gram building. Once overloaded, they cannot catch up, or when the kind of leader-
ship a program needs changes, as it does, from one major phase to the next, they
cannot see it, so that personalizing leadership sels up distressing problems later.

In this chapter, program leadership is considered first and funds second.

PROGRAM LEADERSHIP

Conquerors so easily lose themselves in the discoveries of the new territory;.how to

reassimdlate them to what is already known--that is the job of the second stage.

Professor Emeritus of Human Development,
Harvard University, 1970
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The.kind of leadership a UPP needs is in the first place determined by the kind of
program it is, and in the second, by the phase of development it is in. As an ex-
ample of the first, programs emphasizing applied work depend on easy give-and-take
contacts with public officials and community leaders as well as with colleagues in
meetings, over the telephone, through exchanges of working notes and drafts, and so
on--in short, a very different set of competencies and working style than character-

prominent scholarship. If the program i large, or expected to grow large,
maintain program boundaries and cohesion, sorting out conflicts and running a taut
administration are additional ingredients of leadership. The deliberate sorting out
of leadership needs is a far cry from encouraging a pioneer faculty member to build
a UPP to his own perceptions and preferences by appointing him program director,
from appointing a senior professor because he is well respected on campus, or from
expeceing an early charismatic leader to guarantee program cohesion and continuit}
over the long run--all of which have been common.

Fur policy makers the important issues rLgarding program leadership seem to
rise in three areas: (1) whom to include in program leadership and how deep to
build it; (2) where to look for leadership, for the program director in particular,
that is, inside or outside the university--the issue of selection; (3 how to insure
effective leadership across the changing needs of the program at successive phases
of its development--the issue of continuity and change.

Depth o. Program Leadership

The convenient shorthand which equates program leadership--a function--with
program director--a person--hides the issue of leadership in depth. Many programs
now have directors who are patently overloaded with work yet, at the same time, con-
tinue for long periods weak in key areas of program leadership, unclear of mission
and structure, short on linkages and policy formation. The electric atmosphere
which characterizes some programs is more the product of the unending string of
crises which beset them than of highly creative output and sati5faction. Recurring
crises are symptoms of leadership that lacks depth. And the answer to this weakness
is not to change the director, as some programs have recently done, though that step
mai finally be necessary too. Oraanizational leadership is always a combined func-
tion of structural factors and the particular characteristics of individuals, and
experience strongly suggests that the leadership structure for population programs
needs to be deeper than it usually is.

The issue comes up in three ways:

Initially Depth of Leadership Is There; the Problem Is to Maintain It. In
eight programs out of our 25, leadership in depth was present before a director was
appointed. One or more faculty committees had first studied the conditions and pos-
sibilities for a population program, had reported to the university's administration
and governing bodies, such as the faculty.council, and had then been asked to con-
stitute at least the nucleus of a permanent polic: board, advisory committee, or
council for the new program. (The make-up of these governing bodies was considered
in chapter 2. Re-. es 2.10 and 2.11 showed some examples.)

A later scenario commonly runs like this: these progr,- , (without exception)
went outside the university for their director, and the incoming director then
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asserted himself against the committee and its strong leadership. How he did this
is instructive: he crowded them out. Taking charge of the committee's timetable
and agenda, he insured that it met infrequently, waited for his initiative, and to
put forward his ideas and plans, and presently ceased meeting at all.

The alternative is to get clear and into the ope the functions of the commit-
tee and of the director, and the relations between ticm. The clarification needs to
be public, so that the program from early on communicates a sense of sureness and
good order. Staff and outsiders know where to send information and whom to ask
questions and to involve in taking decisions in various matters. Programs which
fail to do something like this have either lost important members from the initial
leadership group, and in the process cut themselves off from major parts of the
university, or became highly disorganized because "all people deal with everything."
Consequently, they also became uncertainly productive and costly.

How Much Can One Man Do? Leadership in depth immediately suggests quantitative
considerations: there is so much leading to do that several persons need to do it.
This condition probably obtains, particularly in field-oriented programs. But quan-
tities apart, program leadership also has to perform various functions and some of
these do not combine well. Only where the issue of the range and variety of leader-
ship functions is faced and resolved can policy makers be assured that one or more
ol them will not drop out of sight and remain long unattended.

The experience of the program mentioned above strongly suggests that some func-
tions did drop out there. Before the director came, the committee had gone beyond
its mandate in some respects and stopped short of it in others. Its mandate was to
"work up a design . . . , secure funds, and find a director and other initial staff."
It had exceeded its mandate when it invited and funded projects and tried itself to
fund some initial program activities. But it had stopped short in regard to program
design, settling policy issues, and clarifying relationships and linkages in this
program. When he arrived, the director assumed the activities and fundina functions
in short order but, as later data show, he never did make up the work the committee
itself had missed on design and policy issues. Nor did the committee turn its at-
tention to those functions when *,:he director took over the others. The result was
that this program tried for over five years to manage its rapid expansion and diver-
sification ad hoc, piece by piece, until financial crisis and disaffectation with it
on campus and in funding agenci*s provoked the university rector to institute a
strong policy board and asked it to rework ths program basically. A few months lat-
er the director was replaced.

The same issue of identifying and distributilq leadership function has come up
in several other programs but in different ways. These programs had directors who
were strong on policy formation and on structuring but who acted largely on their
own, along personal lines to which the program's governing bodies were not committed.
These directors were reporting to their committees minimally ard the committees fell
into abeyance before long. A standoff situation of one kind or another then con-
tinued for several years. Eventually the directors needed something from the uni-
versity, usually additional faculty positions or funds, and at that point the dis-
pute erupted into the open. Tn several programs, this escalated quickly into a
uhowdown and resulted in changing the director, abolishing his personal policies,
and redire':ting the program. In countries with strong traditions of personal lead-
ership, excessive reliance on a particular program director and his personal rela-
tionships has been common.
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These two common sequences raise powerful questions about the function policy
makers have in insuring sound program leadership. Taking two diffr,rent cuts at the
issue, it is possible to identify three kinds of functions and two primary orienta-
tions which policy makers need to build into the leadership of a program:

1 The first essential leadership function is to bring to bear on UPP development
a perspective of the whole process so that adequate attention is paid to poli-
cies as well as persons, program content as well as the processes of develop-
ment, current issues as well as future plans. From this perspr!ctive of the pro-
gram as a whole originate new policies and ftructures when existing ones in the
university stand in the way or are inadequate. Since these departures require
Qniversity support, high level representation needs to be built into program
eadership. It seems that this function, of bringing to bear a perspective of
the whole, is at once essential and has also been the most difficult to assure.
Where it has been missing, programs have retreated to undue emphases either on
the methodologies and technologies of population work or on increasingly empty
interpersonal relationships.

2. A second leadership function has to do with supplementing existing arrangements
in the university, through negotiating and compromising but without losing sight
of program goals and needs.

3. The third function is program administration in line with policies and structures
which have already been developed, old or new. This insures effective and effi-
cient use of program resources. So, somewhere in the leadership must also be
the capacity to hold things steady and to resist continuous change.

A second way to.visualize essential leadership functions divides those oriented
to the world outside the UPP--to the rest of the university and country--from func-
tions which focus on factors internal to the program. It is usually assumed that
the one program director can do everything needed in both directions, with an admin-
istrative deputy or assistant (at much lower status and pay) helping if the work be-
comes too much. In fact, the development and maintenance of external relationships
which are crucially important to field-oriented and interdisciplinary UPPs, and also
those relying heavily on outside ft.: As, may take up so much of the director's time
that he cannot also give the required attention to developing the program's activi-
ties, pulling together newly assembled faculty and staff, and working out issues of
internal structure and operations. Some programs have, therefore, found it is
better to pair the direcLor up with a high level deputy, so that one looks primarily
after functions oriented outward and the other after internal functions. DiviAlm,
the functions along these lines seems to be particularly useful in countries where
the political environment is subject to sharp changes, funds are uncertain, and popu-
lation wori% is new.

Ideally, th_r , program leadership would include:

1. Persons who bring to bear on population iue:3 major substantive and methodo-
logical expertise from different fields an] who can share with one another
enough to take joint decisions on the conten-s rf the program.

2. Persons who can keep the whole system in view, develop new policies and struc-
tures where necessary or work within existing university arrangements with
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tt t,re;, mi deal ,,,Lith externAl and internal relationships--as
,! hA :t1 .1 nt led

.,hift their functions flexibly as various lspects of leadership
rUt -xtra attent:on from time to time or more permanently as leadership

hl ;11, ,sive phAses of developing tho program (see section 3 be-
pp. Sl-84).

It wolLA b a mistake L) the preceding section, with its stress on program
1:: depth, as detracting from the important role of the program director.

the contriry, lealorship is depth clarifies the program director's key role and
:;:l)port; Lt.

Tue progrim dir,Jt,)r more than anyone ese stands for the UPP, represents it to
the university and to the outside world, fights its battles. More consistently than
any.nc els he hr iiip t bear his appreciati.Jr. of the program as a whole, in this
i_artioular university, At this time, and with an eye to the fiv:ure. He integrates
the pie;:e:;. His style is more influential than anyone c:lse's on the formality or
informality of program structures and op....the speed of decision making. So, selec-
ting this key person is indeed import-ant.

Across the many differences between countries, universities, and directors it
sec,ms to make a great deal of difference whether the director is chosen from inside
the university (two-thirds of our programs) or from outside. Across differences in
country situaiion, universities, and persons, certain tendencies stand out which
may help policy makers choose.

Inside Directors. Program directors from within the university bring continu-
ity. They are known, and know their way about. A practical advantage is that they
can phase into the new position as the work grows and as more funds become available.

The disadvantages stem most of all from the fact that they come from a disci-
plinary base (invariably so in our sample). Most are demographers, the rest physi-
cians interested in public health; and these disciplinary bases are anchored in a
separate department or school. The preferences and limitations of the director's
discipline have tended to become the program's too, unless specia,1 steps were taken
to avoid this. The key step has been to insure strong representation in leadership
groups from other disciplines. In fact results seem best where the leadership
group, excluding the director, represents all important disciplines, so that he need
neither claim nor disclaim his particular allegiances.

But in most programs the problem has been too complex to be solved by careful
composition. Invariably, it seems, directors who originally took the lead in devel-
oping population work in their discipline become enmeshed in dilemmas around work-
load and work style and these seriously hamstring their functioning as program dir-
ector. Regarding worktoad, these directors, in an attempt to insure their continued
good standing in their own discipline, tended to feel an extra strong urge to con-
tribute to their field, but the demands of the broader program crowded this out,
every time. The pressure grew as they strained, quite unrealistically, to satisfy
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both 11,.eds side by side. There are prooram directors who periodic.ally travel half
way arouna the world for A few weeks' conc-utrated work on research data which they
have a::cumulated at home but have not analy....ea or written up for months or ven
years.

Where personal style is concerned, directors selected from inside the university
have boon more experienced in working airectly with a few colleagues, in well-defined
roles and with elementary administrative procedures, than in working indirectly with
the larger number which broad programs bring together, programs which have more open
roles and complex procedures. Most have exhausted themselves, often unproductively,
trying to make their accustomed style suffice in the larger setting. This style sim-
ply does not produce the more complex linkages and organizational and administrative
decisions on which larger programs depend. The dilemma is compounded for founder-
directors of programs who, having initiated population work first in the university
years before, are then determined that the new program succeed with themselves at
the head. Where they have insisted on carrying on as before, they have been forced
out after personal hurt to themselves and others in the university and in some cases
damage to the program. Postponing the issue only made it more difficult. For in-
stance, one founder-director left only after a drawn-out fight and then took "his"
department with him, ndmely the very one that was central to population work at that
university, that had the great expertise and long experience.

As a general rule, originators of population activities in universities do not
do well as directors of an interdisciplinary field-oriented program. It is impor-
tant to involve them in developing the new UPP, maybe strategically so, but in capa-
cities other than program director; secretary of the governing or policy board is a
possibility. Four steps may help. One is to build into the program frcm the start
strong respect and support for work in key disciplines. Second, the obvious but dis-
cipline-oriented candidate for the directorship can be helped to consider what would
be involved for him in directing the broader program proposed, given its dlfferent
needs; he may not want the position if it involves unattractive changes in his ac-
customed orientation and style and in foregoing much scholarship of his own. Third,
having come this far, some such candidates have been willing to be included in the
search for program director. And fourth, it is well if one of his projects can be
included early among the activities supported by the program.

Outside Directors. Program directors from outside the university bring a dif-
ferent set of strengths and weaknesses, virtually the opposite set in fact if they
come from government service or from long experience overseas. These candidates
bring a strong field-orientatidn and close contacts with operating and funding agen-
cies into the UPP and, typically, they are good at originating new structures for
the program. Several such had been in charge of large staffs and budgets and were
therefore experienced in program. administration.

Along with these strengths come weaknesses: (1) unfamiliarity, often impa-
tience, with the power structure in the university and with ways of involving its
key people in program leadership; (2) an inclination to go it alone; and (3) diffi-
culty in gaining acceptance as a full academic colleague because of their strong
field-orientation and the lesser respect academia usually shows for applied work.
These directors had done little academic work in recent years and some had not pub-
lished a paper for a long time, maybe never; several had no advanced degree.
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No program in this study had an expatriate director, even for a short period,
but one had requested a foreign scholar to take the position "for a start," in the
belief that he was needed to bridge the division in that university between the
medical and the social sciences. (It turned out not to be so: there was a candi-
date in the university acceptable to all and he was appointed when the foreigner
turned the offer down.) Only in the case of a disciplinary program, such as demo-
graphy, does it seem possible that the advantages a foreign scholar may bring, such
as an established reputation in the field, access to international agencies, and
possibly some experience with UPP development, might outweigh the disadvantages of
being so distant an outsider and temporary and of postponing so crucial a commitment
as selecting a program director. This does not preclude useful consulting roles for
an expatriate, but that is different.

What the various experiences to date show most clearly is that the choice of
pr jram director is a crucially important step. Preparing for it can be an impor-
tant occasion for reyiewing, first, the strengths and weaknesses of the university's
commitment to the new program and to its mission in the world outside, and second,
the likely strengths and weaknesses of the rest of the program's leadership, as a
whole. Many adjustments are quite possible if this is done systematically. Which-
ever way the choice goes, the total leadership can be out together to balance what
this or that director brings to it.

Continuity of Program Leadership Amid Change

The central issue of continuity of program leadership is deeper than the day-
to-day uncertainties which surround universities in most countries and the diffi-
culties of insuring continuity under these conditions. Fundamentally it lies in the
changing kinds of leadership programs need at different phases of their development,
that is, in changes inherent in the development process itself. And--this is the
.problem--indications are strong that directors who are good at one phase are often
not good at the other, and in fact are quite likely after some time to become blind
or otherwise resistant to the need for a new kind of leadership. In this, popula-
tion programs in universities are quite similar to programs in other fields and
other settings.

First in a new program is a "pioneering" phase. This is followed by a "set-
tling-in" phase. A third phase emphasizes program expansion. Few population pro-
grams are old enough to be beyond the third phase. Meanwhile, some have expanded
rapidly without every really getting settled in and work in an atmosphere of continu-
ous crisis; for example, some are considering separating from their universities al-
together, others are in danger of collapsing. If the dynamics of population pro-
grams continue in line with other classic patterns, some more phases can be expected
to follow, each having characteristic features, dilemmas, and possible resolutions.
One general schema is set out in Box 3.1.

Phase One--Pioneering. The first two phases, which many programs have already
experienced, both call for highly creative leadership but of different kinds and
toward different purposes. The task for leadership in the first phase is essen-

tially twofold: (1) to make the assertion stick that present population activities
in various parts of the university do not do justice to the problem, intellectually
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Box 3.1. PHASES IN THE LIFE OF AN INSTITUTION

Crisis Characteristic features Dilemma Resolution

Birth A few individuals full of
ideas and zest. Frenzied
uctivity. Attention oriented
outward--power points, sister
Lnstitutions, customers.

Identity

Seeking
identity

Search for main focus or
foci. Conflict and uncertain-
ty. Internal competition for
attention

Seeking Search for relationships with
acceptance existing systems. Interor-

ganizational jealousies.
Attention outward.

Seeking
balance

Growth

Maturity

Development

One or two activities have
made a quick start, threaten
to dwarf or telittle others.
Jealousies within.

Great demands for services,
mostly short-term. Tempta-
tion to take on too much
load. Meeting demands in-
creases demands.

Success revives interorgani-
zational jealousies, even
threatens sponsors. Attacks
on autonomy and independence.

Self-satisfaction. Temptation
to rest on laurels. Reluc-
tance to work out new ideas.

when should the
institution be
born and how
large? Planning
for every contin-
gency or have a
crash program?

Perfection of one
thing or value on
all comers?

Stress likeness
and conformity or
novelty and dif-
ferences?

Curb fast starters
or let them run
loose?

Consolidate and
develop slowly or
expand in all pro-
mising directions?

Forego identity
and submit or
revolt and
break away?

Strong continuing
leadership.

Clearly explicit
long-range objec-
tives as a prior-
ity system for
decision making.

Moratorium to es-
tablish standards,
largely in iso-
lation.

Focus on lagging
functions to en-
courage their
momentum.

Moratorium to re-
examine objectives
and priorities.
Publicize long-
range plans.

Develop interde-
pendent relation-
ships focused on
tasks.

Fossilize or break Check objectives
up into progres- against changing
sive and conser- situation, reju-
vative, young and venate institution,
old? build in indices of

relevance.

SOURCE: Lynton and Pareek, 1967:358.
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or to meet national needs, so that the new program is indeed needed and (2) to mar-

shall the resources to start.

Those universities which selected the program director from outside have sig-
naled by this their wish for a major new departure. One university for instance,
looked for "a leading figure in population, someone already recognized nationally
and internationally," implying strong independent leadership which could command re-
spect and support both in the university and outside. To several others 4.n our sam-

ple funding agenoics offered funds on the condition that programs did just this.
Similar advantages, for this first task, have also been realized by some universilies
which chose directors from inside but with recent advanced degrees from overseas and
eager for the opportir.ity to do something quite new. These characteristics made
them, too, attractive to funding agencies.

Programs which tried to avoid a break with the past and either chose as direc-
tor a scholar honored in his discipline and department or postponed the choice of
director by instituting various interim arrangements have all had discouraging ex-
periences. One such dragged on for 12 years on a declining budget and with increas-
ing debt, then ceased operation. Another tried quite unsuccessfully to make do for
several years with only part-time direction and faculty, all without additional time
or pay.

Effective leadership of field-oriented.programs in the first phase has been
oriented outward. It has staked out the program's mission in relation to broad
needs in the field of population and in the country and distinguished it from the
missions of other parts of the university and of institutions working on population
outside. People who are good at this often come through to others as difficult to
work with. They tend to be drivers, impatient or innocent of obstacles, determined
to push ahead and to eStablish the program quickly. When they encounter difficul-
ties, they go "to the top," in the university or in outside agencies. They attract
young faculty who are caught up in the same enthusiasm and impatience to get things
done. These directors always have more to do than time allows. Often they "solve"
problems by expanding the program.

Phase Two--Settling In. About three years later, judging by several indicr
tors, which will be discussed in the next chapter, the second phase--settling -

new program in--begins. It is oriented inward, on making activities and proce-
more effective and efficient and on working closely with various departments and
schools in the university. So it presents tasks for program leadership which con-
trast sharply with those in the first phase and has a different tone and style. If

the first phase was strong on differentiating the program from others, the second
is primarily for firming it up inside and integrating it in the university.

Leadership in this phase therefore seeks acceptance for the program. It se-

cures this most of all by establishing standards of work and ways of going about
the business which are acceptable in the university. This means new sensitivities

tc, others. Usually it also means saying "no" to further hurried expansion at least
unt.1 important routines get established.

AcroFr. these changing needs, programs have typically achieved continuitv of
leadership in two ways, and each has its perversion. In a few programs leadership

continuee :o be highly personalized in the director, but he understood the changes
and found ways of managing both phases with skill and circumspection. This vel.sion
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has been associated with strong outside support for the program, both of funds and
of power, and high formal position for the director in the university. One program
director accepted a position in the deans' council of the university--the highest
policy-making body--but, with an eye on his contacts with government, insisted that
he be there as program director, refusing the title of dean. The perversion of this
model is leadership atrophy. Some directors have grown weary of battling on into
the second phase with the kind of leadership they successfully exercised earlier.
They ceased pushing ahead, settling for a program of current size and disposition.
These provams lost their distinctive innovative thrusts quickly and now produce
disciplinary research and teaching along classic lines, such as demography.

The other way in which programs have achieved continuity of leadership has been
through building leadership in depth and so creating the capacity for having differ-
ent kinds of leadership flexibly available as needs changed. Some, but not all, of
the larger programs have gone this route. When highly personalized leadership be-
came impossible, they diversified the leadership group, so that no one had to essay
activities and stances for long which he was not good at and which were not his
style, and instead turned to other members who had these strengths. But some pro-
grams have broken apart over this issue, producing rival leaders instead of diversi-
fied leadership.

Paradoxically, fixed-term leadership may be another method of achieving continu-
ity, but no program in our sample has attempted this, even in universities where de-
partments commonly have chairmen for fixed terms. The motivation would, of course,
be different. Scholars take turns at chairmanship so that none has to carry the ad-
ministrative chores and headaches for long. In the case of population programs, the
purpose is rather to acknowledge that leadership needs change substantially from
time to time; a fixed term would allow a director to express his strengths and style
with maximum freedom while he is in the position and also provide regular opportuni-
ties for the program and the university to replace him with someone else. The term
should not be less than three years and probably not more than five. We know a few
university administrators at high level who chose limited terms of office in antici-
pation of changing leadership needs, but by personal resolution, not by institution-
al specification. The essence of course is that the term be public and lead to
timely selection of a successor. There are various ways of insuring flexibility in
this arrangement without losing the central idea.

Summary in Five Points

1. Program leadership, the most important single factor in program development, is
always a combined function of structural and personal factors. Therefore, de-
velopments in the program call for shifts in leadership which any one person has
difficulty emcompassing. Leadership in depth is therefore very important, both
to do justice to the multiple aspects of developing a population program and to
achieve continuity of leadership.

2. Since strong leadership is so important, the selection of a program director is
best performed early. Safety lies in the realization that the task of leader-
ship as a whole is beyond the .capacity of any one person, and that time needs to
be spent in composing carefully the rest of.the leadership group.

10 2
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3. Mot important in UPP leadership is the capacity to visualize and deal with the
program As A whole, and to bring this perspective to bear on current decisions.
This awareness is particularly important as a guide to the director himself as
he allocates his own time, and to the leadership group as it works out program
agenda and priorities. It prevents corruption or diffusion of program goals
and the deflection of primary attention to questions of means, whether of UPP
administration, issues of technology, or human relations.

4. Even strong leadership can disintegrate and disappear fast. In the program men-
tioned several times in this chapter, the change from active involvement of the
population committee to its demise and the advent instead of personal leadership
by the new program director took just six months. To avoid sudden crises, small
adjustments in leadership are to be valued highly.

5. Some very important aspects of leadership can be systematically learned and new
understandings and skills developed. This possibility deserves exploration for
population program leadership.

Training cannot erase the basic antagonism between differentiation and integra-
tion. But, if well designed and conducted, it can relax tension, and it can
enable people to understand the reasons behind differences in orientations and
behavior and thereby legitimize and maintain them; acquire skills in confront-
ing differences and conflicts; and systematically explore aspects of program
planning and structural designs which facilitate collaborative leadership.

FUNDS

University institutes are operating in, or close to, financial crisis. . . . The
Institute ;s. now financed on a year-to-year basis.

U.S. Government Review, 1970

Congress enacts a new piece of legislation and a new center gets created which fo-
cuses on Chat piece of legislation.

U.S. Social Science Research Council, 1967

Federal assistance in the past has proved to fluctuate widely and unpredictably and
thus to strain the capacity of the University to plan and to meet commitments to
students and faculty. The painful readjustments of the School of Education are but
the aftermath of a sudden shift in federal priorities after a short-lived period of
largess in the sixties.

103
President, Harvard University, 1971
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Fur, Like mates, are a universal reed But the need comes up so differently, and
mooting it offers so many opportunities for confusion, that it seems best here to
stick extra cLosely to the experiences of thc! particular 25 population programs in
this study and to what iust they can tel us. These programs vary widely in their
funding--in total amounts (equivalent to U.S. $15,000 to over $5 million per year)
and kinds of funding, who secures funds and from what sources, and for what purposes
they spend their funds.

Just two things seem certain. One is that funds are, in the language of schol-
ars, a necessary (thouq '-. not sufficient) condition for developing anything more than
some basic population teaching and individual faculty research in a university. The
other side of that coin deserves note in passing: that basic population teaching
and individual researcr can indeed be deveLoped in most universities without special
funds, as part of regular university activities. The second certainty is that many
funds that glitter attractively turn out not to be gold. While existing data refer
to funding shortages in many programs, they also show numerous instances where funds
were mistimed or secured for the wrong purposes, flowed in unintended directions, or
resulted in delays and distortions of program development or even disaster. The con-
clusion is inescapable that funding both reflects and modifies many other factors
(for example, university-government relations, pressures of funding agencies, top-
level program support within the university, and broad gauge development strategies)
and that the first confusion of all may start with treating funds as the touchstone
of program development.

For instance, Box 3.2 shows the funding histories of two programs which started
similarly and developed quite differently. Initially, the two programs were similar
in size and orientation. Also, over 90 percent of the funds each received were for
projects contracted with outside agencies. But there the similarities end. Program
A experienced a sharp decline in funds in the fourth year, and another in the ninth
year. Meanwhile, indeed throughout the program's 11-year history, the university's
contribution (for program development) remained unchanged at $4,250 per year (the
percentage of course went unsteadily up, as the total budget declined). By the end
--and the end came in the 12th year--the program "owed a lot of debt to the univer-
sity, as contract money had been repeatedly insufficient to make ends meet." Staff
was then down to six faculty members putting in an average of one-third time each,
three administrative staff, and five secretarial staff; presumably this strange com-
position was part legacy from earlier years and part unflagging hopes for program
expansion. -

Program B, on the contrary, had steadily expanding funds. Also, it followed a
st.nategy of systematically increasing the proportion of funds for program develop--
ment, regardless of the funding totals. Actually the figures hide aspects of the
total strategy which are of great interest. At first, all project money came from
foreign sources. But those funds were spent on projects chc,sen for offering good
opportunities to develop program faculty and staff. Second, since the institution
was a state university, most of its funds came from the government. The progressive
shift to university funding in fact reflected growing amounts of program activities
for official agencies paid for not in the form of project funds directly to the UPP
but in public grants to the university.

To revert to the comparison with Program A, A was an old, established univer-
sity., predating the country's indep,..adence. The program there set out to secure
funds year by year from private and public agencies at provincial rather than
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Box 3.2. FUNDING HISTORY OF TWO PROGRAMS

(U.S. equivalents)

$ 70,000

$ 60,000

$ 50,000

$ 40,000

$ 30,000

$ 20,000

$ 10,000

Program A--West Asia Project
funds

III

Program
development
funds

111111111
Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 lla

aEstimated. "The actual expenditure will be much less." (Program Director)

Program B--East Asia Years 1

Project
funds

Program
development
funds

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.

4 6 8

2 5 7 9

3 $200,000

$175,000

$150,000

$125,000

$100,000

$ 75,000

$ 50,000

$ 25,000

(U.S. equivalents)
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national levels. This difference also affected the kinds and levels of actiyities
of the two programs. Whereas Program B worked mostly with key national agencies
concerned with population policy and, by the sixth year, with national operating
agencies, Program A worked mostly with local agencies, which were interested pri-
marily in data for their own limited use, such as studies of the probable impact of
rapid population growth and distribution on banks, housing requirements, and provin-
cial plans.

The conclusion from this extended comparisn must be ttlat funding issues cannot
be understood through simple comparisons. The general program profile regarding
funding which emerges from data from the 25 UPPs together shows that the typical
program receives funds from several sources, usually but not always including its
own university; that agencies, international agencies included, give project support
rather than support program development; and that tho larger UPPs aro hoavilit drTen-..
dent on governmental funds. Hence the hig'h relevance of the quotes preceding the
funding part of this chapter, all of which are from "the affluent society."

Useful distinctions regarding program funding can be drawn along seven dimen-
sions:

1. Project funds and development funds

2. Project funds and funds f:Ir independent worl:

3. Activities easier to fund than others

4. University funds and outside funds

5. Within-country funds and international funds

6. Program funds and departmental funds

7. Funds for the university and funds for the program

Project Funds and Development Funds

Three of the 25 programs receive no development funds at all. (They are not
required to pay the university for the space they occupy.) These programs there-
fore depend wholly on project funds for managing such aspects of their development
as staff training, planning, and linkage development. They usually'attempt to do
this through overhead charges they add to project costs.

This sounds worse for program development than it need be, as the ekperience
of Program B above showed (Box 3.2). But the scary image which project funding con-
jures up, of narrowly specific short-term work in which emergent ideas (the academi-
cian's characteristic contribution) a: i even professional quality may have to be
sacrificed to meet deadlines or the preferences of administrators, has much basis
in reality too. The experience of several programs, including some large ones,
warns against heavy reliance on project funds. These UPPs seem to be locked into
an increasingly hectic cycle of fund raising and dependencc on a few agencies whose
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interests in projects change, this at the cost of their reputation within the uni-
versity and with private foundations which are the main sources for funds earmarked
for program development.

Development funds also hide dangers, judging from the experiences of the few
programs predominantly funded by them, only the dangers are different, and in uni-
versities, more subtle. One tendency is to equate program development with expan-
sion and to use the funds as "seed money" to include additional departments in the
program, start up more activities, and build up UPP facilities, rather than for the
humbler and initially less visible homework of developing a distinctive mission for
the program, an integrative sturcture, and networks of linkages. When these devel-
opment funds give out this essential homework then remains undone. One U.S. pro-
gram director speaks of these issues in Box 3.3.

So each kind of funding haS advantages and disadvantages and the standard la-
bels do not distinguish well between them. The task for policy makers is to insure
that the funding package as a whole satisfies an identifiable set of needs. These
are set out in Box 3.4.

"Task-Order" Funds and Funds for Independent Work

Multiple issues are involved in this distinction also, but the central point is
to make sure that program faculty have some funds to work on ideas and directions
which they themselves originate as contrasted with working on projects specified by
others.

Usually this distinction is linked to the funding source: outside agencies
supposedly fund ptojects, whereas the university provldes funds for independent
work. But this need not be so. Program faculty cf high reputation in their field
are often encouraged by funding agencies to propose their ideas with assurance that
they will be funded--as "projects," and universities usually tie at least some
(often unspecified, sometimes all-absorbing) part of their funds to the performance
of standard teaching tasks.

A particularly promising way of funding both project and independent work is
to fund them together, as some coun',:--3 do for research in the natural sciences and
technologies. In these cases, pr t r-ants carry a percentage of additional money
precisely for independent work. 10 percent. This is a kind of free research
and development component fct 71(iepend,ht work in directions which have been agreed
on as worthy of exploration. 1-_,L with no expectations of particular outputs, time
spans, or success.

Indelent work seems a , particularly important and also particularly
difficult in population becausc the field is so new and as yet only crudely explored.
Standard knowledge and conceptualizations are weak, so new ideas are of the essence.
At the same time national pressures for action in many countries and the scarcity
of qualified Program faculty in all combine to crowd out time and funding for inde-
pendent work. One program director says he insists that every applied project have
an explicit theory to it, and that he accepts no work with agencies which insist on
paying only for what is immediately useful to them.
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Box 3.3. PROJECT FUNDS AND DEVELOPMENT FUNDS: U.S. PROGRAM DIRECTOR'S
VIEWS (1972)

Funding policies tend to passively accept or even to reinforce the natural
limitations inherent in the present organization of the universities on build-
ing up efficiently sized integrated research units with a multidisciplinary
staff and a long term mandate. Project grants are invariably of a short dura-
tion and evon institutional support tends to cover, at most, a five year
period.

Project grants on which existing research units must depend for their
survival are allocated on a competitive basis. Such a system of allocation
on the (U.saggregated level appears to be not only just but also an efficient'
one since it relies on careful review of research proposals by competent pro-
fessional review panels. Even on this level, however, some doubts are inevi-
table: in the competitive process an enormous premium is put on abilities
that are at best loosely correlated with creativity in research and only too
evidently interfere with actually doing it: watching grant announcements,
keeping tab on submission deadlines, maintaining good public relations,
guessing fads present and coming, and mastering the fine art of proposal
writing. Consideration of the overall efficiency of the system, of its built-
in bias for decentralization and wide distribution of grants, of its frag-
mented conception of research strategy, would raise even more serious ques-
tions that seem to be given far too little scrutiny.

Institutional grants surpass some of the limitations mentioned but they
too are usually narrow in concept and merely enable institutions newly inter-
ested in the field to enter the project-grant sweepstakes with better odds.
Even when they are generous in size and ambitious in intent, consideration of
the risks involved in concentrated commitment of funds r leads universi-
ties to distribute such grants in a widely scattered flshi Jr. It is notable
in this context that even institutional grants typical'. dc not include funds
for construction. Under the existing circumstances the 'ailure to provide
such capital funds appears to explicitly deny the existence or even the in-
tention of a long term commitment to institution building: quite literally
building would be then part of an efficient long term grant package. Accord-
ingly, and in the absence of alternative capital funds, decentralized use of
institutional grants by universities often is not only a preferred risk-mini-
mizing choice but also a necessity.

Paul Demeny, 1972.
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Box 3.4. FUNDS NEEDED TO DEVELOP DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF A POPULATION PROGRAM

Project funds for work requested by policy makers and administrators--initia-
ted by them

Project funds fur independent work--directions initiated within the program

Development fonds for program establishment and intensive intornal develop-
ment: staff development, policy formation, etc.

DevelopMent funds for program expansion

"Project" funds for teaching and research in the university

"Project" funds for s ni in the university, such as family planning edu-
:.ation and services fuf ,:tudents (Note quotes around project.)

UPP Study, 1972.

Activititis Easier fo Vend Than Others

Acros the wide divergencies that exist between the traditions and capacities
of the 25 collaborating universities and their programs, the availability of other
ie.:t.itutions in their countries which are competent in population work, the states
of national population policies and programs, the accessibility and priorities of
local, national, and,international funding agencies, and changes in all these over
time, it is hazardous to order activities according to their promise art ease of
funding. 7ot it seems worth doing if only to provoke concrete conside ation of ac-
tual situations and possibilities.

Box 3.`i lists again The 20 program activitios from Box 1.4 (. 23) nd indi-
cates the ease, diffioulty or apparent imposnibility of Funding tlotr, within the uni-
versity or from local, national, or international sources.

One Bet of generalizationn is that it is easier to fund activities fo,:used on
program operations rather than on population policy, sl.ort-term rather than the
long-term outcomes, operations rather than development, and on the interests of eov-

ernmental rather than "local" agoncios (a mixed category, for example, at the pro-

vinci(fl level).

A second set of generalizations concerns work on "operations." biffictiltie..

occur reguiarly in trying to fund preparatory and follow-up work And "waiting time."
These difficulties soem to be particul.trly 90WitrIl in the case ot technical amqi9-

taoco ((,), applied F,2soarch on program operations (9) , and training teachers for

population education (20). "Core" funds nd "relliner" contracts would bo appro-
priate means for including these necessary components in funding nuch projects, ho
they aro Ntill rAro in population programs.
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Box 3.5. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND FUNDING AGENCIES:
EASE (E), DIFFICULTY (0, OR IMPOSSIBILITY (I) OF FUNUING

Program Activities Funding Agencies
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Policy research and commentaries
Basic disciplinary research and teaching
Developing data base for population studies
Documentation service
Population services to students
Technical assistance to operating agencies
Applied research in policy issues
Faculty consultation to agencies
Applied research on program operations
Basic research on contract to agencies.

E

E

E

E

E

I

I

I

D

D

E
E

E
E

E

E

E

E

E
11. Facilitating collaboration beten agencies
12. Graduate professional education E I

13. Disciplinary courses for graduate oud
professional students

E I

e"
14. Large-scale services I E E
15. Major undergraduate course program n I I

16. Prototype service programs F E E
17. Training operating staff for agencies I E E
18. Exchange programs of faculty and practitioners
19. Mid-career professional education E
20. Training teachers for population education in

schools
E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

OURCE: ,UPP Study, 1972.

and OutNido Fundn: Hard and sort Funds

A total of 22 of the 25 participating programs reported some university funds,
wivally between 10 and 2 percent of total funds. The percentage was higher only In
four programs: Program B (3% por(!ent of its funds from the university after six
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years--Box 3.2) and in three quite new or very small UPPs. Universities which have
d general rule that half the funds for any new program must come from the university
do not yet have broad population programs. Whatever the percentage, university
funds are almost all for tenured faculty positions, space, other facilities, such as
library and data processing, and sometimes for secretarial staff for the director
and one or two professors.

None of the 25 programs in this study have endowments and few of their univer-
sities have. So, university funds too originate somewhere else, usually with the
government. The funds flow through the university, sometimes earmarked specifically
for the program, sometimes not. In some countries an intermediate agency does the
earmarking, as does the University Grants Commission in India, which receives its
funds from the government as a block grant. Or public funds are allocated to a
ministry, perhaps of health, for the specific purpose of distributing them to uni-
versities for work in population. In that case, the ministry can influence the
allocation of funds between universities but otherwise has no choice, even if it
regards university programs as competitors in the field.

The main point is that university funds are hard--certain to continue--and pro-
grams need to cover a substantial proportion of their budgets with such funds, to
give program faculty the same basis of job security as departmental faculty, to
avoid political vulnerability, and to insure continuing high quality work. From the
university's point of view, allocating funds to the UPP, whatever their source, sig-
nifies its commitment to the program and the program's commitment to academic stan-
dards of work. The minimum hard funds required for a UPP may be the salaries and
allowances of .11 program faculty who substantially and regularly contribute to the
academic work of the university. For purposes of program development, it seems im-
portant that university funds come as a block grant, for use by the UPP in accor-
dance with accepted policies.

Within-Countrq Funds and Foreign Funds

All international funds are soft, those for development as well as those for
projects; they are strictly temporary, to help a program make a quick start with
some activities or "to build capacity." That done, these funds can cease. They
are also subject to all the mixed feelings and erratic shifts associated with all
third-party funding (in which the receiver and the giver have no direct mutual ex-
change) , magnified in this case by cultural differences and great distances. Now
that the image of foreign assistance as savior of the downtrodden has worn thin, it
is easier to see that using foreign funds has many pitfalls and that using them well
calls for extra care.

All but one of the 22 programs in our study outside the United States had in-
ternational funds, and the ono exception failed, after 12 increasingly difficult
years. But this concentration surely does not mean that virtually all population
programs in universities get foreign assistance or that only those who get it suc-
eeed. It only shows that this study like other international studies has concen-
trated on internationally connected programs.

In form, immediate purpose, and duration, foreign assistance to population pro-
grams is quite diverse. Appendix C (p. :LW, sets out experiences to date with
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foreign funds under four heads: (1) program faculty and staff; (2) consultation and
advisory services; (3) project funds; and (4) library and equipment. While assis-
tance agencies have distinctive preferences and styles, often arising from con-
straints on their funding, foreign assistance of notable variety also flows from the
same sources. Foundations fund short-term )rojects and also long-term program de-
velopment; governmental agencies, like the U.S. Agency for International Development
and the international agencies of the UN family do so too. Perhaps most pointed and
consistent have been the.very different efforts of two U.S. agencies. Characteris-
tic of the Rockefeller Foundation's work with universities has been broad, long-term
support to the all-round development of a few large institutions, such as the health
complex at Universidad del Valle, Colombia, with population as one of several areas.
An alternative strategy is that of the Population Council, which has for over 10
years funded numerous small developments specifically in demography/population
studies, each creating a professorship with the necessary supporting services and
facilities and opportunities for indigenous faculty to do advanced degree work over-
seas. Interuniversity assistance, funded by the UN or USAID, has moved more to the
fore of late. Funds flow to some U.S. universities for this purpose and the ori-
ginal funding agencies retain only indirect control. This method of channeling for-
eign assistance has been well tested in such fields as agriculture. Appendix D (p.
l(l) sets out the main foreign assistance agencies working with university popula-
tion programs and the major characteristics of their funding interests to date.

Most important, probably, is a growing realization that foreign assistance is
an intervention--al/ outside funding of a program is--and an intervention across
many more pitfalls and uncontrollable uncertainties than others. To allow program
development to be determined by foreign funds would be analogous to painting fine
strokes with a brush having a handle eight feet long. While having foreign funds
may enable a program to go outside its immediate condition and the condition of its
university and country, to live beyond one's means is particularly risky in this
case, because opening up new lines of program development involves committing future
resources and, because judgements about how far and fast the UPP can be pushed ahead
before it unbalances a department or the university destructively are very fine.
That foreign funds for program development have all been grants hides these risks;
they seem to be "free." The possible costs are very evident in those programs which
oriented themselves so far to foreign assistance agencies and their often impatient
pacing that they have become isolated inside their universities and so lack influ-
ence t4ere--which denies an important part of the basic rationale of having a uni-
versity program in the first place.

Box 3.6 illustrates high risk and low risk strategies for the flow of foreign
assistance.

In fact, only two conditions make the risk of foreign funding worth taking.
One exists if there is good reason.to expect conditions to catch up, such as popula-
tion awareness, policy and legislat.ion, allocation of resources. In this case for-
eign assistance can reduce lead time, accelerating program development in antici- .

pated directions which the university and country can support within, say, five
years.

This firr:t condition need not be met if a second prevails: that the need it-
self is temp.rary and can be met altogether in a limited period. Faculty develop-
ment is an example. When a minimum concentration of senior faculty and competent
staff work in the program, further faculty development properly becomes ttl,'ir
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Box 3.6. HIGH RISK AND LOW RISK FLOWS OF FOREIGN ASSISTANCE

1. High risk

Outputs
to society

Foreign assistance
here may reduce
university's and
government's
commitment

Foreign assistance
here steps into
essential long-term
relationship

2. Low risk

University
support
and funds

UPP capacity
building

UPP activities
Outputs
to society

a. University commitment

c. Reinvestment of (part)
proceeds in program
capacity building
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function. The situation is similar for demonstration activities, and for library
materials and equipment which can be expected to last until the country develops its
own population literature and soutces of equipment and supplies.

Policy makers in universities and countries receiving aid need to be even more
concerned with avoiding the pitfalls of foreign assistance than donor agencies be-
cause t.le advantages, as also the costs, attach primarily to their own institutions.
This realization is growing and is epitomized by the changed attitude on the part of
some major programs toward assistance from several agencies. Until recently, the
possibilities of assistance from sever-A. sourcer evoked visions of tactical advan-
tages from having the funding agencies compete among themselves. Recently it has
become more comnon for UPPs to ask agencies to meet jointly and to sort out together
their common interests in helping a program develop.

Program Funds and Department Funds

The sixth and seventh sets of issues have to do with sorting out funding respon-
sibilities and the flow of funds within the university, between the program and the
various departments and schools collaborating in it and between the university ad-
ministration and the program.

Program funding has often run into difficulties when one or more departments as
well as the program itself put forward separate proposals for funding to the same
agency, even though for 't,:',rent kinds of population work. More than coordination
and good order are invo,.!,.' Ilere though these are clearly necessary. It is common
that some departmerts in tie university have better established contacts for funding
disciplinary activities than others, and better than the new program has for funding
these or interdisciplinary activities. So these units are set to competing against
each other rather than collaborating. Where competition threatens, strong leader-
ship and agreement on goals and priorities are required, otherwise the overall pro-
gram remains partial and starved of funds. To insure sound development, it is also
important that the program quickly develop additional funding sources of its own.
Foreign funds can help equalize funding opportunities quickly but, of couse, not
permanently.

But some programs have suffered from inequality in the opposite direction.
Having secured funds early these programs offered departments "seed money" to initi-
ate some population teaching, research, or service activity. The crunch came when
the initial funds ran out, usually within three years, and departments then had the
additional faculty and staff on their hands without having provided for them. Get-
ting long-term benefits from "seed money" depends on agreeing with departments in
advance that the burden will be shifted gradually, perhaps from year to year. Even
then the risks of incurring excessive obligations remain and there are departments
now who wish they had never started down this road at all. This hindsight is differ-
ent, though, from the damaging situations which have arisen where the temporary na-
ture of the funding and the ensuing obligations for the department were left unclear,
for whatever reason. In those programs, ruptures have occurred which show all signs
of permanence.

One strategy to deal with this set of issues has been to locate funding deci-
sions high up in the university, for instance, in the rector's or provost's office.
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Control of the budget and assignment of funds for high priority programs and people
is one of the most effective administrative devices for influencing the course of
program development and making it safe. That high office can deal with funding agen-
cies on the one hand on behalf of the university as a whole, thus internalizing any
competitions, and with the program and departments and faculties on the other.

Funds for the Universitu and Funds for the Program

The allocation of population funds within the university needs to insure that
additional faculty time and facilities in fact become available for population work.
This requires special provisions in most universities, since it is usual to channel
all new funds into a central pool out of which funds are then allocated to depart-
ments, programs, and so on, and to the central university administration for all pur-
poses. Under this simple arrangement, population funds do not flow necessarily or
in the required amounts to the particularly units--departments or center--which actu-
ally need the additional faculty time and facilities to carry out new population
work. Since faculty are already paid hy the university, the justification for this
goes, it is quite legitimate to ask them to participate in the new program without
further rerineration, whereas the new UPP does bring additional administrative costS.
The probler 4ith it is that additional faculty time does not in fact become available
in this way. Nor is the issue satisfactorily handled by paying identified faculty
extra for the additional work, as some programs do, since their usual university
duties plus their private practice during off-duty hours already eat up all the time
they have.

The solution calls for more precise allocations of funds within the university
than is usual. Additional funds can be divided between central university adminis-
tration and the programs and departments involved in accordance with the costs actu-
ally to be incurred, such as faculty time or the use of data processing equipment
These items can become line items in the separate budgets of the program, departments
working in population, and the central administration. Salaries do not augment the
payments to faculty members or staff engaged in population work, but instead pay for
substitute or supplementary faculty or staff who are brought in to carry on the ear-
lier activities.

Any additional costs of the program to the central administration can bc astab-
lished in the same manner, though maybe not as precisely, and funding them is equally
legitimate. Otherwise, as several programs have found, issues of "overhead" charges,
whether to allow for any at all and if so how much, have led to serious difficulties
with both funding agencies and with the programs themselves. Some programs, since
they were not given the space and administrative services they needed by the univer-
sity, have rented space and set up their own administrative services, taking the ne-
cessary funds from some other part of the budget. As a U.S. program director's com-
ment on this shows in Box 3.7, funding agencies do programs no favor if they rillOW
inappropriate funding and administrative tiaditions to continue in the university.
Like it or not, population work has ,Lo take the place of some other work if it is to
get done and the way to insure this happening is to use population funds to take the
place of other funds, above all for faculty salaries.
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Box 3.7. FUNDING AND ALLOCATION WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY

The most fruitful Government-university relationship might be almost the oppo-
site of the pattern that prevails today, which is for the fedcral agency to
defer to the university on how a program is organized and situated within the
structure of the university, but to be niggling over details of expenditure
and procedures. Federal funding often falls short of the help it is intended
to bring to the university center, because the funding agency prefers to over-
look some of the most apparent facts of life upon university campuses. Feder-
al resources to promote multidisciplinary collaboration on socially relevant
problems are thus often allocated where they are the least needed, or prove
ineffective where needed, because the agency has had no strategy to reinforce
the efforts of the center to establish an academic climate conducive to mul-
tidisciplinary work.

U.S. Program Director, 1972.

Institutional Reinvestment

A look at the program development map at this time (p. 8 ) shows resources com-
ing from three sources in the country: society, university, and "institutional rein-
vestmentE." The last is well worth special attention because it tends to be neglect-
ed in r.tting program policy but is important. A brief word will suffice because
the mutter is also simple as soon as it is in focus. Unlike a program's outputs,
which in exchange yield funds for buying UPP resources, or funds in the form of
grants, which relate to program outputs only indirectly and in the unspecified fu-
ture, institutional reinvestments are UPP resources which are created by program ac-
tivities, directly and without additional cost. For instance, faculty and staff be-
come more competent as they engage in population work. Similarly, contacts with op-
erating or funding agencies developed in the course of some particular population
project may carry forward into future work and funding, and open up new opportunities.
These resources originate on the output side of the map and flow directly back to the
input side as increased program capacities, opportunities, and so on.

That these resources cost nothing extra is basically important. But the policy
implications of focusing on them goes beyond that fact. First, projecting the UPP
into this reinforcing cycle (successful program activities - .4.- reinvestment -
higher program capacity) looks like the most promising strategy for programs to adopt
for quick and sound development. With this, even a very small start can be a very
good beginning, particularly in population work where staff and other resources are
so very scarce. Second, programs are well set for development if they chose to
carry out activities which yield institutional reinvestments at high rates.
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SUMMARY

In this quick survey of UPP resources, leadership was given precedence over funds
because the nature of population work reauires this and also because the human re-
sources for population program development are even scarcer than the material re-
sources. This last is saying quite something: Funds for existing programs are a
mere trickle of what seems to be required and even at that they are highly precari-
ous, oscillating between feast and famine. Programs are beset by continuous anxiety
on this score; three out of our sample of 25 programs, for instance, depend wholly
on short-term project funds. One result is that additional universities which so
far have no population programs are alternately tempted to develop one and then also
immediately discouraged from venturing it.

Men and money are of course closely interrelated. Scanning and testing for
possible funds is essential early for deciding on program type and size, and these
decisions then heavily influence others about UPP leadership and strategies of pro-
gram development.

With program development so heavily dependent on many parts flowing together,
and so many parts dependent on situations and forces beyond the control of the policy
makers in a particular university, large areas remain open to wide uncertainty and
periodic conflict, even under the best of circumstances. It is here that a.liberal
sense of humor will help, individually and collectively. It helps take the rough
with the smooth, and avoid overreaction to momentary frustration or to detailed mis-
haps. To continue to move in the direction of development, a sense of steadiness is
important, a sense of vision and of working step-by-step.
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4 Keeping Programs on Course:
Monitoring and Evaluation

Some institutes have succeeded in meeting their objectives, in maintaining stability
in operations, in attracting high level staff; others, however, have floundered be-
cause of instability of budgets, inability to hold scholars of high level, and the
tendency for research to diverge from the announced objectives of the institutes.

U.S. Social Research Council, 1967

Do not judge the direction of a yacht from watching one leg of its c'ourse.

Nautical maxim

Developing a population program is a major enterprise, on all counts. Here is not
just another subject, like anthropology, or an obvious candidate for'another univer-
sity center or institute, like area studies. Something new seems to be required,
reaching deep down into the university's mission and far and wide into its organiza-
tion and ways of working. How to organize and fund the program is an important con-
sideration, but first comes wanting it badly enough to warrant the major reviews and
rearrangements it usually touches off. In the process the university may also learn
how to tool up for some other emerging fields of study, such as ecology or urbaniza-
tion Or national development; this pathbreaking with the population program may make
the costs more acceptable. The immediate costs of the program are, however, high.

Keeping the costs to a minimum means minimizing the complexities and uncertain-
ties of population program development. The map of program building (Box 0.3, p. 8)
was a major simplification of numerous smaller components--we have identified 20
types of UPP activities and they are aimed at two major publics; four kinds of link-
ages, three or more phases of leadership, development funds and project funds, and
so on. But the map still shows 11 major components with several thousand potential
interrelationships. Both program and environment are complex and shifting, making
it both essential and so difficult to keep track of developments and guide the pro-
gram forward.

Particularly promising in the direction of maximum simplification is the possi-
bility of establishing some likely starting points on the map and tracing the se-
quences in which major components require attention. This would show how the devel-
opment process usually unfolds in these cases. References j.n earlier chapters to
development phases and to partial sequences foreshadowed this possibility. If such
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a sequential mapping--a set of flow charts with some alternative routes--could be
constructed, even if only crudely and with imagined links sketched in where know-
ledge now leaves qaps, policy makers and program directors would not have to attempt
to range over the whole scene all the time or to reduce its omplexity arbitrarily
by personal preferences and blind spots. Instead they could fix their eyes and
minds on important aspects in turn, to anticipate combinations and sequences with
.skills well focused and with economy of effort.

Our data suggest that there are half a dozen points from which programs usually
start and then go through some characteristic phases which can be mapped. For in-
stance, it akes a difference whether the main impetus for starting the UPP comes
from outs' Jr. inside the university. Outside impetus is usually for a service-
oriented 1...1.-jram. If backed with substantial funding, this orientation attracts
nonacademic types of "faculty" (even in an academic university). Their positions
usually have new titles and maybe higher salaries, instead of academic tenure, and
therefore influence in the university. In short, the university as a whole tends
to protect itself against a new program of this kind. To integrate it properly into
the university, a substantial proportion of faculty in the program may have to ac-
quire advanced degrees and so the regular titles and potential influence. Mean-
while, viewed by outsiders such as public agencies, competition is often the tone at
first and policy makers in the highest quarters of the university may have to in-
sist and protect if the program is to work on significant tasks at all. In time
the tasks can be ser.ted out so that the university program concentrates on experi-
mental work and the agencies on development work and routinized large-scale ser-
vices. This is the same route university programs of agricultural extension have
traveled many times, confirming again that important generic issues are involved in
developing a population program, and that much can be learned from experiences in
some other field(s) in the .same or some nearby university.

Further along this kInd of route some important decision points can often be
identified, with choices listed systematically and the major implications of each--
a sort of decision tree. Box 4.1 shows an example of this: the five choices avail-
able for acticIn when the program has to sort out conflicting demands from the uni-
versity and from outside agencies. The example represents an early decision point
in academic universities developing a field-oriented population program.
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Box 4.1. CONFLICTING DEMANDS ON THE PROGRAM:
DECISION POINT WITH FIVE CHOICES

1. Treat the two publicsuniversity and outside agencies--separatelq: aim
to turn out enough products, somehow, to satisfy each.

Inevitably this leads to double work for program staff, the director most of
all. The thing to be clear about is that the issue is not overwork per se--
all innovative work involves that--but that the demands from these two pub-
lics will continue to conflict, and that double work can have nn end until
somebody does something about the conflict itself. We know no program that
can keep up the "ps.-ments" to the two publics separately for long. One or
the other gets shortchanged and stops supporting the program.
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Or

2. Satisfy the two publics alternately.
This pushes staff, above all the director, toward a public relations stance.
At any time, each public must be assured that the program is busy on its work.
Public relations is of course itself additional work, taking time away from
doing the work which will actually count in the end. Programs which keep go-
ing on this version are characterized by a growing "administrative" staff, of
whom many are busy allocating and reallocating budget figures, and writing
and rewriting project proposals and reports for different readers, and by
periodic "crises," such as at F-funding time.

Or

3. Settle for satisfying one public or the other, but not both.
Some programs have forsaken their broad mission and beginnings and concen-
trated either on training specialized professional manpower and independent
research, or, a very few, wholly on field services. One program has nearly
a thousand field staff and may sever its university connection which ic fair
enough, for it is really an operating agency, albeit an unusually sopisti-
cated one, and not a university program. Another program, started in the
field, has never succeeded in making the connection with the local univer-
sity, though it strongly desires to do so for professional recognition and
for influencing the university more generally. The result is two exclusive
alliances: the first hides the program behind the traditional walls of the
university and the second puts it on the far side of the wall, into the com-
munity.

Or

4. Secure additional resources from a third party, usually an international
assistance agency, and expand the program in the hope of satisfying the
university and outside publics.

This postpones the inevitable conflict and also complicates it. For now
there is a third public to be satisfied, the donor agency, and one, moreover,
which focuses attention away from the other two, on international contacts,
time-absorbing travel, and distant reference points for success or failure.

Or

5. Face the conflict and manage it, both for the present and for the future
(for example, by bringing the parties involved together).

UPP Study, 1972.

Almost without exception, programs so far have allowed this particular issue to
creep up on them, as if it were not bound to occur or would be simple to deal with
when it did. The simplistic responses are in fact all dysfunctional and it is fruit-
less to jump from one to another of them; and if jumping about becomes a habit, it
can damage the program permanently.
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The message here is that at least some important decision points can be marked
on the development map of every program and the implications of following one route
rather than another described. We have in hand a set of route maps like this show-
ing prevailing tendencies at points along the way which are set up by the inherent
nature of processes at work and their openn,tss to outside influences. Now, tenden-
cies are not the same as absolutes, like road distance between two places, each
program still develops within a particular constellati:11 of forces. And the routes
themselves can be indicated with greater precision now t_han can the years it takes
to travel them. Policy makers are in the best position to take account of local
conditions as they map the development route for their particular program.

FOUR MAPS WITH COMMON DECISION POINTS

This section consists of development maps and decision points for four population
programs of different but common types, three in established universities and one
in a new university. They are reconstructed from, 1nindsight, using personal accounts
and dneuments long after the events. Our main .Arpos now is to use the information

for the future.

Program DovtLlopment in Establis Cliversities

In established universities with some population and population-realted acti-
vities already going on in several disciplinary departments and schools, the classic
first move is taken either (1) by one department or school reaching out in order to
associate with its work faculty members from other disciplines or (2) by a few lis-
ciplines getting together, such as in a population committee, to develop a joint
program.

Program 1; A department or school reaches out to associate
others with its own academically oriented program.

The map for this is the simplest, by far. Usually only one program building compon-
ent, program activities, requires major attention for long periods; and since these
activities are research and teaching and therefore central to all university activi-
ties, they are special only in so far as they are interdisciplinary. To that extent
they require linkages to other disciplines. In this type program the linkages are
between interested individuals; interdepartmental issues, such as joint appointments
get involved only later, if at all.

The pattern can be summarized in a kind of work chart (Box 4. '
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Box 4.2. DEVELOPMENT MAP I: ONE DISCiPLINE REACHES OUT, ACADEMIC
ORIENTATION: COMPONENTS REQUIRING ATTENTION, AND WHEN

Resources

1. Faculty/staff

2 Sanction

Preparatory

Year

1 3 4 5 6 7.w

3. Funds--from university

--from society

4. Foreign assistance

Program

5. Leadc,rship

6. Doctrine

7. Activities

8. Internal
structure

11.411.110
4101111MMMI=11,

f/MMIMMUIIM

9. Linkages--in uni-
versity

--in society

10. Outputs

--to university

--to society

11. Reinvestment

KEY: much attention

some attention

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.
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Six other components move in and out of focus as this type of program develops,
in the following sequence:

1. Faculty and Faculty Development. This is the most urgent and important.
In several fields central to population research and teaching (demography is an out-
standing example) the shortage of competent faculty is absolute and nearly univer-
sal. Adding some new interdisciplinary activities to the work of the existing few
or luring one or two faculty members away from elsewhere can at best provide only
temporary relief, though this can be important during the long ,,,ars that future
faculty are in training. Five to six years is a useful perspective on faculty de-
velopment that is planned well and started quickly.

2. Foreign Assistance. Commonly along with faculty develcIpment comes the n'ocl
for some foreign assistance: for the most promising new faculty to get advanced de-
grees overseas and for, meanwhile, visiting faculty to be secured from abroad to
start the program. (For other purposes at this stage, like simply augmenting acti-
vities, foreign assistance would distract.) Foreign assistance requires intensive
attention again when the time comes for refunding, usually in the third year. In
between, there are periodic reports and visits.

3, 4. University Support. University support for the program, even where it
is agreed on in principle at the beginning, looms up powerfully when the first for-
eign-trained faculty are due back from abroad expecting full-time permanent appoint-
ments. Does the university have the funds then? Does it really want the program
to expand? Preparation for these essential components actually h.:longs way back,
when, after securing the initial fL,mal sanction, the director had best keep the
university authorities involved in planning and well informed of progress. In sev-
eral programs neglecting this aspect has led to upheavals in program govt!rnance in
the third or fourth year, including changes in leadership.

5, 6. Linkages, Internal Structure. For involving other departments in the
program, issues of linkages or internal structure move to the fore.

The decision points can be Aapped, as in Box 4.3.
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Box 4.3. DEVELOPMENT MAP 1: ONE DISCIPLINE REACHES OUT,
ACADEMIC ORIENTATION: DECISION POINTS

1

Resources

Year
3 4

..Long-term
1. Faculty/staff strategy

development...
."...postpone,

make-do

Sanction

3. Funds from university ) .............. neglect university

.....

contact

Arkeep university
apprised or progress

4. Foreign assistance- -Irsupport faculty
levelopment

'increase activities

KEY: likely to be sound

unlikely to lead anywhere

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.

Program 2: One discipline reaches out
for its field-oriented program.

Appendix E reproduces extracts from the histories of two disciplinary field-oriented
programs reaching out to other disciplines. One, rooted in demography, is based in
the broadly conceived and organized Faculty of Science Administration. The
other is in law and, developed with a different t.yle, presents several key issues
starkly. For the Law School to develop a field-oriented program was so unusual in
that univers)ty that it led, first, to a succession of severe crises and, in the end,
to an unusually strong but very distant institute (distant from the university, but
close to the state government). Only two of its 30 faculty members work regularly
with other parts of the university.'

Box 4.4 shows the development map for this type of program.
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Box 4.4. DEVELOPMENT MAP 2: ONE DISCIPLINE REACHES OUT, FIELD-SERVICE
ORIENTATION: COMPONENTS REQUIRING ATTENTION, AND WHEN

Preparatory
Resources

1. Faculty/staff

2. Sanction

3. Funds--from university

--from society

4. Foreign assistance

Program

5. Leadership

6. Doctrine

7. Activities

8. Internal structure

9. Linkages--in uni-
versity

--in society

10. Outputs

- -to university

-to society

11. Reinvestment

KEY. much attention

some attention

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.

Year
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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This map is mch more complex than the earlier one. Numerous components need
attention, particularly at two periods: at the very first, when essential differ-
ences from usual university activities and organizational arrangements have to be
firmly set; and in the fourth and fifth years when faculty returning from advanced
education overseas insist on modifications in program structure and linkages (if
such modifications are not made, these essential faculty often leave).

Preparatory.Period and Early Years. As many as eight major development compon-
ents are prominent during the preparatory period which, in the case of the Law In
stitute, lasted many years. One set establishes the field orientation and the re-
sources for it. Outward-oriented program activities are important for this but if
pursued by themselves lead into two dangers. One is that the program may become a
mere arm of the outside agencies that fund it, responding to the needs they voice,
and as this continues it works almost wholly to their specifications in order to
keep the funds coming. It is very difficult to balance such severe dependence on
outside agencies with independent work. It is important here to pay major ati-mtion
to enabling and diffuse linkages of the program with agencies outside the university
(for, example, the Southeast Asia Program secured formal backing from the prime min-
ister's office to give it strength) just when work on functional linkages, for spe-
cific outputs and funds, looks more pressing and tends to monopolize attention.

The second danger, multiplied for UPPs which are highly responsive to outside
agencies, is that activities become so numerous and diffuse that no major program
thrusts clearly emerge, and also no clear program image. The tendencies to scatter
program activities are heightened because of the people who continuously join this
type of UPP. They tend to be enthusiastic, to belittle or ignore risks, and to be
impatient of university restraints. Offsetting this calls for major work on program
doctrine, in order to establish clear boundaries and priorities and to give the pro-
gram a public image which matches its doctrine. The Southeast Asia Program suc-
ceeded in doing this by establishing one major longitudinal study at the core of its
activities and clustering various activities and faculty training around this.

A second set of components which requires a lot of careful work during the pre-
paratory period and the early years of operations concerns the program's relation-
ship with the university. Strong top-level sanction and continued backing are re-
quired for this type of program. Because all or most of the funds usually come from
outside and contribute to the university's general expenses, formal sanctions may be
readily secured. But this is not enough. The university's own purposes must be
reflected in the program's mission and in its outputs to the university even if the
university contributes little or no funds to the UPP. It is outputs to the univer-
sity which safeguard the program's base in the university.

Faculty development with foreign assistance is prominent in most programs and
a form of reinvestment attractive to the university. External assistance can create
the necessary means for lounching field activities early and securing outside fund-
ing in the country.

The Integrative Phase: Years Four and Five. A major shift in attention occurs
in these programs in the fourth and fifth year, and an initial policy for securing
more university funds and sanction for the program year by year is proper prepara-
tion for this. At this time the program seeks to expand with faculty returning from
overseas training.
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It is tempting at this stage to let the program continue to run largely or
wholly on outside funds instead of confronting the university with the need to make
long-term commitments, such as by providing tenure Appointments and more space for
the program. Several program directors have succumbed to this temptation. Having
achieved success and national and international prominenc2 in the course of devel-
oping the UPP this far--usually through strong personal leadership--they are not
sure they want to involve others much in program leadership and risk losing some
independence.

Another issue, also involving linkages within the university, has to do with
properly integrating the field-oriented faculty. The Law Institute illustrates the
slow progression of program faculty from no academic status at all to special facul-
ty titles and$ finally, on to the same academic titles as other faculty; other
field-oriented programs, as in agriculture, have had the same wearying experience.
The issues of integrating a field-oriented program in an academic setting cut deep.
Proper preparation for dealing with them includes major attention from the early
years on to research and teaching, which the university respects, and to developing
fully qualified and accredited faculty.

A related issue is internal structure. As the program grows and faculty mem-
bers return from independent experiences overseas, the centralized leadership and
personal control by the program director, which is common in the first phase of pro-
gram development, becomes inappropriate and offensive. Internal program structure
has to become more complex, providing, for instance, mechanisms for shared decision
making and control and for information flows to match. Programs which do not accommc
date the aspirations and styles of new senior faculty lose them, often the best
first, and their loss puts development back many years. If the director is rigid,
policy makers need to consider the pros and cons of letting the program continue to
be limited to his personal capacities and tolerances, or insisting on different
leadership including a change of director, if necessary.

The decision points can again be mapped, as in Box 4.5.
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Box 4.5. DEVELOPMENT MAP 2: ONE DISCIPLINE REACHES OUT,
FIELD-SERVICE ORIENTATION: DECISION POINTS

1. Faculty/staff

1

Long-term
Arstrategy

4. External
assistance postpone,

make do

2. Sanction

Year
9 3 4

,gain face program
outside strength, maintain governance,

3. Funds relate to univer- outputs and funds, leader-
/

. sity through real information /ship issuesX
5. Leadership outputs . .

:
X X

. .
6. Doctrine . %

. . .

.

.

..

9. Linkages
. % neglect uniArely on outside
*get by, "buy off"
university10. Outputs

--proactive stance
6. Doctrine 7-negotiate with

7 university
3. Funds --clear priorities

7. Activities

10. Outputs
\reactive stance,

'scatter
activities

8. Internal structure

5. Leadership

9. Linkages

11. Reinvestment

KEY: _ _ likely to be sound

unlikely to lead anywhere

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.

%versity sanction, etc.
sanction,
linkages,
etc.

work out new
structure, inclu-

x ding leadership
AK and linkages

get by, at risk
******** of losing staff,

restrict expansion
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Program 3: Several disciplines join together
to develop an interdisciplinary program.

One such program is described in Appendix F. Box 4.6 sets out the components as
they come into focus for this type of program. Development of interdisciplinary
programs is characterized by long preparation followed by a honeymoon period of a
year or so and then, at approximately three-year intervals, by far-reaching reviews
and changes.

Preparation and First Year. Two to three years of preparatory work is common
for this type of program, due to inherent complexity and to unfamiliarity in most
universities and public agencies with interdisciplinary programs of all kinds.
Eight major components require attention during the preparatory period, severally
and interrelatedly. The disciplinary organization of most universities adds com-
plications. Disciplines already involved in population work find it easier to be-
gin to collaborate among themselves than to bring in additional disciplines. So

instead of including new perspectives, skills, and people, they tend to form an ex-
clusive club. It is also difficult to marshall the energy for careful preparation.
A planning grant or its equivalent can greatly help here, freeing some key people
for the substantial time and effort required.

Temptations abound to simplify the task arbitrarily. One is to relate exist-
ing activities administratively but not substantively. Programs that have gotten
sidetracked in this direction tend before long to concentrate on providing inter-
ested departments and schools with some services, for example, a population library,
advanced training for departmental faculty, "seed money" for some departmental pro-
jects; but that is all. They are then multidisciplinary programs but not interdisci-
plinary, that is, not integrated across disciplines. Moreover, they have no inte-
grity of their own. Another simplification, which can be especially damaging, is
to leave the preparatory task to a group of enthusiastic, often young, faculty who
clamor for it and have the energy, but lack the standing and organizational rela-
tionships which could bring departments together. In one case, a man just back
from overseas training took the lead and secured top-level support for developing
a new program without even acknowledging long-established population teaching and
research in two departments and including them in the program.

The first st.ep is to articulate the major components, each intricate, and
issues involving them:

1. Program structure, specifically the issue of inclusion: which disciplines, old
and new, are to be included

2. Program linkages
a. To connect the departments and schools new to population work with others

which are already engaged in some
b. If the program is to be field-oriented, to bring in outside agencies to

help develop true priorities

3. Program doctrine
a. To construct a Mission that reflects the interdisciplinary field-oriented

character of the program, the working style required for this, and sets
realistic priorities

b. To give the program a suitable image
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Box 4.6. DEVELOPMENT MAP 3: INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM
COMPONENTS REQUIRING ATTENTION, AND WHEN

Resources

1. Faculty/staff

2. Sanction

3. Funds--from uni-
versity

--from society

4. Foreign assistance

Program

5. Leadership

6. Doctrine

7. Activities

8. Internal
structure

9. Linkages--in uni-
versity

--in society

10. Outputs

- -to university

- -to society

11. Reinvestment

Year
Preparatory 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

411

KEY: much attention

some :4ttrAltion

SOURCE: UPP Study, 197.
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4. Sanction, to establish specifically what kind of program the university as a
whole will tolerate and support, immediately and also when long-term obligations
are involved, including funds

The program desc.ribed in Appendix F illustrates some of the classic dilemmas
in this set and it is worth looking at the composition and activities of the initial
committee to see what served well and what not so well. On the "well side," teaming
sociology with medicine and public health from the first was surely strategic, and
alternating the venue of meetings between sociology and public health was tactically
sound. But overall, the "prime movers" got trapped into remaining the "insiders."
For instance, they had three members each on the committee whereas schools and de-
partments added later had only one; the first batch of decisions were all theirs,
naturally, and covered expansion where it was easiest to achieve, namely along dis-
ciplinary lines, which left the less experienced and less committed latecomers with
the difricult task of redressing the balance. (Where were the university's policy
makers in this, or the funding agencies?)

Several programs, to show that they have university sanction and to secure the
substantive involvement of various departments and real interdisciplinary commit-
ment, have found carefully organized concentrated events, like weekend seminars,
very useful for major program planning and preparation. The most successful have
had the participation of top leadership in the university and those in charge of
funds and administration, leaders from one or two programs elsewhere who could speak
from experience, one or two key public administrators who could speak of their needs
and the heads of all disciplines to be involved in the program at some time, even
far into the future.

Box 4.7 sets out the set of goals policy makers at one university specified for
a series of weekend seminars.

Box 4.7. OBJECTIVES OF SERIES OF MEETINGS TO PREPARE
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM (LATIN AMERICA)

Seminar/retreat-type meetings in which interested departments/persons in the
univers'ty could:

1. Share their perspectives of what a population program at the university
might cover and do

2. Establish some priorities to complete the tasks started at the retreat
and to develop a strategy agreed on by the participar.ts

1. Provisionally agree on an organizational design--a program, a center,
or whatever is in line with the agreed on strategy of action; clearly
this needs to involve department chairmen and university administrators,
as well as key faculty

UPP Study, 1972.
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5. Leadership. A most difficult component, because candidates for interdisciplin-
ary leadership are so few and the temptations to bypass or postpone the issue
so many; settling on a director and constructing the complex kind of leadership
required is most important (see chapter 3, p. 74ff).

6. Funds and foreign assistance. After funds for planning, development funds need
7. to be assured for the early years so that initial arrangements can be adequate-

ly tested and adjusted in practice; this essential "inside work" will not get
done if it is a sideline to expanding activities

8. Activities. Two principles seem important:

a. To have enough activities to give the program mission substance and to test
out internal arrangements (but not more, at first)

b. To include interdisciplinary work among the program's early activities and
to concentrate publicity, evaluation, and review on these

As interdisciplinary programs get under way, primary attention needs to shift
between key components many times, to and fro. Different combinations and inter-
plays become important. For instance, impasses are reached in developing formal
structures when further elaboration is tedious and dysfunctional and some joint ex-
perience is needed instead to clarify the next developmental steps.

Box 4.8 shows a series of decision points for programs of this type.

Next, if the work of preparation and the first year has been well done, inter-
disciplinary programs have a period of "working themselves out."

Reviews in Years Three to Four and Six to Seven. It seems that program devel-
opment at this initial level of activity is in a precarious balance, and that fal-
ling away from it on either side is both common and precipitous. To one side are
overloaded leadership, inadequate policy formation, neglect of linkages and govern-
ing structures, diffuse activities, increasing'dependence on one or two funding
agencies, inept administration--finally, open crisis. To the other are loss of mo-
mentum and failure to fulfill the initial promise--a slow demise.

Either way, a first round of major reviews and reorganizations are common in
the third or fourth year. They depend for success on tracing dissatisfactions with
program operations back to inadequacies of policies, structures, and leadership.
They usually lead to only minor adjustments, such as adding one or two departments
which had been left out, adjusting some administrative arrangements (usually in the
direction of standard university practice), and, depending upon where the program
fell down, setting new priorities for working on linkages and outputs to the uni-
versity or to outside agencies.

Major changes in program leadership and structure usually come three years
later, from greater pressures than these early ones. In the interim programs con-
tinued to expand too rapidly or to focus on outside agencies or international work
more than their universities were willing to countenance, and this despite the
minor adjustments in doctrine and structure which usually followed the earlier re-
view. This time major steps are demanded, concentrating on program governance and
leadership. In several instances a new program director takes over.
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Box 4.8. DEVELOPMENT MAP 3: INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM DECISION POINTS

2. Sanction

3. Funds

7. Activities

4. Foreign
assistance

5. Leaders.,3Fn

6. Doctrine

3. Funding

7. Activities

8. Structure

1

preparatory major
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'relate to doctrine
and degree of

1, innovation

% lightly: verbal
approval, funded;
then neglect plan-
ning and develop-

,ment funds

% multiple short-
term project funds

choose broad, col-
Arlaborative director

!, and construct lead-
ership team

; wrong director

**get by without
director

construct inte-
grated mission and

/image related to
; needs

:list departmental %
%ideas
'ignore process

2

"relate to doctrine

administra-
:% tively only

' o leave out some es-

; tablished disci-
plines

.1limit to departments

with population ac-
tivities now

KEY: - - .1. likely to be sound

unlikely to lead anywhere

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.
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Program Development in New Universities

Of the many new universities in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, only a few are
new in basic design and orientation. For program development this is an important
distinction. Most are preoccupied with establishing the traditional basic curricula
for a flood of students coming for basic degrees. Indeed they feel an extra need to
be like the older universities. For this majority the earlier maps for population
program development are therefore appropriate. Universities in focus in this sec-
tion set out to be different, new in that sense. There are three such among the 25
in our sample, all founded or completely changed in character in the last 20 years.

Common to these programs is that they recruited faculty from different disci-
plines directly into the UPP (even if joint appointments were arranged later), and
that they maintained their liveliest contact in the university with the very top,
and, outside the university, with high levels in government and international agen-
cies abroad. This was heady stuff, very satisfying to the enthusiastic pioneers
whom these. universities brought in, many with recently completed overseas training.
Individual experimentation and distinctive and well-publicized new program thrusts,
such as novel family planning services, characterize these UPPs. Organizationally
the common tendencies to incoherence and waste have been strongest here, while com-
petition for the rector's attention has also been most severe. The common result
has been that policy makers in these new universities, finding themselves in the
midst of so many preoccupations of their own, have been inclined to let the program
run on somehow, and this inclination has been extra strong where programs brought in
"their own" funds.

At the beginning all parties to the process have seemed to manage somehow, by
working to exhaustion, gaining much personal satisfaction along the way, and sorting
out conflicts ad hoc sufficiently to keep moving. This describes the honeymoon
period and it may stretch to several years as other pressing problems, construction,
faculty housing, student unrest, or funding preoccupy policy makers. But these
things change later wben the population program bumps more and more often into other
programs which are equally determined to have their particular way, for example,
community medicine or fieldwork for national development, or when public agencies
which are unable to get the UPP "to do" enough or become dissatisfied with the kinds
of services furnished threaten to remove funds. The pressures on universit/ policy
makers then mount to something more substantial and lasting.

The usual first step then is the kind of intensive review noted for years three
to four and six to seven in the case of interdisciplinary programs in established
universities (p. 115). Issues of university sanction and program structure and link-
ages come up first but they lead quickly to program doctrine: What does the popula-
tion program really mean to the university? How does it relate to other units and
programs? What are its priorities or work, its public image, am: its norms of op-
eration? And the kinds of pain that then occur are similar to drastically changing
a single discipline program into an interdisciplinary one (see p. 104). Invariably
UPP governance and leadership change, and usually a new program director has been
appointed

After the upheaval, the development map and decision points are like those for
interdisciplinary programs (Boxes 4.6 and 4.8), large UPPs, as these three were.
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RASIC RHYTHMS, THEMES, AND VARIATIONS

Across the many differences between population programs around the world, even across
different types, are some suggestive uniformities of developmental rhythms and
themes. Program effectiveness seems to show a regular rhythm, for instance. Program
directors regularly report first an initial spurt, then a plateau or decline in the
third or fourth year, followed by another upswing. Asked to identify factors that
might account for the periodic spurts, they have pointed to new funds as giving the
program its initial spurt, and to program leadership for keeping it going (or not).
Without strong program leadership, the spurt quickly ends; with strong leadership it
has commonly lasted to the third year. Then, review, reassessment, and often reor-
ganization seemed to be required before programs became more effective again. The
restraints on effectiveness mentioned most frequently for the early years are lack of
trained personnel, inadequate internal structure, shortage of general development
funds, and various problems of "interfaculty relations," in that order. As actions
were taken on one, the next seemed to move to the fore.

Similar themes too are evident over the whole range of programs; only their se-
quence seems to vary somewhat with type of university and :1 ,adership style. There
are six themes, and they deal with the scope of the program. its administration,
planning, policy, and leadership. Identifying them systematically may serve as a
useful summary for this part of the chapter.

Establishing Program Scope

Three themes are involved with establishing the scope of the program.

Inclusion. The first is the inclusion theme: Whc:t parts of the university will
be in the program, and which parts out? The most common variation on this theme has
been to start with existing population activities and interested people and move out-
ward, and by successive bites include more and more activities and people, testing
for sanction and funding along the way. In time, maybe several times, the result has
been embodied in statements and restatements of program mission. This variation then
runs like this:

Activities ---0-Structure ---1-Program mission
Linkages Funding Image (doctrine)

This sequence, which comes easily to the ways of scholars and universities, has
characteristically run into growing problems around internal structure and linkages
within the university. As the program secured funds and gained prominence, people
and departments left out initially have pressed to be included. Commonly they in-
sisted that the new program be "properly" defined as regards boundaries, activities,
size, etc., and that it define itself and come under "proper" university governance.
It is on these components of,the .nstitution-building map that the third-year review
then concentrated.

The second variation, which is easiest for new universities, nearly reverses the
above sequence. It starts with scanning the needs which a program might address in-
side and outside the university, then successively identifies existing and new
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activities, tests these for sanction and funding, shapes a UPP doctrine, and extra-
polates from this doctrine the structure and linkages for the program:

Outputs ---1.sancti ---1.Doctrine ---a-Structure
(Potential) Funding Linkages

Basic Studies, Service Activities, Outputs. The other two themes in this set
are about including and interrelating in the program both basic studies and service
activities and also outputs to the university and to f:ociety at large. These themes
overlap. Both have tension built in, and so also alternate fugue-like and tend to
end with one side or the other dominant.

'nese themes come up in reverse order for traditional Es::idemic iniversities and
for universities with a strong service orientationagricult technology, and (in
some cases) medicine. Programs in academic universities need to counter strong ten-
dencies which could confine them to basic studies, tendencies which are extra strong
in universities organized in departments and schools. There successful thrusts out-
ward have been made early and with determination, otherwise they falter quickly.
Tension builds around the simuYtanr, reed to maintain the university linkages for
cr ating commitments deep enough t sust.tin this broader program orientation. The
reverse is the case with service-orivi universities, which have need to counter-
balance outward thrusts by a determined look inward, to review experience, build
concepts, and develop theory so that practice and teaching for practice could be im-
proved.

Either variation has quickly become dominant: program sanction, funding, doc-
trine and image, activities, and linkages have all tended to develop and perpetuate
the same theme. A change'in either direction therefore requires extra effort:
(1) in the new direction, to achieve the difference; (2) in the familiar direction,
to avoid cutting loose from the base.

Administrative "rolutions" to Profound rssues. Another theme common to pro-
grams of different types is made up of the persistent attempts to settle by new ad-
ministrative arrangements what are really conflicts in policy and organization.
This theme starts up whenever real conflicts and tensions have threatened and people
have tried to avoid Instead of face and deal with them. Common examples are th
tensions between outside versus inside program orientation, basic studies versus
field services, and discipline versus discipline. Instead of taking the lead to ap-
preciate such differences better and resolve or negotiate them, programs have tended
to invent multiple ways to keep the conflicts at'arm's length. They have assumed a
brokerage role in the middle and swung with the prevailing pressures, between such
poles as centralized and deeentralized modes of internal structure or between con-
solidated and dispersed activities and contacts, and been inclined to negotiate
sorivs of (verbal) "settlements" with "difficult" parties which actually slide over
the substantive eonfliets. In t:h I r r true clarifications have often been lone
postponed, and serious inadequacice cltructure, linkages, and program
image.

Planninq Versus Autivities. A filth general theme haH UPP planning and po]icy
formation fighting with program activition. The theme has three ulassic variations.
One starts activities off fast. But the fast starters among activities are the
easiest--and the easiest run along traditional lines--ndividual or disciplinary.
These activities ar therefore not good for UPP building, confuse program image, and
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scatter precious resources. The second variation holds off activities until plans
are "complete." But no 'lunt of planning can reach this blessed state, so the pro-
gram has actually bogge )wn, wasting enthusiasm and essential innovative drives.
The third variation keeps activities, once started, going full speed ahead instead
of pausing from time !_ime for intensive reflection and internal reviews and ad-
justments of activit1- ;n the light of experience of program doctrine, structure,
and balance.

The resolution of this theme lies in the early identification of a few activi-
Ai the program can try out its wings and exemplify its essential nature,

an ;se them for more detailed work on doctrine, structure, and linkages. So

in 11J., laisciplinary field service-oriented programs such activities deserve funding
more and earlier than in disciplinary projects. Activities that show results early
and plainly are preferable to long-term incremental activities, and activities which
test possible areas of conflict (on a small scale) are preferable to activities
which avoid them, since learning is to be gained from them for use in the next round
of policy making. Activities and reflection need to alternate.

Policy makers in a few programs have embodied this themc in guidelines for
choosing activities or setting priorities. Examples are in F.x. 4.9.

Strong Program Leadership. Strong leadership is needed Assure the alterna-
tion between activities and reflection and also the longer-term changes in emphasis
required in the successive basic phases of program development described earlier
(p. RI). The essence of this theme is th, program continuity depends on the pres-
ence of 1,t-h activities and reflection and on managing the required changes through
empl1J'.:.t.h- now one, now the other.

Beginning with Lhe start of the program or its review, the sequence in which
the components commonly call for attention within any one phase of program develop-
ment is shown in Box 4.10.
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Box 4.9. INSTITUTION-BUILDING CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING
EARLY PROGRAM ACTIVITIES: TWO EXAMPLES

The project would be completely consistent with the objectives of the Center
. . provide a focal point for identification with the Center for existing

members . . . an operational example of the type of research activity the
Center should be involved in . . . strengthen the Center's application for
Institute status with the grvernment." (Southeast Asia)

The "initial Program" has four components:

1. A teaching program 2n population dynamics giving visibility to the pro-
gram and also providing a base for selecting institute staff (for ad-
vanced training)

2. Research directly related to the country's development, methodologically
sound and productive, involving several dissertations and extensive pub-
lications hy the program every year

3. Documentation developed as a distinct project concentrating on all books
on population since 1928, all articles since 1952, abstracts every ye, ,

and bulletins detailing all publications about population received by Lle
university library or the nationa] lihntry; a separate population library
would focus on meticulous cataloguing of every population article and
book as they appear

4. Consultation for its substantive value but also for international visi-
bility and contacts, including contacts for future funding (West Asia)

UPP Study, 1972.
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Box 4.10. BASIC SEQUENCE OF PROGRAM COMPONENTS
FOR PROGRAM START AND PROGRAM REVIEWS

Cirst Set -41.- Second Set Third Set -'4D

(Potential) outputs Funds Internal structure

(Potential) funds Staff development (Prototype) activities

Linkages--functional Linkages--diffuse

--normative

--enabling

Program doctrine

Leadership

PROGRAM MnNITORING AND EVALUATION

Development maps are good for setting the population program on course, for antici-
pating changing conditions and needs, aryl for choosing among alternate routes along
the way. For actually keeping the program on course as it progresses something more
is needed: monitoring and adjusting actual program performance. The analogy from
navigation holds. Needed on a continuous basis are measurements of progress and of
current conditions outside, scanning for significant indicators ahead, and recording
regularly (in the equivalent of logbooks) imdicators used, corrective actions taken
and their consequences, and the use of all this information moving the program for-
ward. Program evaluation is at best a periodic analytical summary based on good
monitoring and is particularly important to sanctioning and funding agencies. Moni-
toring is, in the first place, for the program's own use more continuous, explana-
tory, immediately useful, and more productive of learning. It is the outcome of a
reflective stance toward program development and sustains it, heightening the aware-
ness of all involved.

Policy makers depend heavily on periodic evaluations, but the data on which
these are now based are weak and misleading. In many UPPs this is due in the first
place to long, drawn-out uncertainties about program goals, mission, working Atyle,
and other key components, and the consequent difficulty of charting a clear develop-
ment strategy against which to measure progress and adjust for deflections from
course. This deficiency is disabling and needs to be remedied first. It makes a
groat deal of difference, for instance, whether the program is primarily academi-
cally or service-oriented, for it will be evaluated by different standards (see Box
4.l1) in each case.
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Box 4.11. CRITERIA USED BY PROGRAM DIRECTORS FOR EVALUATING THEIR PROGRAMS
AND THE CRITERIA THEY THINK VARIOUS OTHERS USE (1 = most frequent)

Others in university Outside agencies

Adminis- Policy and
Self Faculty trators operations Funding

Criteria

1. Past outputs:

Publications and
reports 1 1

Student numbers
Student attitudes 6

Practical
usefulheSS.'. 7

As evaluated by
outside pro-
fessionals

2. Current aspects:

3 5

2

3

Program faculty 4 2 1

Interfaculty
collaboration 2 3 3 4

Support in univer-
sity 5 5

Outside agencies'
interest as evi-
denced by funding 3 2 1 2 4

Own interest 2

SOURCE: UPP Study, 1972.

But even where development maps and strategy are clear, two difficulties still
remain. One is the comnon confusion between evaluating particular projects and
evaluating the development of the program as a whole when the former may not even
be a good guide to the latter, let alone take its place. The second is the failure
on the part of policy makers in universities and in funding agencies to insist on a
monitoring component commensurate with the scale and complexity of the program they
are building and to allocate resources for this.
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Box 4.11 shows the kinds of criteria program directors say they and others now
use for evaluating UPP development and Box 4.12 shows the kinds of questions about
five key components of program development which sound monitoring would throw light
on. It is difficult to assess the overlap between the two but it does seem great.
The criteria now used focus on UPP scale and general atmosphere whereas the ques-
tions focus on program workings and prospects. The criteria may identify some areas
to concentrate attention on--except that according to the program directors, various
parties to the process disagree over what importance to attach to different criteria.
The questions, on the other hand, suggest specific directions to pursue in action.
The criteria are judgemental, as most evaluation tends to be, whereas the questions
are operational and stem from a concept of program development as a whole.

Box 4.12. QUESTIONS ON MAJOR COMPONENTS OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Program Loadership

1. How fragile or how well entrenched is the leadership in the university
and with key agencies outside, politically? technically?

2. How deep is the leadership structure? one man or several?

3. How well integrated is the leadership, "of one man"? How well are con-
flicts aired and managed?

4. How bold and imaginative is the leadership in stimulating and rewarding
performance?

5. How committed is the leadership to the innovative goals of the institu-
tion?

6. How well is the leadership linking the program into the university and to
public and private agencies outside so as to enhance its usefulness and
its success?

7. What provision is there for changing the leadership of the program?

Program Doctrine

1. Is the role for the program realistic--is it consistent with the real
needs of the country, acceptable both inside the university and in the
public agencies, and can it be staffed, funded, and organized?

2. Is the doctrine well articulated and known to all concerned?

3. Does the doctrine have the necessary innovaLive qualities that will per-
mit the institution to effect changes in society? in the university?

4. Do administrative and professional staff understand and actively support
the doctrine?
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5. What are the social and political conflicts generated internally and ex-
ternally by the doctrine? Are they being resolved?

6. What support exists for the program doctrine in the university and out-
side? How can this be built up?

Program Activities

1. How well do the activities express program doctrine?

2. How relevant are the activities to the country's needs, the stage of
economic, social, and tE,chnological development in general and population
policy development in particular?

3. How completely are the activities programmed?, Are they planned in advance
rather than ad hoc? Are they well balanced.in the light of the mission
as a whole?

4. How widely is the program of activities as a whole understood by the
staff? How strongly are they committed to it, and to keeping various
projects interrelated?

5. What quality and quantity of results can be produced by the intended pro-
gram?

6. How far do the activities use the best technologies available to the uni-
versity?

7. How well is the program of activities as a whole tailored to available
resources so that it may yield important and visible results within an
acceptable period of time?

Internal Structure

1. Does the structure facilitate planning, monitoring, and evaluation as
well as the usual operating and control functions?

2. Does the structure facilitate program cohesion? Does it encourage staff
commitment to the program's innovative doctrine?

3. Does the organization strike an appropriate balance between a sufficient
"centralization of authority to provide leverage for change," and a suf-
ficient decentralization to encourage ideas, decision making, and respon-
sibility at various levels?

4. How well is the staff balanced, e.g., between chiefs and workers, opera-
ting and service personnel?

5. When difficulties occur can they be traced primarily to structural de-
fects, personnel weaknesses, or conflicts which no amount of reorganiza-
tion will cure?
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Program Resources

1. What are the prospects for continued and increased financial support
from the university and from the country? Are they commensurate with
the requirements being built into the program?

2. What is the capacity of the staff to bring their full technical training
to bear on the outputs of the program? Are they overtrained for the re-
sources available? Are they too specialized for the tasks at hand?

3. What provisions are developed for upgrading the capability of the exist-
ing staff and for a continuing supply of new, better trained staff?

4. What provisions are made for maximizing the use of library facilities
and the scarce sophisticated equipment and laboratory facilities within
the program and the university? Does the management philosophy and
actual operations of the program primarily protect and preserve these
resources, or encourage their exploitation and utilization to the full-
est possible extent?

5. What strategies are in operation for improving all categories of re-
sources for ;he program, particularly staff and organizational capacity
and outside contacts for future work and funding?

Adapted from Rigney et al., 1971.

Answering such a list of operational quesiAons about program development by
simple ratings is quick, makes it easy to summarize answers into an overall profile,
and if done periodically can indicate progreE cver time.. Box 4.13 shows such a
profile for three evaluation periods.
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INSTITUTIONAL
PROFILE

KEY:

E = Excellent
G = Good
S = Satisfactory

P = Poor
U = Unsatisfactory

Evaluation
Periods

*We.
P is,4-.

1961

1965

1969

SOURCE: Eaton, 1972:
172.
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Policy makers and Monitoring

The responsibility of policy makers in program evaluation is threefold: to

check on program development through the types of questions they ask, to satisfy
themselves that the answers are based on solid data rather than broad personal im-
pressions, and to see to it that sufficient resources are allocated for collecting,
recording, and using the necessary information.

Focus of Questions: Program Development. The problem here is to make devolop-
ment indicators concrete for the particular program and to displace with them the
very partial and often misleading indicators of scale (staff and student size,
funds, number of publications) usually used now. Various aids for this are avail-
able. Asking program leadership to report periodically on all 11 major components
on the development map instead of on just two or three that they choose is a good
start and possible in all programs. At the very least this will insure that all
components will receive attention and encourage habits of seeing the components al-
together as a pattern.

The strategic step is to set concrete goals for the development process for
the particular program (two or more years ahead), identify what would mark progress
toward them from time to time, and then check out whether this has been accomplished.
Using some questions in Box 4.12 as examples, "How deep is the leadership structure?"
can be tripslated into both a short-ranoe and a long-range objective (e.g., "To iden-
tify and,>, if possible have ready for appointment, a candidate for one of these and a
process started for identifying at least two more within the next three months") . In

short, development questions can be made operational and intermediate objectives
identified which are more useful as indicators of progress in program development
than counts of current outputs or funds, but no less concrete.

Concrete Datd. The task here is to improve on personal impressions. Aids are
available, in the form of simple checklists and diagrams, and others can easily be
developed when the focus is clear, such as maps of linkages of different kinds (see
p. 61).

The strategic step is to require concurrent recording. Logbooks are ne(.ded to
record current data, under standard heads where self-evident, unsorted where the
connections and relevances are not clear but where something striking occurr:,,.
Keeping such a logbook can itself be a useful way for program builders to rev:_w
current happenings, bringing them to mind a second time. But the reflective Ftance
concurrent recording engenders in program leaders should go beyond their priva!:2
learning to the establishment of regular occasions for reviewing events togethei anri .

learning for the future. The process has the quality ar procedure of a sysc-ma+d::-,U
quest, for example:

Last week we decided to develop the contact with X agency (or Deoartment
or University Administration Z) . We thought it would strengthen our work
in direction A. How did it go? What happened? What can we now expect?
When? Would we do it that way again or next,time or in another connection
too?

A pedestrian enterprise, true, but one familiar to serious scholars. L plxmises im-
portant clarifications eventually while providing immediate
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skills. It treats program development itself as a new field of knowledge in which
regularities will 1:-. time stand out from individual observations.

This Guide marks a very early stage of this quest. Though it is based on in-
formation retrieved from personal recollections and unsystematic documentation and
is therefore incomplete and inexact, some regularities have been noted and tentative
generalizations drawn for use by policy makers and, I hope, program directors. Some
common sequences have become development maps. Beyond this, same causal relation-
ships have been indicated, for example, that interdependencies of different types
are associated with particular forms and styles of management (Box 2.7, p. 61); that
linkages need to be mutually advantageous, and liAkages for different purposes are
best kept separate (p. GO), and that autonomy of program funding, such as through
outside, governmental grants, tends to breed autonomy of purpose which tends to set
the population program apart from the rest of the university (p. 55). Some of these
sequential and causal relationships may apply only to particular programs and situ-
ations (this is in itself worth knowing) . But key aspects of the situation have
also been identified and with that the situations have become comparable, thus open-
ing the noted regularity to wider generalization, as is the way of science. From
monitoring it is possible to see what works and what does not in program development,
and so to learn.

Resources for Recording, Monitoring, and Reflecting on Program Development.
These are unfamiliar activities to most program directors and faculty, and the very
idea of them may be distasteful: program directors want to be left alone, "to get
on with the job." The very notion of others looking at what they do may strike them
as restrictive, likely to hamper their style. In these feelings they are no differ-
ent from other practitioners, above all those engaged in creative or pioneering ac-
tivities. The trouble with that attitude is that developing a population program
clearly too complex to be managed safely and economically on personal intuition
alone. The key components are too many and their relationships too complex. Experi-
ence with programs so far proves as much. So the task is to make monitoring itself
more manageable. It is important, for a start, that policy makers attach importance
to monitoring, make their views known and behave :in accordance with them through the
questions they ask and the kinds of reports they require and insure that these acti-
vities have sufficient resources allocated to them.

At the working level the strategic step is to make monitoring more familiar and
manageable. Short seminars can help UPP directors, perhaps together with policy
makers, become familiar with concepts and schemas of program development and there-
fore with what to look for and record and also with the simple maps, checklists, and
other aids which L.an make regular monitoring much easier. Experience in fields other
than population suggests that, even then, keeping personal logbooks and other simple
reoords requires at least an hour's work a day. Puople who have tried it find even
this substantial expenditure of time worthwhile becau;o it seems to result very
quickly in substantially surer and improved decision making and operations.

What program leadership cannot do is to monitor how others perceive the UPP and
its development, including the actions of the leadership itself. Yet this is of
great importance. For it a separate monitoring capacity needs to be provided, and
funded, in the program, consisting of one or two faculty members who are particularly
interer;ted and trained to collect, analyze, and report on these data from within the
UPP, in the rest of the university, and in public agencies and places of influence
in the community and country outsido. This unit in the program needs adequate
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secretarial help and facilities. A four-step training sequence has been developed
(Box 4.14), and six of the 25 programs have indicated their interest in developing
a monitoring component on this basis.

Box 4.14. FOUR-STEP SEQUENCE FOR DEVELOPING PROGRAM MONITORING

1. Selection of one or two faculty members by each participating program
(e.g., in one region)

2. Training sequence for a group of monitors together, rather like an ap-
prenticeship, starting with some initial conceptual and methodological
clarification followed by supervised practice

3. Monitors return and start functioning, having some "supervision" by the
training institution, through regular reports and as required

4. Systematic review by initial group meeting together from time to time
for improvement, step by step

The training is initially a two-week long basic workshop, and two five-day
workshops later during the first year.

UPP Study, 1972.

Criteria for Institutionalization. Finally, and of particular interest to
policy makers in the university and in funding agencies, an initial series of cri-
teria has been worked out which looks useful for assessing the progress programs
are making with becoming properly institutionalized. These are set out in Box 4.15.

Box 4.15. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING HOW FAR THE
PROGRAM HAS BEEN INSTITUTIONALIZED

Institutionality as suggested by the use of services and products offered

1. Its graduates 14nre employed in positions related to their training, that
is, in education.

2. Its graduates were placed in positions from which they were able to ex-
ercise authority or influence, thus enhancing probability of norm diffu-
sion.
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3. Its graduates received salaries at least comparable to those accorded
competing job candidates.

4. Its students were supported financially by units within government or
the educational establishment which hoped to use their services.

5. Its leadership was called upon to serve in advisory or decision-making
caPacities within the educational establishment.

6. Tts programs, physical facilities, and services were requested and/or
used by a wide range of publics.

7. It conducted research, the results of which were requested or used by
other units within the educational system.

8. It became a functional and articulated link in educational flow patterns.

Institutionality as suggested by verbal approval

1. Respondents in the educational.system stated explicitly their satisfac-
titih with the University or the College.

2. Potential students indicated their preference fr), attending the Univer-
sity of Nigeria rather than other universities.

3. Respondents named the leaders of the College as being among the most com-
petent Nigerian educators.

4. Graduates of the University or College were judged favorably by employ-
ers, principils, or colleagues.

5. University leaders outside of Education expressed their satisfaction
with, or approval of, the College of Education, its leaders, and its pro-
grams.

Institutionality as suggested by survival and growth

1. The innovations originally envisaged had been either implemented intact
or modified into programs which still represented significant change in
the environment.

2. Innovative programs or functions pioneered by the College have been
transferred to other organizations which might more appropriately perform
them.

3. The structure, programs, and policies of the parent organization (the
University) had developed in ways which supported, promoted, or exempli-
fied the norms and values of the College.

4. Both programs which were derived from the original values of the College
and the resources for implementing these programs have maintained a pri-
ority position within the University or have grown quantitatively.
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5. The College has revealed innovative thrust, that is, the capacity to de-
velop new and originally unforeseen programs and priorities.

Institutionality as suggested by the support given an organization

1. The University prqvided the College wita the resources the latter required
to carry out its projected program.

2. Foundations, international organizations, and bilateral aid offices sup-
porte'l programs which were derived from College doctrine.

3. The Government or other Nigerian organizations undertook to support parts
of the College program.

4. The University and relevant publics of the College exerted their influ-
ence in legitimizing College programs and mobilizing outside resources
for putting them into effect.

Institutionality as suggested by the criterion of autonomy

1. The spheres of freedom granted the College were equal to those granted
comparable or competing organizations.

2. De facto limitatirns placed upon activities were made by expertly quali-
fied bodies or by bodies with legal jurisdiction and responsibility.

3. Limitations on action were made by bodies on which the College was itself
represented.

4. Such limitations on freedom as were imposed did not impede or preclude
implementation of doctrine through program.

5. Restrictions on freedom were not discriminatory in the sense of singling
out the particular organization (the College) for restraint.

Institutionality as suggested by normative spread

1. Members of relevant publics came to approve the values the organization
attempted to incorporate.

2. Official policy statements on education came to reflect the values and
action patterns characteristic of the organization.

3. Values and action patteres which the organization pioneered became ac-
cepted to the point whore they were no longer matters of public debate.

4. Ott,or crganizationn came to incerporate these innovative patterns in
their operations.

John W. Hanmm, 1968.
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5 Learning from Other Programs:
Interuniversity Networks for Collaboration

Collaboration is important because there are few models of successful programs to
copy and no assurance that their methods arp widely applicable; the lessons of trial
and error must be promptly exchanged internationally to save the critical element,
time.

Rutherford M. Poats, 1972:115

We must be realistic about "networks." There are simply too many and there is too
much overlap. . . . There is too much interaction without enough Action.

U.S. Program Director, 1973

The case for devoting precious time and attention to population programs in other
universities than one's own has to be very strong. Population program directors and
senior faculty who have had solid experience with UPP building are so few, and they
are so relentlessly in demand for international meetings and projects that their own
programs often suffer. Far from hindering program development, the case for colla-
boration must be that more contact between UPPs help it, directly and in prac-
tical terms.

Judging from the experience with the UPP projects, what program directors need
is working contact over issues they actually face in developing their programs. "To
tap experience of participating institutions for the improvement of our own program
and itS projects," "to give us a more realistic perspective about priorities for ac-
tion," to secure "information not now available . . . [including] models for program
development for making decisions on basic strategy," samples how they put it. The
contact needs to be between people "directly involved." The regional meeting of pro-
gram directors, in West Africa in December 1972, from whose report we quoted amply
in the Preface (pp. v-vii), considered in turn program mission, internal structure,
"time dimension," and staff recruitment and retention, training, and development,
and concluded that "professional dialogue among population institutions around the
world" must be continued and developed. "Definite gains" were expected from infor-
mation about:

1. cive program development to maximize use of funds, personnel, time, and
other resources;
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Ex-Jiange or information on programs and projects . . . developing later into
comparative assessment of programs and proj.,-'s, and the determination of pri-
orities in these fields for the guidance of tLiuding agencies;

3. The impetus such meetings give for self-assessment of the quality of programs
and the quality of leadenhip being given." (Population Dynamics Programme,
1971)

NATIONAL, REGIONAL, AND INTERREGIONAL NETWORKS

Different purpcses are servecl by collab,_ration between universities at national,
regional, and interregional levels. 'n general, the nearer the contact is the more
likely it is that experiences are relevant and repeated contacts easier and cheaper.
Contacts fir-ther afield offer new perspectives and opportunities, for exanple, an-
ticipating new emph ses and directions for program deqelopment when Lational popula-
tion policies change or universities are reorganized. One dilemma from having so
few programs around tne world thus far is that contacts between them hive been ne-
cessarily distant and discontinuous, eagerly wanted and yet disappointing; they
could not speak to immediate needs. With more programs started, regional and na-
tional contacts and collaboration have also become more feasible and useful: the
way has been paved for collaboration between programs in broadly similar conditions,
but not (necessarily) in a single country. In pleasurable anticipation of many more
programs developing, the important step is to pinpoint what can realistically be ex-
pected from contacts and collaboration at different levels.

National Networks

Three primary purposes have been identified for national networks:

1. To increase the number of universities with population programs.

This purpose puts the one or two experienced programs in the lead for furnish-
ing information and providing help to interested newcomers. This is an acceptable
role where two other purposes are also made explicit:

2. To clarify the rol., of universities in the national population effort, above all
with governmental agencies.

In many countries time is running out for university programs as responsible
ministries are going ahead to develop much-needed activities under their direct con-
trol, for instance through categorical funding to nursing schools for training spe-
cified levels of family plann!ng staff or through setting up their own training and
research departments or ancillary institutions. Yet the inclusion of population
matter in the curricula of medical and paramedical education, population education
for teachers, and research to clarify population policy and to improve program op-
erations are candidates for university programs.
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3. To insure specialization so that different universities can concentrate on dif-
ferent aspects of the broad task and the country's universities together can pro-
vide comprehensive coverage.

In some countries one or more interuniversity bodies already exists for just
these purposes, for example, the University Grants Commission as in India, or a Na-
tional Committee of Rectors as in Turkey. (The formation of at least one such body
was provoked by needs in the population field.)

Even under the least favorable conditions much more capacity for important work
on population i;sues than is now in play (ssts both in universities and in public
and private agencies. A political commitmnt to support this work can free experi-
enced and program-oriented leaders to sketch out national priorities and divide up
the work amon: Liiversities and other agencies according to specialized competences
and long-term _nterests.

Since national networks concern themselves with 1)0.lticular national context,
are funded locally, and usually work in the national language, they receive little
notice abroad. But their development is most important and heartening.

Regional Networks

Four primary purposes have been identified for regional networks:

1. For experienced program directors, "to increase the coverage, sophistication and
economy of the leading programs" under broadly similar conditions. (University
Population Programs, International Study Group, 1973)

Regional networks of program directors are in fact essential for providing the
very minimum collegiate context for population program development. In their ab-
sence the collegiate relationships which this very small and scattered number of
pioneers have are too limited: they are only with faculty in the particular over-
seas program (usually a school or department) where they obtained their own advanced
degrees or with others in the same discipline, such as the Demographic Associates in
Southeast Asia. These relationships serve for disciplinary refreshment and updat-
ing, but only marginally if at all for program development. The next step, effec-
tive and economical in time and money, is to add more program development concerns
to such disciplinary relationships and to associate UPP directors in the region from
other disciplines and from interdisciplinary programs.

2. To explore new thrusts in program development, particularly in order to relate
university programs more closely to national programs.

The 1973 International Study Group meeting in Iran allocated this purpose to
the regional level in order "to avoid parochialism; so that university population
programs become aware of choices in program development beyond time-honored ones in
their countries and in particular university conditions." They might have added
time-honored relationships between governments and universities to the list, for
these are often characterized by estrangement and by imnediate obstacles like stu-
dent unrest and political activism. Fresh experiences under the similar conditions
of neighboring countries stimulate imaginative decision making more powerfully than
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do mere ideas from afar. For bringing government agencies and universities perman-
ently closer together, a promising model may be the reCently formed Association of
Asian Agricultural Universities, which meets annually, together with government rep-
resentatives, on issues of institution-building and of priorities in research and
teaching; and consequently, in funding from government sources.

3. To augment the poo/ of expert resources for help with new or faltering programs.

Some countries still have no university program at all and so need access to
UPPs elsewhere for their own very start. These can learn more, and more quickly and
cheaply, from experiences of program(s) next door than others halfway around the
world. In addition, there are many more countries with one or two programs and
these often still young. These embryo programs are not strong enough yet for help-
ing additional UPPs develop, particularly if pressures for doing so are sudden, as
is commonly the case when new population policies come into force and when univer-
sity programs are put on the agenda of some interuniversity body and offered funds.
Also it often is easier to accept help from programs in other countries than one's
own in the region because they do not compete for the same funds and nublic stand-
ing in the country.

4. To identify regional issues to work on in university population programs and to
share this work out among universities in the region. Some very important is-
sues in population are intrinsically regional rather than national: migration,
employment, and professional manpower development are important examples under
this heading.

In some regions appropriate interuniversity and intergovernmental mechanisms
exist for collaboration for these purposes, for example, in Southeast Asia the Re-
gional Institute for Higher Education and Developlient and the Inter-Governmental
Coordinating Council, headquartered.,in-Malaysia.t" Others are coming into being in
connection with population programs, as in West Africa.

Interregional Networks

Interregional networks have three purposes:

1. To provide strong international auspices for university population program de-
velopment everywhere and to link this work into existing international associa-
tions concerned with university development and into the international agencies,
particularly of the United Nations.

2. "To offset pressures against population work in countries which see the subject
promoted by Western industrialized nations for their own benefit." (University
Population Programs, International Study Group, 1973)

3. To move toward determining certain research priorities globally, in particular
biomedical research in contraceptive technologies and other basic research for
which personnel and facilities are very.scarce, and in all fields for which con-
ditions do not vary decisively between regions, such as some kinds of migration.
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Appendix G lists the main interregional agencies concerned with various aspects
of university population program development.

NETWORK STRUCTURE, TASKS, AND ORGANIZATION

Interuniversity associations, like others, tend to have a star-shaped pattern of re-
lationships: a central institution mounts the energy to collect and send.out infor-
mation to member institutions, organizes programs, and calls meetings, takes sub-
stantive and organizational initiatives, develops outside linkages and maintains re-
lationships on behalf of the whole network. Little attention is given in this model
to developing the contacts at the periphery, between the member institutions them-
selves. Program diActors in this study consistently stress their need for the op-
posite model, in which initiatives and contacts would be mostly at the periphery,
or at least in regions, with a central secretariat providing services to the network.

This preference is quite realistic in terms of the characterisitcs of popula-
tion as a field of study outlined in Box 1.2 (pp. 18-19); also in terms of the po-
tential energies and contacts in fact available for population program development
and tne existing knowledge and experience base in most countries. Regional funding
of regional events and small regional program offices would make this concept real.
.To move in this direction involves resolving the usual issues of consortium-type or-
ganization: sorting out functions between the periphery, regions, and center and
developing enough cohesion and identity for the network as a whole to attract and
retain personnel and funds.

With this approach five tasks can be identified for various levels of associa-
tion and often for several levels working together:

1. Improve practice (and increase knowledge of practice) in programs, universities,
and interuniversity networks.

While it is individuals who learn, these individuals can be so ...oncentrated or-
ganizationally and set to helping each other that learning affects a whole program,
university, and the networks.

2. Create (and he/p others create) new learning networks and systems, to permit
types of concerted action not possible alone.

Emphasis here is on temporary associations: these networks are conceived of
as being analogous to "pro 7t" teams, which have specific goals and disband when
the goals have been achiev . A consortium for helping design and start up a popu-
lation program at a particular university is an example.

3. Deve/op and offer public training programs for continuing education in program
development.

This is especially important in population because the field is so new and
methodologies and technologies are changing so fast that programs have to maintain
an unusually high capacity for change.
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4. Develop and test better methods and mechanisms for scanning the university and
country environments on behalf of population programs in the network.

Popular parlance credits skillful practitioners with a sixth sense of knowing
when a terrain is "safe" or dangerous," of being able to "smell" when something is
going to happen. The task for a network is to alert member institutions to analo-
gous capacities and to help them use and share important advance knowledge. Program
monitoring, improved contacts and indicators in the environments, and meetings to
share information and methodologies are important means for performing this task.

5. Develop and test new models of program development.

Work in population program development can help bridge gaps between needs, ac-
tivities, and capacities which are common around the world and involve at least
three dimensions: philosophical, hinging on values; motivational, hinging on emo-
tions; and operational, hinging on methods. The parenthetical phrases in Tasks 1
and 2 in this list, which point to increasing knowledge and creative capacity, could
have been repeated for each. Inventiveness, testing, organizatonal regrouping,
monitoring and continuing education must become commonplace.

As it is, a second generation of programs may be emerging. Two of the 25 uni-
versities which started their population programs only recently seem to be setting
about it in significantly different ways from their predecessors. Both these pro-
grams are broadly interdisciplinary. One, in West Africa, is essaying a consortium-
type organization between departments and schools involved, dilectly under the vice-
chancellor. It is a loose association of organizational equals and depends on
shared leadership and flexible information and other resource flows. The other, in
Latin America, has the population program as the first of a set of programs in a new
Faculty for Interdisciplinary Studies which is to pull together faculty and facili-
ties from across the university for all graduate studies.

Encouragement and support for innovative stances in any connection is strati-
gically important, and it can flow consistently and efficiently from continuing as-
sociations of interested universities. The need for an association with the speci-
fic task of helping universities develop population programs seems to be strong at
this time. Whether or not it needs to be permanent remains to be seen. Meanwhile
it can be linked into broader existing interuniversity associations.
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AFive Basic Types of Population Programs

TYPE 1: DISCIPLINARY ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN A DEPARTMENT OR SCHOOL

These activities offer population as a new subject for study and some service. They
are common in the disciplines of sociology, demography, maternal and child health,
and in public health in general; more recently also in geography, economics, politi-
cal science, and law. They focus on the aspects of population accessible to the
particular discipline, such as migration, family planning services, or the economics
of population growth. Methodological studies and other basic research are mostly
done in existing departments. These activities result in new knowledge and in sci-
entific papers for professional colleagues. All are traditional outputs from a uni-
versity and are associated with traditional considerations such as tenure appoint-
ments and advanced degrees.

These activities therefore raise virtually no special difficulties for the uni-
versity beyond those associated with developing any new program. The one exception
is difficulties which often arise when faculty consult with other agencies, on an
individual basis. This tends to make excessive inroads into faculty time and atten-
tion available for teaching and research, and to lead to difficulties within depart-
ments in scheduling primary programs. But even these difficulties, and ways of han-
dling them, are likely to be known to the university from analogous experiences with
consultation practices in schools of business administration and of medicine.

In short, this type of activity is well within the goals and ways of working of
all universities. Like other university programs, these are designed to contribute
to a developing country program only indirectly, through advancing the frontiers of
knowledge and generally educating the country's leaders.

TYPE 2: MULTIDISCIPLINARY ACTIVITIES USUALLY CARRIED OUT BY SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS OR
SCHOOLS

The activities in this set are more attuned to some of the complex realities of
population policies and program operations than those of the first, but they operate
abstractly, on the whole, by means of simulations and models rather than live con-
tact with population issues "in the field." They provide obviously useful outputs:
professional manpower, better data, policy studies, and a more informed future lead-
ership, of whom some may go further and choose work in population as a career. In
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countries where population is a controversial subject xpose
the university to the excitements and travails of public

The possibilities of public controversy aside, the complexities reflected in
the specifications and resource requirements for these activities lie primarily in-
side the university in the twin areas of professional manpower and university or-
ganization. Low quality applied work, particularly research, cannot establish or
preserve high standing in the university, but, in many countries, ::ompetent and ex-
perienced people in applied work are particularly scarce.

Organizational issues arise from the fact that these activities do not fall
snugly within the disciplinary schemas of faculty members and of the organization of
most universities and may therefore encounter difficulties of staffing and of rela-
tions between departments and schools. These difficulties are aggravated by the
continuing weaknesses in conceptualizing the population field and its links with
other fields of study and national policy, such as national resources, national
strength, quality of life. Loose conceptualization results in vague program content
and in difficulties when it comes to insuring the program continuity across the in-
evitable failures and disenchantments. In other words, while these activities call
for the work together of several disciplines, just how multidisciplinary (or inter-
disciplinary) they h,ive to be is not clear; and so well-established tendencies to
avoid unfamiliar and time-consuming collaborative arrangements often assert them-
selves.

All this goes on behind the walls of universities. Outside, the purposes of
these activities are well accepted as proper to universities, indeed commendable in
a low-key kind of way. When faculty members and students appear in public it is to
carry out field studies or to contact some policy makers. Both are familiar, under-
standable activities.

TYPE 3: INTERDISCIPLINARY TEACHING AND RESEARCH

These activities come about when the university involves itself in current issues
and in the changing field of pressures and resources of operating agencies. Their
outputs are very important, for example, population manpower for sel.,or positions,
help with program operations, population education in schools on a large scale, and
policy-oriented research.

Activities of this type strain the university--its leadership and senior facul-
ty, interdepartmental relationships, administrative arrangements, and often space
and other facilities. Even the few new universities which incorporate activities of
these kinds in their original design do not avoid these difficulties; they do have
an easier time managing them, if they use the opportunity to organize faculty and
staff, internal structures and administration, and students and community to support
interdisciplinary teaching and research. The basic problem with these activities is
that the primary purposes, urgencies, and turbulences of public action are hard to
mesh with the continuities necessary for sound education and research.
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In return, these activities provide important services to the country, put uni-
versities which engagu in them in the line of public prominence, extra funds, and
influence, aild engage students in challenging and stimulating work. Moreover, get-
ting interdis,:iplinary faculty groups together to deal with common curriculum design
problems usuall aids in many ways to develoi mutual respect, knowledge of other
disciplines, ar, increasing familiarity with the perspectives they traditionally
bring, and and serves as a useful step toward greater institutional integra-
tion.

The bigge7t ,-.0vantage the field-oriented, c,ften newer, universities have in de-
veloping these Lypes of activities is that for them this orientation is central to
their pictr o a Imiversity, whereas in the more narrowly academic universities
this o...-ientatior is often an accretion from the outside, an undesired accommodation.
In the latter case, two sets of staff, administration, funding, and space tend to
separate out which place primary emphasis on one.or the other type of activity. And
the relati.Lns between them tend to be distant, sometimes hostile, and uneasily held
together by tcer, administrators.

Conflicts become more marked as teaching and research activities phase into
servic programs. But service demands, which do not respect disciplinary boundaries
often force interdisciplinary working and organization when the lesser pressures of
inte:disciplinary teaching and research would allow universities.Ao postpone the
central issue.

TYPE 4: INTERDISCIPLINARY, LIMITED SERVICE PROGRAMS

Service activities involve a close meshing of university programs with the needs of
operating agencies and, in the case of prototype service programs, with the needs of
a population at large for population services. These activities are immediately
"useful," patently so--they include trained operating personnel, technical assis-
tance, and services delivery. So funding of them is usually not in question--in
principle, that is. There are important practical difficulties which point to some
underlying difficulties universities experience with these types of programs.

Service programs take much time and effort to develop and, when they are under-
vay, commit faculty and other resources for long periods. Technical assistance, and,
even more, direct services also tend to demand attention at short notice. This im-
mediately makes problems for the management of teaching and research responsibilities
at the university. But the basic influence is more subtle: faculty members who are
drawn to these programs soon have their minds on them above all else, and if this is
not managed well, they often lose sight of the university's primary purposes--of
translating the insights from "problem-focus decision-making" into generalizable re-
search, conceptual work and theory building, and teaching. They become more like
practitioners with university titles than university faculty. A university which
allows thts to happen has been captured by the operating agencies, or at least its
program has. The divisive tendencies in all this are obvious. They exist most
strongly if the university takes full charge of providing population in a service
area, for then the service needs (instead of the operating agencies) become determin-
ing. Unless, that is, the ,Iniversity asserts its primary purposes and deliberately
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trades off service needs X in Y amounts for, say, A research and B opportunities for
student field placements. If the university shields itself, through some manner of
indirect or experimental arrangement from the direct impact of services needs, fa-
culty research and training tend to become increasingly specialized and unrelateil to
normal operating conditions; in that case the university has overwheloed the pur-
poses of the operating agency. For the time being, that is: commu.ties which have
enjoyed special services from a university are later reluctant to acz.ept public ser-
vices at ordinary standards.

Strong leadership to build clear policies and priorities is the most important
requirement for marshalling and developing university resources for work of this
type and for offsetting these divisive tendencies. More adequate fund:ng than ig
common comes next. Program development funds are needed which last at least five
years and so allow the employment of additional faculty and staff, the development
of new administrative arrangements, and the incorporation of a new program into the
university's own development and funding strategy. Short-term project funds are
needed in addition. Alone they are a lot of trouble to secure, breed great uncer
tainty at renewal time, and commonly only result, when "successful," in additional
work for the same faculty and administrators working under unchanged conditions.
There is also the problem that the more separately this type of program is organized
in the university, the less inclined operating agencies are to pay for general uni-
versity overheads as part of their contracts.

A third safeguard is to limit ervice activities in size and duration. The di-
mensions must be determined by the universities' primary contributions of better un-
derstanding through research and better teaching. As regards size, it is best to
settle on a minimum area which faithfully samples the normal conditions for deliv-
ering the services in question, not the maximum that the university could manage if
challenged. An analogous limitation applies to experimentation and research: con-
trary to the endless scholarly pursuit of knowledge, no greater sophisticatian and
elaboration of research is appropriate for prototypical services than the operating
agencies are likely to be able to use. This limited basis may insure that faculty
members lose interest in these activities when new learnings from them dry up and
the work becomes routine. That is the appropriate time for :.em to concentrate on
training others and on technical assi.stance to help operating agencies develop their
own services on the new lines. It is the university's business to insure this shift
of resources and in time to discontinue its involvement.

Limited service programs promise great benefits to the university as well as to
the country, hence their attraction to many universities, even those which appreci-
ate well the difficulties serviee activities entail: high visibility for the uni-
versity's public service, and, in the light of this, support for the university's
roles.of assembling and upgrading the country's professional resources and making

athem vailable to the country's over-worked policy makers and administrators and of
systematically studying and experimenting with new models for action.

Service actiyities certainly take the faculty realistically into the field to
be conversant with practical issues; ideally this will influence their teaching as
well as their research. Placement of students for practical experience, clinical
practice, and field research is usually also possible, though opportunities for this
tend to be fewer than usually expected because of the complexities and high risks
involved in many service situations. Prototype service programs offer the most pro-
mise for satisfying service, education, and research priorities, because the
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university is fully in charge and so can insure better than in situations of lesser
control that its various priorities can all be met.

TYPE 5: FULL-SCALE SERVICE PROGRAMS

If so many difficulties are involved in developing even limited services activities
of direct use in the country, then some universities conclude that they might as
well invest the same or only a little more effort in developing a continuing full-
scale service program. ' ifs argument has a lot to be said for it, all in fact that
can and has been said -.- having teaching hospitals attached to medical schools and
for analogous arrangments for social work, psychology, and public and business ad-
ministration. The combination of service priorities--which now have priority--with
education and research raises, of course, more sharply the difficulties already men-
tioned for all service activities, particularly those in the last set. But managing
it is made easier by the permanence of the service program and by the special fund-
ing it obviously requires on a continuous basis.

As a rule of thumb, it is the scale of the service program, such as the size of
the service area, which the university should determine in the light of its primary
interest in education and research. "Full-scale" from that point of view means a
service program no larger than the needs for student placements and research oppor-
tunities warrant. Public image and visibility, the conerns and enthusiasms of pro-
gram staff, and optimal economics and administrative size, all continuously threaten
to seduce universities away from this golden rule anc:, often result in quite inordin-
ate struggles to keep the university and its service program coordinated in a useful
fashion.

Separate incorporation of the service program helps mark its distinctive char-
acter for the university and for the public, and can provide very helpful flexibili-
ty for staffing and administering the service acccrling to i particular needs.
The same considerations prompt some universities to avoid getting into the business
of running service programs themselves. Instead they enter into special arrangements
with service programs of other agencies which can provide similar opportunities for
research and education for both faculty and students without burdening the university
with diffrrrnt and possibly disruptive service activities.
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BLinkage Issues in Programs
of Different Types

WITHIN-DEPARTMENT PROGRAMS

Departmental programs involve no particular structural or funding accommodation on
the part of the university.

Enabling Issues

Issues of legitimization arise around limiting the amount of time which inter-
ested faculty should devote to outside consultation and the possible proliferation
of new courses and other activities in population. Should student enrollment size
be the major criterion for accrediting new courses in population, or should there
be some other, more qualitative index? Should there be a requirement that faculty
consultation undertaken for extra remuneration must involve students and thus con-
tribute to the educational function?

Still another perspective concerns the enabling powers of the population pro-
gram itself in promoting what are essentially within-department project activities.
A university-wide committee may be the organizational form used by a program charged
with responding to departmental proposals as well as with initiating activity in the
population field. The problems here are those of establishing justifiable and equi-
table procedures when, for example, a request for a single proposal comes to the
university administration aud there is no clear basis for responding other than al-
lowing individual departwents and faculty to submit ideas.

Functional Issues

Because thege programs primarily involve individual faculty members or depart-
ments vis-a-vis the university administration and outside agencies (for research
funding or consultation), a major issue is the support which the university gives to
facilitate these individual efforts. In research, a recommendation of some merit is
that the university include funding support in its regular budget for specific allo-
cation to faculty interested in population research, teaching, and consultation. At
least it can provide the administrative infrastructure for facilitating individual
work. A responsible office of university research can be highly useful unless fa-
culty view it as obstructionist and nonhelpful.
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The main point here is that if a university develops a commitment to helping
with the national population policy effort, it need not think immediately in terms
of developing a large, prestigious center or institute. A careful appraisal and
perhaps revision in the functional linkages between the university administration
and faculty and departments who desire to reorder their research and educational
priorities in favor of work in population needs first priority. Many faculty now
feel no support from their own institutions when it comes to their individual ef-
forts to develop proposals and new programs.

Normative Issues

Within-department programs can pose potentially difficult problems which are
inherent in the university's commitment to faculty autonomy and control. Such an
ethic requires the best possible system of open communication and mutual trust be-
tween faculty, departments, and administration. There have been instances when
individual faculty research and service posed 1.;ffictilt linkage problems with the
"normative constituency" of the university, notably in countries where population
is still a controversial libject for study and action.

Diffuse Linkage Issues

The linkage problem is one of developing the means to publicize population
work as part of an integrated effort on the part of the university. Because a ser-
vice may be viewed as important by the public, the program may facilitate effective
diffuse linkages for the university as a whole. There is obviously a trade-off in-
volved here; however, the university might consider evolving a "knowledge use" mis-
sion, rather than either a research or service one that would allow the incorpora-
tion of both. From the perspective of the university as a holistic entity, the
problem with individual, faculty-based efforts is that they tend to cause the uni-
versity to lose some control over the management of its normative and diffuse link-
ages with society and government in the interest of maintaining the tradition of
faculty autonomy and independence.

Two sets of basic questions arise for the university for within-department
programs:

1. Does the university need to develop a coordinating structure for its population
efforts in order to control its transaction with groups and organizations that
are likely to involve emotional rather than economic reactions (normative) and
issues of political and public support (diffuse)? Is the likely cost of indi-
vidually oriented programs, which follow previous university traditions and val-
ues, likely to be some measure of faculty and departmental autonomy?

2 What should be the responsibility of individual/departmental population pro-
grams to the university as a whole? Conversely, what is the university admin-
istration's responsibility for promoting future efforts in conjunction with
government and other population organizations, given that the program is within
a department? Has the program developed on this limited basis by choice or
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does it represent some abdication on the part of the university of its duty to
think through strategically what its role as an institution should be?

PROGRAMS WITH LARGE-SCALE SERVICE ACTIVITIES

The large-scale service programs are often at cross purposes with university tradi-
tions and values and the linkage issues they face are severe.

Enabling Issues

The legitimization of these programs must come from several sources. Educa-
tional activities which cut across disciplinary lines, or, to take an extreme case,
the design of a new degree program in population studies or population policy analy-
sis and administration, requirr!s enabling linkages with several departments and pro-
fessional schools. A board of advisors to the program consisting of representatives
from these units is a useful first step for providing these linkages. But the ex-
istence of such a body does not suffice. Problems with enabling linkages (as well
as with normative and diffuse ones) continue to arise if the mandate of board mem-
bers is unclear and if they fail to keep their departments fully informed about the
development of the program or to negotiate continuing departmental support for it.
In the case of large-scale service activities, which have the strongest tendencies
to assume independence from the rest of the university, a collaborative and effec-
tive interdisciplinary effort may depend on clear decisions to accept enabling link-
ages for educational and research activities with the rest of the university.

Functional Issues

Particularly helpful for our understanding of the functional issues in programs
with large service activities has been John P. Crecine's (1971) analysis of similar
issues in the case of the Policy Sciences program he directed at the University of
Michigan.

The three issues that seem most important are: (1) form of faculty appointment,
(2) financial relationships, and (3) curriculum control. For purposes of analysis
of alternative organizational forms, Crecine defines each of these variables to be
two-valued.

1. Faculty appointments:

--Joint. Program shares salary costs with discipliniry unit. Ultimate respon-
sibility for salary and promotional decilions rests with department or school.
--Independent. Appointments made by program, which also has ultimate responsi-
bility for salary and promotional decisions.
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2. Financial arrangements;

- -Budget a composite of outside funds from contract research, with some regular
university support, and institutional deve],oment grants (soft funds), a vola-
tile financial situation.
--Budget largely consists of regular university funds, considered a normal part
of university operations !hard funds), a dependable source of funds.

3. Activities ccntrol:

-Dependent on activities in departmen, ; programs have control over activities
and staffing only at the discretion of departments.
--Independent, internally designed and operated activities; program has ability
to make appointments and staffing decisions.

The advantages of independent faculty appointments are obvious. In the case
of newly-rec-uited faculty, the program has only to find a man to satisfy its con-
straints and to fulfill its objectives. But in academia, knowledge and people are
organized by disciplines. If a faculty member advances, it is through his disci-
pline. His job mobility and status are almost always governed by his discipline.
For the individual, membership in an interdisciplinary organization brings with it
the risk of being cut off from his reward structure and eliminating his job options.
Assuming that most member, f university programs see their careers as being in
academia, it is clear tha he fledgling UPP can offer no acceptable substitute for
the disciplinary reward structure. Since the inclusion of a variety of disciplines
is essential, then consideration of the relationship of the program to these tradi-
tional dtsciplines is of prime importance. Eve') with the ability to make indepen-
dent appointments, the program would be well advised to take advantage of the quali-
ty control functions disciplinary units perform. This might be accomplished through
a system of courtes' appointments, if the disciplinary unit can be persuaded to take
its advisory role seriously.

A joint appcintment nowever, raises some interesting and potentially
disastrous organi.7.ationa1 roble.as, especially when funds are short or highly vari-
able. Here the program is not only asking the department to exercies a quality con-
trol function but is also asking it to agree on rities. For example, should one
use a department's limited recruitment budget to obtain a management science type
with public sector interests or a development economist, etcetera? Still, on the
average, joint appointments have enabled many programs to recruit higher quality
faculty than they could have done independently.

One point is worthy of specific mention: join: appointments whose funding is
all from soft grants awarded to the program. Problems arise wFen the definition of
tenure in these cases is raised and when the department in which the appoint-ent re-
sides expects a regular teaching input from the staff member. It would seem most
appropriate that where regular departmental duties are expected and there is no
question of the academic acceptability of a staff member to the university as a
whole (in particular, the department) , the university should be expected to provide
hard funds for the appointment.

It seems to be in everyone's best interest to have strong and active partici-
pation on the part of the disciplinary unit in the quality control function of the
program. This would also argue that all faialty should have at least a courtesy
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joint appointment. Whether a formal joint appointment is the prevalent arrangement,
even where independent appointments are possible, seems of less importance and pro-
bably is best left to the wishes of the individual faculty member. On the other
hand, where serious differences exist between the need priority lists of the UPP
and departments, some provisions ought to exist for making tIle program appointment
anyway--such as an ability to make independent appointments or, in the joint case,
the ability to transfer funds to the department to cover the salary of a particular
person.

From the standpoint of program integrity, hard funds are always preferable to
soft funds. Soft funds usually make it impossible for the unit to make the kind of
long-term commitment to a faculty member it expects from him. The communication
problems of interdisciplinary work also require continuity that only hard funds can
provide. If a case has been made for a program with large service activities, it
also is a case for regular university support. The relationship of type of funding
to the educational program will be discussed in more detail below. Many examples
exist of the depressing effect of contract research on research quality in the ab-
sence of university support flowing on a continuous basis into the program through
well-functioning functional linkages.

If it were possible to piece together a curriculum containing the requisite
knowledge components from existing courses in a university without requiring stu-
dents to go to school for several extra years, most of the arguments for a popula-
tion program would disappear. In fact, however, disciplinary courses are organized
for transmitting and advancing disciplinary knowledge. What is important for a stu-
dent of population is seldom sufficiently concentrated in a single course. In other
cases the emphasis is misplaced.

Program activities need to be under the control of the program, not the dPpart-
ments, and to have control over activities means to have control over staffim, In
an area without adequate texts and without a tradition, the usual informal controls
found in most disciplines are missing, and the time-honored disciplinary controls
are n,.!t necessarily good models to try to copy in programs of this type. A coher-
ent curriculum requires close supervision. Important implications are that (1) de-
partments usually treat the program as peripheral and that (2) without substantial
control on the part of the program Lhe coherence of its activities tends to disap-
pear; without a measure of control, all conflicts get settled in a disadvantageous
way. The cumulative effects of the inevitable compromises required in a dopondont
curriculum status therefore tends in a few years to destroy the coherence of the
program itself.

Basically, out of eight possible combinations of appointments, funds and con-
trol of activities only fJur are at all promising for the long run:

Appointments Funds Control of Activities

1. joint Hard Dependent.
2. Joint Hard Independent
3. Independent Hard Dependent
4. :'ndependent Hard Independent

Optionn 1 and 3 are not vilble if the program lo:-;os to departments control of both
educational and research atAlvities In the program, because service activities are

c
t; J
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then residual and low-status, that is, out of its control too. In fact a 'ry-r ,ent

control status in either should only be accepted in return for independen-,e in r.-,e
other. The alternative is to drop that activity, even at the cost of rest.ict.ii
the area of contact with the rest of the university, perhaps retaining a si ad-
ministrative function of channeling interested program faculty and students to
courses on research opportunities offered in departments. Option 4 is viable only
as long as both the program and the departments are strong and competent in negoti-
ating trade-offs and value their exchanges; this calls for unusually well-function-
ing linkage mechanisms. Where any one of these conditions does not exist, a force
quickly starts which pulls program and university apart at an accelerating rate and
is very difficult to reverse.

Option 2 finally looks most promising for programs of this type, depending on
the satisfactory resolution of issues concerning joint appointments and well-func-
tioning linkage mechanisms for resolving any conflicts as they occur in daily prac-
tice. Programs which have hard funds and independent control of their activities
actually have some extra degrees of freedom in the matter of faculty appointments.
They can use funds to secure joint appointments even outside departmental priorities
as long as these appointments meet departmental notions of quality. Or they can
make these appointments indeperAently as l_mg as they satisfy disciplinary quality
control functions and also successfully resist internal pressures to create their
own disciplinary subunits.

In the long run the key element of survival for an interdisciplinary program is
the successful maintenance of disciplinary relations. This can only be done by mak-
ing faculty appointments in the program that are clearly of high quality in disci-
plinary terms. This means the potential appointee must satisfy two sets of con-
straints, both the program's and the department's. There are very few people to
choose from who satisfy both sets of requirements; the demand is much greater than
the supply. If the market were not constrined by disciplinary equity considera-
tions, salaries for this small stock of people would rise. As matters stand now,
staffing a quality population program is extremely difficult. In terms of psychic
satisfaction, working conditions, and/research appointments, as well as in monetary
terms, rewards will need to be high.

Functional linkages with professional schools interested in population studies
--public health, urban and regional planning, social work, business administration,
education, or law--present extra problems and opportunities. They are natural col-
laborators because of the compatibility of their missions. The most natural form of
collaboration would seem to be of an ad ho,.: nature; whenever a seminar or research
project in the program touches on a question in the domain of a school, attempts
should be made to include the relevant professinal faculty. otherwise the danger
of developing a rival activity increases and it is difficult to conceive of a situ-
ation whore it would make sense for a program to eii,ourage this. On the corrtriry,
the possibilities for Joint aotivitis with professional sehools are great. The
inclusion of special concentration areas in the program eonHsting of (:our:ie!-; taken
in the appropriate :ietivities already carried ()ut whieh Link faculty and students
with professional schools seem like an eminently sew-iible 1 m of collaboration.
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Normative and Diffuse Issues

The issues can be summarized in two principles:

1. The more innovative the program within the university, the more autonomous the
UPP needs to be. And the more autonomous the program is, the more difficult
and important are the linkage issues.

2. The larger and more diversified a program is, the more it needs to develop dif-
fuse linkages and the more opportunities it usually has to do so.

While these principles seem clear and this clarity is useful, the design and opera-
tion of mechanisms for normative and diffuse linkages have as yet received little
or no systematic action.
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CForeign Funds and Their Use:
Faculty Development, Consultation,
Project Support, and Facilities

PROGRAM FACULTY AND STAFF

Most foreign funds are used (1) to create faculty and staff positions, (2) to pro-

vide advanced training for personnel, and (3) to employ foreign faculty while per-
manent personnel are in training. These funds are usually classified as program de-
velopment funds, but they may also come as part of project funding (e.g., see chap-
ter 3, pp. 88-89).

For the first purpose--creating faculty positions--foreign assistance provides
seed money, just as within-country funds could if the program were able to secure
them. Why the program could not secure funds for this purpose locally is an impor-
tant question to face.. Thd difficulty ought to be strictly temporary if the program
is to use foreign funds safely for this purpose. For foreign funds can only pro-
vide, before they properly cease, a first demonstration of the program's usefi, 3,

perhaps, or a prompt start to the work while in-country funds are delayed unt.:
next budget, or until some expected clarification of policy or legislation.

The following extract states the central issue in a West African uni., .1y:

Some people are clearly attracted by the availability of money. But th%
funding is set up in such a way that it.is a very quickly disappearing
kind of money. In other words, it is money to start things, and gradu-
ally the University has to pick up the expenditures under this program.
,Some department chairmen saw quite clearly that if they got iavolved ir
this they needed to have the assurance from the administration that thi-
would not be a short-lived thing--that in other words, the Vice Chancel-
lor and the academic boards or whoever makes the allocations vauld in-
deed follow up the initial investment which would come through ' le out-

side funding.

The Vice Chancellor, an the other hand, looks on this problem in a aluch
more generalized 1, He says that this process is certainly in accord
with his overall p,an to increase graduate education and research at the
University. He has not, at this stage oF vhe game, come out and said,
yes--if you appoint a person from deartment X f.o be an Associate Dir-
ector of this pro,act, after .(:) yeF I v14.11. give one more faculty slot

to this department. But I think that Gera,nly t?le more perceptive of
the department chairmen have prAty wA.l seen it. They say: "Now look,
for me to really co,uit myscif to tins, I an goirdg to need this sort of

backup from my own vIniversity."
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The use of foreign assistance for overseas training and for bringing fct(ign
faculty in to work in the UPP meanwhile is essentially different, since builing
the program's initial capacity is clearly a temporary phase and the bulk of expen-
ditures are in foreign currency. The distinction is clearest and the sitation al-
together most promising where the university goes on record with its lor.J-2rm com-
mitments in the assistance agreement itself. For instance, the agreem6,r, can state
the university's intention to allocate X number of faculty and staff to
the program as soon as people return from advanced training.

Faculty development is a temporary phase, but it is not a short 01,-- One West
Asian program had two foundation grants of $300,000 each for it over years.
Foreign faculty meanwhile developed and taught the basic master's CW1T7: program,
which was also the primary selection mechanism for program faculty; conuucted, su-
pervised, and published research together with students; and altogether .functioned
as senior prograM faculty.

CONSULTATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES

The purpose here is different from using foreign funds to put a foreigner
place of a national faculty member for an initial phase of program developre:Au.
This is Ex' even when the consultant/aJ-isor and foreign professor are 4.:1-,o s'Ime per-

wac t:lo case in th? Pest Asian example. There, one of the two io:eign fa-
culty ttimbez,.-; cont .aued a:, advisor fcr several years after his facv.:.ty Nrction was
over. He visited the program re,-jular!.y once or twice a year, was to the
director ind f'1ty membecs by correspondence, acted as contacf -ne United
States for the later groups of faculty members and staff comin. e- overseas train-
ing, and coisuJtec with the foundation and other funding agenci.-- in matters affect-
ing the overall development of the program.

Other programs hwe advisors from the outset, some full time, some from time
to time. -;omo a'ivisors take part in program activities, others do very little or
none of that. Ful. time advisors are usually char.)ed with broad program development
responsibilities. Some make themselves also available to dther programs in the
country or regicn. they are ch,.:rged with responsibili."1 .e for faculty and staff
development as an att2rnative or addition to advanced trainiag overseas.

Using foreign advi-:e7s for fae..!ty development right in t'ae Program does not
m t...) work well <-1!. a mein strate though it seems attractive aid logical to

fa..atlty and staft 'on the job. ' The explanition f r the d:.fficulty is not
elear. Aounts suggest that effective staff development strategies for a program
require more prdte..:tion against the usual norms of persorr.,1 selection, appoint-
ment, and promotHn prevailing in the rest of the univen,ity than can be provided
right there. They Also suggest that advisors tend to get increasingly occupied with
program aetivitj.es, paf:eularlv tAto involving outside agencies and fieldwcrk.
Either they then (ie' ,tieked into a directing role, thus reducing local. staff to the
advor's asl,ihtants and so to high dependence, or they hold back from "directing"
and "cluing" in favor of maximizing initiative and direction by program staff td such
AI' extent th At. program activ;tios suffer; this then 4et..-; low standards of qua
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or quantity of work, which run quite contrary to good faculty development somewhat
aptly, like the following description by one advisor:

My approach to advising on research was based on th2 assumption that
staff members should learn as much as possible ab;t rf,search metho-
dology. I attempted to become as involved in thf- r.Eiearch as possible
without actually directing or doing the research Thii, stemmed from
my belief that the staff members would not develc.- sat_iciently high
levels of research competence if the advisor did the research. Thus
I have offered my comments and suggestions on the methodology of all
the research, but have attempted to refrain from doing it myself (with
the exception of the excess pregnancy paper, which I did myself) . In
some cases I provided more direction than is desirable; in others I
have been able to achieve limited input. Much of the interaction has
been face-to-face advisor-researcher communication, which has fre-
quently been supplimented by written memoranda. I have also encour-
aged staff-to-staff consultation throughout the year as well as sug-
gested that staff members discuss their research with persons outside
the center.

On the whole, disenchantment with long-term advisory roles seems high and in-
creasing. Unless an advisor is very experienced and senior (and there are few of
these) , UPP directors believe themselves and their senior colleagues to have as much
or more program building experience as the advisors they usually get. They feel
that any special advice they need would be better provided through short consulta-
tions with a series of specialists than through one or two resident advisori.

Increasingly therefore, advisory services are just one item in broad interin-
stitutional arrangements, which, for instance, link 3 university receiving foreign
assistance with another which can offer a broad range of expertise and specialist
resources. In such an arrangement, a representative of the foreign university may
be available on the spot, as a senior colleague and advisor to the local program and
also, of great importance, as diagnostician, planner, and manager for the additional
resources the me u,liversity and other foreign sources may provide as needed under
this arrangement.

PROJECT FUND::

Project filivis dro common in foreign assistanco, both by themselves and as part of a
broad assistance package. Two versions seem most effective. One is as seed money,
such as funds to start some new kind of research. in many cases, quite small
amounts of money, carefully allocated, have stimulated key faculty members to ermage
permaft tnly in population studies; and this in turn has resulted in very desirable
;IpLirti- of population work as well in bettor anchoring the program in the univer-
sity. Further, the wish to influence the allocation of funds has stimulated the de-
velopmeet of interdisciplinary research committees and other useful program mechan-
isms.
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The second type of project fund which has often been effective uses foreign as-
sistance to link universities into international research. This type has spread
high professional standards of work and may be most valuable for that. A common com-
plaint is that international projects, with their accompanying travels and contacts,
often divert the attention of the program director and kew faculty members from the
more urgent, exacting, but perhaps pedestrian, needs of their own countries and uni-
versities. And this possibility is doubly real and damaging since the group of in-
ternational population scholars is still very small and since the same few people be-
come internationally involved over and over again. Some prominent programs have en-
countered serious opposition in their universities and their countries for the high
priority they have placed on international work.

At the other end, that of the funding agencies or universities interested in
providing project funds, processes of securing applications and reaching funding
decisions often lead expectant programs to vacillate wildly between high expectation
and deep disappointment. In several cases, program development has been badly dam-
aged by this, as the following extract from Southeast Asia shows:

15 8

. . the goals of the center were specifically focused toward research
on the organization And dolivery of health and family planning services.
The primary purpose was to develop more scientific knowledge of health
and population dynamics, as needed for effectively realting health poli-
cies and programs to the needs of the population.

There was feeling that legitimately to request institute status the
center had to be involved .1th a major research project that would de-
monstrate its potential to the National Council. Although the center
had been largely viewed with skepticism by the Ministry of Health be-
cause of its inactivity in the past, a meeting was held between repre-
sentatives of the Ministry and the center to discuss potential research
interest. Several areas were outlined involving an evaluation of the
condom as a potential contraceptive method in the country, an assess-
ment of family planning field workers and a study of the comparative ef-
fectiveness of priority items by the Ministry for research in the third
five-year plan initiated in 1971.

Simultaneously with these exploratory efforts between the Ministry and
the center, a request came from the collaborating U.S. university for
the center to submit a research proposal that could be funded from
abroad. This was seen as a windfall for both the developmental efforts
of the center and its request for institute status and also for its ef-
forts to provide substantive information for the national family plan-
ning program. A researeh proposal to evaluate the effect of various
types of family planning field workers was quickly formulated and sub-
mitted to the U.S. university for review.

Work proceeded on the development of the field worker evaluation pro-
ject throughout the spring with high expectations of the U.S. university
funding no later than June 1, 1971. However, that university had also
just selected a long-term resident advisor to provide guidance in insti-
tutional development and approval for him was pending with the authori-
ties. As result d considerable delay ocYurred as tho university at-
tempted u assess the implication of committing a considerable portion
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of the advisor's time to the project. Then, the project was approved
in July, but for only one year of funding and effective only twelve
months later. Meanwhile, the Ministry saw this delay as confirmation
that the center continued to be unable to meet obligations.

In short, foreign assistance endangers program development when it replaces
local resources, when it belittles the importance of linkages with country offices,
and when it is given on conditions which distract and unbalance development, by fo-
cusing it wrongly or by making the program too large, too prosperous, and too visi-
ble far too fast. The classic issues around program inputs--of focus, timing, bal-
ance, and control--become vastly more complex when foreign funds are involved, and
"advisors" increase the dangers from them unless they are particularly aware of the
problem.

LIBRARY AND EQUIPMENT

The fourth common category of foreign assistance, "things," is the smallest and usu-
ally the least difficult and controversial. The provision, through foreign assis-
tance, of a basic population library has probably exceeded any other project in pre-
cision, immediate and long-run usefulness, and economy. The Population Council
early developed a standard basic library which it has provided as a package to bud-
ding overseas programs even when no other foreign assistance was envisaged at the
time.

Equipment is more complex and sometimes controversial. Some funding agencies
are constrained to providing only equipment from their own country, which is often
not the most available or economical for the particular program or for available
maintenance, etc. More basic is the tendency for programs to ask for more sophisti-
cated equipment than would be best for the quality and quantity of work in the fore-
seeable future. This issue arises most often in connection with data processing
equipment. A collusive situation tends to arise in which the program and the fund-
ing agency end uip agreeing that only the "latest and the best" will do and the
equipment is used more for bolstering the program's self-image and public image than
for useful work. Such an error has unfortunate effects on many other aspects of OPP
development, such as staff Oevelopment, relations with.the rest of the university,
and norms of work,and cost consciousness within the program.
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DInternational Funding Agencies

Agency for International Development (AID)

Office of Population
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 02523, U.S.A.

Gives strong institutional support both to U.S. and developing country institutions.
Helps to provide operational research, evaluation studies, personnel training, and
consultation services.

Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE)

Sala Suntitham
Bangkok, Thailand

Involved in service/fieldwork, training, research, teaching, mass communication/edu-
cation, evaluation, and administration in the area of interdisciplinary population
studies.

The Ford Foundation

Population Office
320 East Forty-third Street
New York, New York 10017, U.S.A.

The Population Office was established in 1963 to coordinate the population-related
activities of the Foundation. Since 1968, more and more assistance has been chan-
neled to developing country universities. Grants are made primarily to institutions
for experimental, demonstration, and developmental efforts that are likely to pro-
duce significant advances in educational facilities, including university curricula,
organization, and management.

International Planned Parenthood Pederatior (IPPP)

18-20 Lower Regent Street
London SW1Y 4PW, England
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A union of around 60 autonomous national family planning associations begun in 1952
with the main purpose of assisting in the devlopment of private family planning
associations in all countries. They do fund specific projects other than support
of family planning association, basically in encouraging and supporting the training
of medical and paramedical workers. They sponsor workshops and seminars; and pro-
mote and organize international and regional meetings and conferences.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

Population Division--Development Centre
94, rue Chardon-Lagache
Paris XVIe, France

OECD has a four-point program: (1) information exchange, (2) organization of con-
ferences and seminars, (3) research development, (4) ,i_tivities leading more direct-
ly to the development of cooperation and coordination. Any assistance will not dup-
licate efforts by other international organizations.

Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)

Department of Health and Population Dynamics
525 Twenty-third Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20037, U.S.A.

Provides technical and financial assistance to programs requested by member nations;
concerns--family planning, maternal and child health, and population dynamics

activities.

Th(? Pathfindor Fund

850 Boylston Street
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167, U.S.A.

Concentrating on grants to developing countries, this medical research and service
organization sponsors innovative family planning service programs, new approaches in
rysearch and development, population education and communication projects, and lead-
chip training.

tion Bureau

Eland House, Stag Place
London, England

Established in 1.9(c3 under the auspices of thc Overseas Development Administration of
the British government, the major interest is assistance in population work to the
Third V,orld--Asia, Africa, etcetera. It encourages training and research and helps
to pro-ide operational and advisory personnel for these programs.
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The Population Council

245 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017, U.S.A.

This is a center for collection and exchange of information on slgnificant ideas
and developments related to population questions. It has three divisions--demo-
graphic, technical assistance, and biomedical. In the pa grants have been made
to national centers of population studies and to universi partments and study
centers, sometimes to individuals.

Population Crisis ComMittee

1835 K Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20036, U.S.A.

A private, nonprofit organization established in 1967 to promote public understand-
ing and action in the face of the world population crisis. The Committee helps to
raise funds for nongovernmental agencies, national and international.

Population Reference Bureau

1755 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington. D.C. 20036, U.S.A.

The Bureau works to focus public attention on the facts and implications of trends
in population growth. The Division of International Programs focuses primarily on
special problems of Latin America.

The Rockefeller Foundation

111 West Fiftieth Street
New York, New York 10020, U.S.A.

The Foundation's purpose is to prnmnte the well-being of mankind, including the
solution of population problems, and to strengthen emerging centers of learning in
the developing countries. This is done primarily through grants to universities,
research institutes, etcetera. No grants are made for building, operation of local
institutions, or personal aid to individuals. Research training and experimental
programs in a broad range of fields relevant to population are financed.

The Simon Population Trust

141 Newmarket Road
Cambridge CBS BHA, England

This trust supports projects which may promote understanding of world population and
resources, and encourage research, education, and other efforts to adjust population
to resources.
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Swedish Tnc(!nat:cnal Development Authoritq (SIDA)

105 25 Stockholm, Sweden

Most grants so f:Ir !lave been to developing countries for family planning, ht some
are now being directed toward research and training and fellowships.

Pnited Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA)

.485 Lexington enue
New rt., New Yrk 10017, U.S.A.

The Fund suL'crts all aspects of population work and assists developing countries
with high population growth rates and low national incomes in solving their popula-
cion problems. U.N. Re.,,ident Representatives play a key role in grant ac-e7tance,
considering the merits of the .irnt reouest ard the standing of the requ-_s,ing or-

ganizatiuf,.

World IL,alth Organization (WHe)

CH-1121
Geneva 27, Switzerland

Affiliated with the United Nations, this organization is involved in service/field-
work, ._raining, research, and teaching in the field of Public Health.

ho.
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EField-Oriented Rvulation Programs
Based in One Discipline: Two Examples

-'1>TITUTE OF POPULATION STUDIES (DFMOGRAPHYD-I'EAST -EDITED FROM DOCUMENT)

In-L!tuLe has a threefold purpose:

1. To proraote public and official awareness, interest, and knowledge about popula-
tion matters in [X

2. To train persons in [X ) to conduct demographic studic,,, in both the applied
and scientific spheres

3. To expand the store of knowledge about the population of [X ), including the
relation between population factors aft:. various sdcial and economic conditions

Major efforts have been made by the Institute in performing its first function
from the beginning. The Institute has cooperated closely with various government
and private agencies in dissemination of knowledge on population and educating the
public and policy makers on the population problems facing the country. Institute
factulty are called frequently to ofcer advice and information to various govern-
ment agencies.

Since the first group of 10 students enrolled in 1967, an average of 15 gradu-
ate students have entered the Institute program ever- year. Six or seven full-time
fellowships, supplied with foreign assistance, are awarded every year. The rest of
the students work full time in government agencies, usually doing work related to
population. The M.A. degree'is awarded after the student completes 40 credits of
course work, passes a written and oral comprehensive examination, and completes and
defends orally a satisfactory thesis,.

The Population Research Program

The research activities of the Institute can be divided into four cateoor'es:

1. Working as consultant to various government agencies in their population re-
search projectJ

2. Carrying out research projects as requested by other government agencies

3. Assisting the graduate students in conducting small research projects
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4. Carrying out the Institutj,'s own research projects

Instead of fragmontino its research efforts into several small investigations,
the Institute has chosen to develop one large research project, called the Longitu-
dinal .-;tudy--of, more fully, the Longitudinal Study of Economic, and Demo7
tirapi Change in [X I. Supported by J stn:cession of grant.,; from abroad, it is
being conducted in annual ot ages. . . .

1'orulaf Populaton Posearch

.ottiha , ::.iiittute of Population Studies, the organizer faced various
it g.,lem- del tviha it fall development. The institute was the first official re-

yff sfit al in the university. Effort was made to adopt the
ntomicrArY ir::1:iples of A research organization into the framework of the

: st .11.1 L org a it. i with a long history.

t. u initia:ly s A small research center in by order
m, i's viability and help the public understand how

ul develooment. As long as it had only
:enter 'ould only receive a few catogbties, of

f .ffm,Illv on loan from other units in the
t-r WA., recognized as a viable scientific in:

the development of the university and the ,:ountrv,
n'e of opalition :'ztudies was submittal and ap-

with the University Act. The Insti-
an offi:ial organization in

: en a mainr irAblem facing the Institute. From tte
sui:ort,,l I ,:onsortium of international agencies.

!:,:titnte luring its initial period was not entitled to

espe.:ially civil service salaries,
r:sru:t highly aAlifi ' staff members .

1

:

rridually expanded, which brings increas-
- 5711111 number of highly trained persons

v Are already committed, the Institute has
thl ' A hg'-iber ' yer ible staff members for further

t le:

:1',`

,lulation problems and recognize the
;1 el fr,m malation res,'ar. The Institute has

on-erhed to :ooperate with them in various
for a number of population

r tvr:;an i tat. ,,taff 'ambers .1r.7 Tit)pointed membrs of
! :onsuitihts fnr -trn:as Agencies. The research findings of
ci ih-se-poraio,d In many agen:ies' plans of action, includ-
And P:on,mi flin. However some agencies which
's The Institute accepts as its re-ii

Tr-Ititute service will he useful
n.
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hA WAI1A H ior di.:--,ttil,ution a sries of publications, includ-
1:..1 aff ar!1 1, papor ireented profesion.-11 meeting, annual

ram, 011 r.. t :; f mast or ' s theses. Thu I not i tut e

1.1 rirat 1, resear,-I1 reports in 1070

t-1

sni! I c dire.-tel toward government officials and other
! ho 0. :v iu w to bn in I-1; tlIrongh 1,170 five 12- t.;)

la

Kn(r.t. !t

in the :ountry is limited, the existing
e..I rH L I tn'H to ::)t suffi.:ient in many areas of development

1 Cs. ti. ry:no thh; store of knowledge, the Institute is also
ll data in order that both the 411mogra-

nil r ,...HeiT? mt b il use.

)r

I. th earlier days -f the Institute, the work of informing the government
f..)r a national population policy was the Tnstitute's main func-

n. The Intitute devoted mo,-;f of its efforts to dis--;seminating knowledge on the
Ire.:ent ansl future population pr.'-lems fa::ing the country and in conducting fertili-
ty :;tudies and iAP studies on family planning. Nnw the Nationa] r'amily Planning Pro-
gram is _'arriel out by the government. One of the prioirity -truaE- is the evaluatinn
of the impa.,-t of the government family planning program (..,n the fertility rate.

Another priority research area is the study of internal migratIon, urbaniza-
tion and urban concentration, urban environment, and related problems The Insti-
tute is organizing a major urban research program with cooperation from other de-
partments ot the university, such as sociology, economics, political science, town
planning, engineering, geo(.7raphy.

The study of manpower requirements and supply is also very vital for the coun-
try. There are government agercies dirt-tly and indirectly responsible to conduct
research and stuclies iii the subject. -

International Cooperation

There is a (;eat need for international cooperation among national population
research institu. ons, especially the exchange of experiences, scientific informa-
tion, and the pl.. and programs of each institution.

The joint comparative study project is an ideal one, but it seems unlikely to
be possible in the near future, unless the proposed joint study project happens to
be identical with a project which is underway or was previousl planned by each in
stitution. Be'aust of the shortage of resources, especially highly trained
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personnel, institutions in developing countries are facing the problem of an in-
Ability to cope with the demand within the country for population research.

LAW INSTITUTE (U.S.A.: EDITED EXTRACTS FROM TAPED CONVER!,ATInN WITH PRLqRAM
FOUNDER-DIRECTOR)

rnivt.'rsitti

The Institute's fleagling years were marked by an inadequacy Ina lack of con-
tinuity of funding even though some private benefactors were very liberal in their
support. For about 10 years the Institute operated ana eiarried on its business
without beneift of a formal organizational structure, corporate status, public fund
support, boar of directors, or status o!- anv sort within the university.

The people, other than Dr. U., wh worked for the Institute, had no s'atus as
faculty in the university. In the early aiys they were not even emplo,,ees of th,
university.

Then it happened that the University recruited a , -Tiptrollr, retired from pri-
vate inaustrY, 7.1r. D. Riding around one night, he observed the "only light that was
burning on the entire campus." He went. in to find Dr. C. still in his In-
stitute and said, "Pr. C., I don't see any ippropriation for you in tne buaget." At
some point thereafter the university eml)raced the Institute--at least in the sense
of trying to provide to some extent for its finan ial needs.

ext the Legislature appropriated funds for the Institute in the university
budget. The Institute staff then belan to use the title of "Research Professor" and
other ranks, but without appointments in t'e old line aLpartmmts. Five more years
passel before the appointment procedures were regularized completely within the
framework of the university. The "Resean-h" was dropped, url the names are now sub-
mitted to the Board. of Trustees with members bearing the title "Professor cf Public
Administration and Population."

The Institute continues io stana as a separate entity with no particular af-
filiation with any other :egment of '-he university. Of its professional staff of
33 only two hold joint appointments, one as Associate Professor in the Institute and
the Department of Political Science ena one as Lecturer in the Institute and in the
Department of Ei:onomics.
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FAn Interdisciplinary Population Program
(USA: Account Based
on Contemporary Documents)

The initiative for the program at X came from Profei-sor Jones, a highly resped
member of the Medical chool faculty and head of a well-known Dcpartment of i;oir-
ductive Bioi-ov; he was also in thy highest oun i is of the nniior.ity and countod
among the small group to whom the chancellor turnyd Jo) person, When one
summer- Professor Jones hal first mentioned the idea of developin,: 'road-based in-
terdisciplinary population program in che university, the chance. id, as usual,
encouraggd him to go ahead and to let him know when he felt a forma .ouncement
and apiointments would help progress.

By fall Professor Jones had put togyther the committee of he then
asked the .,:hancellor to formalize. Thy members came from the ::choo f --dicine
(two) , the .:,chool of Public Health (throe), and the Department of (three).
The members from the School of Public Health were the chairmen of the 1),Iartments
of Biostatistics and of MCH and a program director and Assistant cf Depart-
ment of Public Health Administration. The Department of So,.iclogy w03 represented
by its current and previous chairmen, both nationally knoi,m figures, and by the 7.

senior professor of demography. The other member from the School of !-:ii;dicine was a
senior professor of the Department of Reproductive Physi_ologiy.. Professot
chaired the group.

When at the request of Professor Jones the chancellor appointed this grcap for-
mally in November, he specified its task as "working up a ci.?!7,'.gn for a miversity-
wide population program of teaching, research and servic s ed E; main lines of
organization, securing funds for the program, and fining a dirtor and other ini-
tial staff."

From then on the committee met weekly (L:ir.g the s,,,mester, for two hours ever.
Tuesday afternoon. Every Monday Professor :;c.-:;'s offi.- checked with all members
for possible items for discussion, oil the understanding that if there wa iot enough
to discuss that week the meeting would be cancelled. This occurred only once in
next year and a half. Three other meetings were cancelled because 'he chairman
would be absent traveling. Attendance was high throughout and when some m mbers had
to be replaced at the end of the academic year, because of retirement or moving away,
the school or department immediately nominated others of comparable stature.

With the exception of the first, the meetings following the formal appointment
were held in the School of Public Health or in the Department of Sociology, on the
opposite side of the campus. Pmfessor Jones took responsibility for the minutes,
which were brief. They gave place, attendance and absences, and decisions reached.
Usually they filled one sheet, never more than nne and one half. Professor Jones
sent copies to the chancellor, the Vice-Chancellors for ReJearch and for Health
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Sciences, the Provost for Arts and Sciences, and the Dean of the Graduate School.
The list was enumerated on till linutes sheet.

The committee submitted its first report to the chanoellor just three mont s
. -ter its appointment (February 196S), and with his approval proceeded at once to
negotiate with three public and private agencius for possible ft-Aing. The report
and requests for funds stressed the program's interdisciplinary character and the
intention therefore to locate it under the Vice-Chancellor for ResNircn rather than
in Any one part of the university. It assessed the establishment of field areas d':;
e ntial from ihe very beginning. Adn it detailed the numerots resource_; in the
anivrsity which were already available to be pulled together for the new program.

Lo...aton HI oontral place of "a large part" of the facult',. working on popula-
stressed is very important, for this would "gw! ntee int.erdepart-

meal interact on at a neutral-site." Space requirements for tais were e>timated
at 2,.)0Q square oet.

tith th, nano,llor'.; approval of these general dire,tions and the f:rst con-
IrlA,1 with passible funding agencies, the committee turned i.oxu to the collec-

tion of sp,oifio projeotg for inclusion in the program. The first compilatiLn of
proi,ot was rea3 At the next meeting. It included two teaching projects (from

ioloc,y and biostatistics), with a space reserved for a third from r'CH, and seven
ro.,earoh irojects from MCH, demography, biostatistics, socioldigy, ob-gyn, repro-

tnd the School of Public Health, for a field laboratory). One mese
:)roject (heal.th administration) and five research projects wet-- add(: to

tho ih th, hex: two weeks (based in departments in the School of Pul lic Hea: h
(*hro), so..iology, and reproductive biology) . The committee decided to set up
working -.oirtis to examine each project in detail. Members agreed to have r:a3y
for th%! next meeting 'the names of people on campus who could be asked to serve n

th:so. The :ommittee also agreed that, in view of the favorable prosper-ts aarly
fu: linq from at leAst one source, the biostatistics and sociology depai Jent:

ly begin their search for "highly qualified staff to be brought io as soon
as po;sible."

.he first ,,:omprehensive discussion on the internal organization of the Jgra .

t( )?. place in 7.1.ay, along with a discussion of the dioectorship. A three-tiered de-
s_ga omercd. The present committee would become rel,onsible for progra7, 2olic
Tho excution of this policy would be the task of the staff of the Population Insti-
tutt headed by the director. This staff would have joint appointments in cl,.:partmen's
and ,,,hoois according to their specializations but they would be located tw-eti.,-,
the Tn. _Lute, and be the main stimulators and coordinators of population civiies
on campus and in the field laboratories. "The bulk" of teaching and research act'vi-
ties was to he carried out by the third tier of the program, in individual schools
and de::artments, and jointly between them.

The dirctor was to be a leading figure in population, someone already reco,-;-
nized nationally and internationally. This reduced the choice of candidates to ver

and these were known personally to most or all of the committee. One of the
tw, whose availability the committee decided to check out was Joe Capman, M.D. Dr.

Capman had been on campus during the previ(..us summer when Professor Jones had first
mentionel the idea of a major population program at the university. His joint ap-
pointment would be in the Department of Epidemiology in the School of Public Health.
When, after inrniiry, the other candidates turned out not to be available, the com-
mittee arranged for Dr. Capman to return in June 1969. Though the formdl offer and
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the appointment were not uade until late in the fall, the directorship was really
settled du,..o Pr. Capman's visit. The formal appointment was for June 1q70.

In fact, immdiatelv following his summer visit Dr. Capman became quite active
on behalf of the pcograr. He used his influence with one large funding agency to
which the c(mmitte,.. 1-1. applied for funds. He returned in January 1970 and took a
leading part in th .eparation and ruining of a weekend meeting of the committee.
At this meet/rig the thre-tiered desio,n for the program's internal crganization was
confirmed and s('rie of i tr aspects elaborated. One elaboration was that the commit-
tee would repres,nt major departments and schools (in the university) concerned
with poi.ulat.ion studi2s." The tasks were specified for it: (1) provide advisory
and policy gui..-Lce to no Population Institute; (2) review overall budgets for the
program; an.: fo't.A. university-wide involvement. Raising additional funds be-
came tilt.. rC. 'i*ibili ty of the Institute. The Institui:e also had the task of pro-
viding dir.:!.:t .)f. activities reouiring close interdisciplinary teamwork,

y" Lie field studies and the study groups focused on specific substan-
tive o/ ,gical issues in population. Following this meeting the chancellor,
at th reuest ._.. the committee, appointed the Dean of the School of Journalism and
the of e Departmint of Anthropology frull members of the committee.

Jr.:,e 1970 the committer continued to manage the affair, of the new pro-
ura7, 2.7."-:).ring Dr. Capman of its activities and requesting and also receiving his
advie cn iny matters. In one two-week period alone 15 letters and copies of let-

from Dr. Capman. During those months the committee approved budgets
and 71.,;titute appointments for five departments in the School of Public Health and
the Dean',7 office (biostatistics, MCH, epidemiology, health administration :jointly
wi 'ousiness administration, and health education) , sociology (its budget cut by
on'ifth;, ob-gyn, journalism, anthropology, economics, and psychology. It ap-
pointed a r.inimum administrative and secretarial staff and established them in a
rented re,:idence adjoini:Ig the campus with space for eight to 10 offices. It con-
tinued u raise funds. It organized a weekly university-wide seminar in population
for the first semester of the new academic year. And it received an' increasing
number ,7f. visitors from all parts of the country and abroad.

Cr. Capman started as director in June. At the meeting to greet him Professor
Jones noted that the structure and responsibilities of the committee would have to
be studied and redefined at this time so that it could now devolve into a policy-
maUng body and concern itself with "substantive issues." The committee proposed
that the Institute have a small executive committee to advise the director on admin-
istrative matters. And it agreed to Dr. Capman's proposal that the next meeting of
the committee be called when he could submit to it a full report of the Institute's
developments and of questions ahead.

This meeting took place at the end of August and was mostly taken up with the
director's report. Toward the end Professor Jones introduced a paper outlining the
possible reorganization of the committee. He proposed enlarging the committee to
represent all departments and schools involved and a small executive board to act
for the committee day to day. The large committee would meet at stated times twice
or so a year but its executive board would continue to meet weekly. The discussion
on this was postponed-until the next meeting.

The next meeting took place on October 15. Though it started with a considera-
tion of Professor Jones's outline the committee concluded that any reorganization be
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postponed "for several more months." Dr. Capman reported that several additional
departments had expressed interest in the new program since he had arrived and that
he found a great diversity in degree and types of departmental concern and mode
of operation. Reorganization was therefore premature. First the interests and
contacts should he developed "with mutual trust and with sensitivity" 1 departmen-
tal needs and to the needs of the new population program.

The next meeting was scheduled in three weeks. At that meeting Dr. Cap,,,,,n re-
ported the sugges..ion by the vice-chancellor that an outside visiting committee
appointed to report on the progress of the Institute "sometime during the next
year." The Committee agreed that this would be useful and proposed late in 1971 as
the best time. It did not fix a time for its own next meeting ano did not meet
again.
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GInternational Networks
of University Population Programs

REGIONAL NETWORKS

AFRICA

Instituto for Population Stcyles (RTPS)
P. C. Pox 96
Legon, Ghina

The Institute is based on a United Nations and Ghanian government agreement signed
December 1971. The purpose of the Institute is to promote and strengthen research
and training in demography and related fields in interested English-speaking coun-
tries of Africa.

L'Institut de Formation et k Recherche Demographiques (IFORD)
Yaounde, Cameroons

This is an organization designed to serve the needs of French-speaking Africa in a
similar capacity to that of RIPS above.

Population Dynamics Programme
P. 0. Box 45
University of Ghana
Legon, Accra, Ghana

University based organization for English-speaking countries of West Africa. Its
function is to promote research, hold seminars, and offer fellowships.

African Health Training Institutions Project (AHTTP)
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Carolina Population Center
University Square
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

A new program undertaken by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifi and the
Association of American Medical Colleges to promote teaching of family health. The
program offers seminars, fellowships, consultation, and two Pan African conferenr.es.
Also fosters new approaches to teaching and development of learning materials in
family health.
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ASIA

International Institute for Population Studies (IIPS)
Govandi Station Road, Deonar
Bombay 88 AS, India

The organization was established in 1957 by India and the United Nations. It is uni-
versity-supported and offers assistance in service/field work, training research, and
teachiny in interdisciplinary population studies.

Population Institute
P. 0. Box 479
University of the Philippines
Manila, Philippines

The Population Institute, established in 1964, is engaged in training, research, and
teaching in demography. Its interest focuL,es mostly on the Philippines, Indonesia,
Thailand, and Japan.

Organization of Demographic Associates
c/o Economic Research Center
Bukit Timah Road
Singapore, Singapore

0 ganization of professionals dealing in population with offices in various countries
to serve the demographic needs of Asian countries.

LATIN AMERICA

Pan American Federation of Associations of Medical Schools (FEPAFEM)
Carrera 7, No. 29-34
Bogota, Colombia

Founded in 1962 to include demography in the curricula of Latin American medical
schools. Includes training, research, teaching and mass communication/education in
the biomedical field, with emphasis on Latin America.

Program of Social Research on population Problems Relevant to Population Policies
in Latin America (PISPEL)

Part of the Latin American Center for the Social Sciences (CLACSO). The organiza-
tion is made up of about seven research centers in Latin America, most of them based
in universities.

Latin American Demographic Center (CELADE)
Santiago de Chile
Chile

Associated with the University of Chile with one suboffice in San Jose, Costa Rica.
The Center is involved in training, research, and teaching in the field of demo-
graphy, with special focus on Latin America.
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INTERREGIONAL NETWORKS

Committee for International Coordination of National Research in Demography (CICRED)
27 rue du Commandeurs
75 Paris, XIVe, France

An organization created for promotion and support of research and nonresearch acti-
vity focusing on the analysis and evaluation of political aspects of population po-
licy and/or population policy processes.

University Population Pr5grams (UPP)
Carolina Population Center
TM University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Network of 25 universities around the world interested in developing effective popu-
lation programs by sharing experiences and information about interdisciplinary pro-
grams oriented toward appiication and the development of association of universities.
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